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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1: The Port au Choix National Historic Park. 

The Port au Choix National Historic Park is located on the west coast of 

the Great Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland at about 50° 43' N. latitude 

and 57° 22' longitude and approximately 293 kms. north of Corner Brook 

(fig. 1, inset). The park covers an area of 830 ha. on the combined Point 

Riche and Port au Choix peninsulas which protrude into the Gulf of 

St. Lawrence. Excluded from this area is the modern fishing village of Port 

au Choix distributed around the "Back Arm" harbour and along the narrow 

isthmus, only 210 metres wide, which connects the twin peninsulas to the 

mainland (fig. 1). 

1.2: Archaeological Research Related to the Park. 

Prior to the formation of the present park boundaries in 1984, two major 

programmes of archaeological research had been conducted in the area. 

One focussed on the large Palaeo-Eskimo occupation at Phillip's Garden on 

the Point Riche Peninsula (Harp 1964), while the other investigated the 

extensive Maritime Archaic Indian cemetery within the township (Tuck 1976). 

Subsequent to 1984, a third major research effort was inaugurated to further 

elucidate the Palaeo-Eskimo occupation at Phillip's Garden and in other 

areas within the park boundaries (Renouf 1985, 1986, 1987). 

Included among the objectives in the 1986 season of the current project 

was the investigation of two sites, Crow Head Cave (7A60; EeBi-4) and the 

Gargamelle Cove Rockshelter (7A65; EeBi-21), both of which had been located 
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on the Point Riche Peninsula during earlier surveys within the park. It was 

known that these sites had been disturbed by local inhabitants and artefacts 

and human skeletal material in private collections suggested that both sites 

had once contained Palaeo-Eskimo burials of the Middle Dorset phase. Since 

our present knowledge of the physical anthropology and mortuary practices 

of the Middle Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo is minimal, a salvage excavation of even 

these drastically disturbed burial sites was thought to be of considerable 

potential significance. Unfortunately, hopes that one or both sites might 

still contain an undisturbed burial were in vain. However, despite the 

severity of the disturbance at both sites - one, Crow Head Cave, had actually 

been blasted by explosives - a large number of artefacts, ecofacts, and 

fragmentary human remains were located. While it was not possible to obtain 

reliable point provenience data, gross spatial analysis of artefact and bone 

distributions yielded consistent patterning that has cast further light on 

Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary behaviour. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES OF 

THE PORT AU CHOIX NATIONAL HISTORIC PARK 

2.1: Introduction. 

Following the 1984 agreement between the Provincal Government and Parks 

Canada which ceded the present park area to federal authority, a fairly 

comprehensive inventory of the natural resources of the study area was drawn 

up (Northland 1985). The following discussion therefore briefly recapitulates 

the major findings of this research and, for more detail, the reader is 

referred to the original inventory. 

2.2: Geology. 

The spine of the Great Northern Peninsula is formed by the uplifted 

Precambrian granites of the flat-topped Long Range Mountains which in 

places attain heights of over 850 metres. Along its west margin this 

Precambrian terrain truncates Lower Paleozoic platformal rocks of shallow 

marine origin which form a narrow coastal plain which is geologically quite 

distinct, being composed of Cambro-Ordovician sediments largely in the form 

of carbonates (O'Brien & Macpherson 1969; Cumming 1983:75ff.). 

The low-lying north-eastern sector of the Point Riche Peninsula is composed 

of three formations of Lower Ordovician dark-brown to tan, porous, 

crystalline dolomite of the St. George's Group (fig. 2). To the south-east 

in the remaining and larger portion of the peninsula this group is 

disconformably overlain by the Table Head Group composed of gently dipping 

strata of Middle Ordovician grey and finely crystalline limestones, 
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FIG. 2 

GEOLOGY OF THE PORT AU CHOIX & PT. RICHE PENINSULAS 

MoTH: TABLE HEAD GROUP (Middle Ordovician). 
Thick bedded dark grey limestone, slump breccia. Cyclic pale 
grey limestone & dolomitic and/or fenestral limestone. 

IoC: ST. GEORGE GROUP (Lower-Middle Ordovician). 
Catoche formation - well bedded, fossiliferous, grey limestone 
with dolomite burrow mottling; some cryptalgal-sponge 
moundstone beds; D - pervasive diagenetic dolomite. 

IoBH: BOAT HARBOUR FORMATION. 
Cyclically intercalated dark grey limestone, dolomitic limestone 
and dolostone; stromatolitic moundstone beds occur locally; fossils 
locally common; basal beds extensively dolomitised and brecciated. 

I-MoA: AGUATHUNA FORMATION. 
Yellow weathering, pale grey dolostone; green dolomitic shale. 

Source: Northland 1985: fig. 9. 
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dolostones, and shales. The north-eastern margin of the Table Head Group 

rises fairly abruptly to a maximum elevation of ca. 60 metres ASL and it is 

in this face that Crow Head Cave is located (figs. T2). In the south along 

the northern side of Gargamelle Cove, the Table Head Group forms fairly 

high sea cliffs in which is located the Gargamelle Rockshelter (fig. 1). 

2.3: Geomorphology and Vegetation. 

Normal characteristics of the coastal plain of the Great Northern Peninsula 

include thin acidic podzolic soils, poor drainage, numerous bogs and small 

ponds, and a poorly developed boreal forest. However, the Point Riche and 

Port au Choix Peninsulas are anomalous; podzolic soils were not discovered 

in a study of the park though they are suspected to be present in isolated 

pockets (Northland 1985:37). Instead, the soils are predominantly of the 

immature regosolic type and organic soils. Moreover, as a result of isostatic 

rebound and the sloping nature of the terrain, the peninsulas are relatively 

well-drained (Northcott & Phillips 1976:3). There is little flooding in the 

spring run-off and there are only a few marshy areas and ponds (fig. 1). 

The Point Riche Peninsula can be subdivided into four ecosystems based on 

topography, soils, and vegetation. These ecosystems more or less coincide 

in areal extent with the major geological divisions noted above. 

[1] The marine fringe ecosystem is characterized by a variety of beach 

types ranging from gravel to rocky to sea cliff. Both soil and vegetation 

are either sparse or absent. Immediately behind the present marine fringe 

is a series of ancient beaches and marine terraces formed during the complex 

interplay between isostatic rebound and eustatic sea-level rise in the 

post-glacial period (Grant 1972). Some stretches of ancient beach, such as 
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that in the township area in which the Maritime Archaic burials were 

interred, are sandy. 

[2] In the St. George ecosystem, the topograpny is rolling, soils shallowly 

overlie bedrock, and the vegetation is predominantly dense tuckamore of 

black spruce. This ecosystem contains a few bogs, several small ponds, and 

fairly extensive patches of peatland and rock barrens. 

[3] The Aguathuna Formation ecosystem corresponds to the colluvial complex 

slope between the two major bedrock groups; the topography is hilly, soils 

are coarsely textured and drainage is rapid. The vegetation of this ecosystem 

ranges from low tuckamore to forest composed principally of balsam fir and 

white spruce. Larch and black spruce occur infrequently and white birch 

and mountain ash are the only hardwoods present (Northland 1985:61ff.). 

[4] In the Table Head Group ecosystem, the topography is gently rolling 

and the soils are shallow and of variable texture. There are extensive areas 

of limestone barrens, empetrum heath barrens, and tuckamore vegetation 

(Northcott & Phillips 1976:3; Northland 1985:41ff.). 

It is clear that historic occupation of the Port au Choix area has resulted 

in profound changes to the vegetation on the peninsula. In the past, forests 

were probably denser and more extensive (Northcott & Phillips 1976:6). 

2.4: Climate. 

In general, Newfoundland has a marine climate ameliorated by the Atlantic 

Ocean. However, the Great Northern Peninsula is strongly affected by the 

cold Labrador current and the northern part of the peninsula has a near 
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Arctic climate (Hare 1952). Relevant climatic data over a period of twenty 

years (1954-1974) are supplied by the nearest Ministry of Transport station 

to Port au Choix at Daniel's Harbour, only 56 kms. distant. These data are 

summarized in table 1. 

Spring (March to May): 

Spring is cold with a daily mean minimum temperature as low as -8.6°C. in 

March and a daily mean maximum temperature of -1°C. The mean date of 

persistent thaw when the mean daily temperature is above 0°C. for Port au 

Choix is April 27. Precipitation in spring is at its lowest for the year and 

approximately half of the recorded average of 19.2 cms. is in the form of 

rainfall. 

Summer (June to August): 

Summers are only moderately warm with maximum mean temperatures of 

17.5°C late in the season. This is also the period of maximum precipitation 

(mean = 27.9 cms.) generated by frequent and sometimes severe cyclonic 

storms emerging from the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The prevailing summer 

wind is from the southwest but winds can be highly variable in both 

directions and force with recorded velocities of up to 130 kms/hr. In 

addition, cold air masses associated with the Labrador current down through 

the Strait of Belle Isle often impede the movement of warmer air from the 

Gulf of St. Lawrence creating frequent and dense fogs; the Strait of Belle 

Isle area usually has an average of seventeen foggy days in July. 
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TABLE 1 

CLIMATIC DATA FOR THE PORT AU CHOIX AREA. 

Month 

J 

F 

M 

A 

M 

J 

J 

A 

S 

o 
N 

D 

Total 

Daily 
mean 
min°C 

-10.6 

-11.8 

- 8.6 

- 3.3 

1.2 

5.7 

10.9 

11.3 

7.4 

2.0 

- 1.1 

- 7.0 

N/A 

Daily 
mean 
max°C 

- 3.7 

- 3.5 

- 1.0 

2.9 

8.3 

13.3 

17.5 

17.5 

14.0 

9.1 

4.8 

- 0.4 

N/A 

Aver 
rain 

cm 

1.5 

1.3 

1.4 

2.0 

6.0 

8.0 

7.9 

12.0 

8.4 

8.1 

6.8 

2.6 

66.0 

Aver 
snow 

cm 

69.9 

83.2 

60.4 

30.2 

7.6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3.8 

25.1 

61.2 

341.4 

Total 
mean 
ppt 
(cm) 

8.4 

9.6 

7.4 

5.0 

6.8 

8.0 

7.9 

12.0 

8.4 

8.5 

9.3 

8.7 

100.0 

No. days 
with 

measurable 
ppt 

18 

15 

14 

10 

11 

12 

11 

13 

12 

12 

15 

17 

160 

Snow on 
ground 
end of 
mo (cm) 

38.9 

53.6 

37.8 

5.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.5 

25.4 

N/A 

Source: M.O.T., St. John's, Nfld., cited in Northcott & Phillips 1976. 

* Averages for the 20-year period 1954-1974, Daniel's Harbour. 
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Autumn (September to November): 

With the end of summer, temperatures decline rapidly and precipitation remains 

high (mean = 23.3 cms.). Prevailing southwest winds occasionally attain gale 

force velocities. The first snows arrive in October with ground accumulations 

taking place from November onwards. 

Winter (December to February): 

Winters are cold with severe ice storms and heavy snowfalls (214.3 

cms.), though ground accumulations do not normally exceed 50 cms. because of 

occasional thaws and the compaction effect of winter rain. 

2.5: Ice Conditions. 

Field ice may form in the Gulf in early fall and by December Arctic ice is 

pushed south by the Labrador current to close off the Strait of Belle Isle. 

Port au Choix is usually iced-in (new ice or drift ice) from January or February 

through May, though broad areas of open water may occur locally for a 

duration of several weeks as a result of changes in temperture, current, and 

wind. The ice pack usually reaches the coast of Nova Scotia by late January 

and break-up does not commence until April, though frequently it may be as 

late as June before the Strait is ice-free (Harp 1964:17; Canada Department of 

the Environment 1974). 

2.6: Vegetable Food Resources. 

Vegetable food resources suitable for both human and animal consumption 

include a wide range of berries such as blueberries, wild strawberries, 

raspberries, "bake-apples" (Rubus chamaemorusl. "crackerberries" (Cornus 

canadensis), "partridgeberries" (Vaccinium vitisidaea). and "squashberries" 
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(Viburnum edule). In addition, many other low shrubs and plants (e.g. reindeer 

or caribou moss) help to support the bird and mammal populations of the area 

(Tuck 1976:2-3). 

2.7: Faunal Resources. 

2.7.1: Land Mammals. 

Due to the effects of historic occupation, the present terrestrial mammalian 

population of the pensinula cannot be considered to be representative of past 

situations. In addition, a number of contemporary mammalian inhabitants are 

recent introductions; these include moose, shrew, snowshoe hare, red squirrel, 

Norway rat, mink, and goose (Northcott & Phillips 1976:8). There is 

archaeological evidence that the prehistoric mammalian population included the 

following species: the little brown bat, Arctic hare (now rare), beaver, otter, 

meadow vole, muskrat, Arctic fox, red fox, polar bear, black bear, short-tail 

weasel, pine marten (now very rare), lynx, wolf (now extinct), and caribou. 

Polar bear and Arctic fox were likely only occasional visitors arriving on 

ice-floes rather than permanent residents (Tuck 1976:3; Northcott & Phillips 

1976:9ff.). 

2.7.2: Marine Mammals. 

The historic occupation of the area has also affected the marine mammal 

population of the area, substantially reducing the overall population size of 

most, if not all, species. 

Pinnipeds include walrus (now very rare), harbour seal (now rare but once 

common), ringed seal, harp seal (the most common), bearded seal, grey seal, 

and hooded seal. The harp seal migration from the Arctic into the Gulf of 

St. Lawrence begins in October and reaches the Strait of Belle Isle by late 
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December/early Janaury when the seals can be intercepted as they pass close 

to coastal promontories. The herd returns northwards to whelp on the ice 

between late February and mid-March at which time the pups can be easily 

taken. The adults are most vulnerable in late March and early April while 

they moult on the ice prior to their return migration to the Arctic which 

commences in early May. The harp seal must have constituted an inexhaustible 

resource in prehistoric times; in 1951, even after more than a century of 

intensive human predation, the herd was estimated to be upwards of 3,000,000 

(Mansfield 1964:14). The other pinnipeds are also seasonal visitors, primarily 

in spring, while the sedentary harbour seal is most easily available from spring 

through to late fall (Northcott & Phillips 1976:23ff.). 

Cetaceans include the white-sided dolphin, porpoise, and many whale species. 

It is unlikely that the Palaeo-Eskimo ever hunted whales but they would have 

become available at least occasionally by drifting or beaching themselves onto 

the shores of the Great Northern Peninsula. 

2.7.3: Marine and Freshwater Fish. 

The most common local fish species is cod but there are also many species of 

flatfish and, in the past, there were Atlantic salmon runs in prodigious quantity 

in most streams flowing from the Great Northern Peninsula into the sea. 

Amongst freshwater species, native speckled trout is common in streams and 

ponds. Once again, historic occupation of the area has depleted freshwater 

species and the ponds on the Port au Choix Peninsula presently contain only 

small populations of American eel (Anguilla rostrata). threespine stickleback 

(Gasterosteus aculeatus) and ninespine stickleback (Pungitius pungitius) 

(Robinson & Olshefsky 1984). 
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2.7.4: Avian Species. 

The avian fauna of the Great Northern Peninsula is particularly rich and 

variegated (Northland 1985:38ff.). Among the many species of seabirds are 

included common and thick-billed murres, gannets, puffins, great black-backed 

and herring gulls, common and Arctic terns, and common and red-throated 

loons. The many migratory species available seasonally in the region include 

old squaw, common and king eider, common and black goldeneye ducks, several 

species of merganser, and the Canada goose. Additional common species include 

rock ptarmigan, osprey, several hawks, ravens, and crows. The once-large 

population of great auks is now extinct and Eskimo curlews are severely 

depleted (J. Tuck 1976:3; L. Tuck 1967). 

2.7.5: Seasonality & Cyclical Phenomena of Faunal Resources. 

Frequent reference has been made above to the seasonal availability of various 

faunal species. It is unnecessary to dwell on this at length and its implications 

for the subsistence practices of prehistoric populations are obvious. However, 

it is worthwhile emphasizing that, although in normal circumstances such 

resources as harp seals, caribou, salmon, and various avian species are available 

at conveniently spaced intervals and in abundant quantity, any interruption to 

the cycle could have had disastrous effects on a prehistoric population, 

particularly if population agglomerations were large and food storage practices 

were either absent or poorly developed. Indeed, it has been suggested that 

cyclical phenomena affecting population size of faunal species and their 

availability may account for what some interpret as a series of human 

extinctions in Newfoundland (Tuck & Pastore 1985). The striking ubiquity of 

storage practices among ethnographically known northern hunter-gatherers 
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renders such a thesis highly unlikely. However, there may have been periods 

of seasonal deprivation and nutritional stress among prehistoric populations of 

Newfoundland and evidence of such phenomena could possibly be detected by 

palaeopathological analysis of human skeletal material both from this project 

and other excavations on the Island. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PORT AU CHOIX AREA 

3.1: Previous Archaeological Research at Port au Choix 

Archaeological discoveries in the Port au Choix area have been central in the 

working out of the culture history of Newfoundland. Indeed, had the earliest 

finds been recognized for what they were, we might now be talking of a stage 

of Palaeo-Eskimo development known as the "Port au Choix", rather than the 

"Dorset", culture. 

Scarcely sixty years ago in 1927 and 1929, Jenness and Wintemberg separately 

conducted the first systematic archaeological surveys of the east and west 

coasts of Newfoundland with the intention of locating "sites and burial places 

of the extinct Beothuk Indians" (Wintemberg 1939:83; Jenness 1929). In their 

original assumption that all prehistoric finds had to be attributed to the 

Beothuk, apparently the sole aboriginal occupants of the Island at the time of 

European contact, both scholars were following a long-established tradition. 

In 1857, Lloyd had modestly dissented from this paradigm in suggesting that 

some prehistoric relics should perhaps be attributed to other groups such as 

the Micmac, Naskapi Montagnais, and Labrador Eskimo "with whom it appears 

they (the Beothuks) were in communication" (Lloyd 1875:36; parentheses mine). 

However, his suggestion was ambiguous, not necessarily implying an actual 

presence of those groups, and it was unsupported by any hard evidence. 

Similarly, Howley, although wedded to the idea that the aboriginal inhabitants 

of Newfoundland were exclusively Beothuk, flirted with the possibility that 
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one burial assemblage in particular might constitute evidence of a prehistoric 

Eskimo presence (Howley 1915:330). 

The assemblage in question came from the Port au Choix area, and was a 

chance find made in 1904 by a local resident, Mr. James Billard, in a rock 

crevice on the point at the west side of the "Back Arm" (fig. 1). Some of 

the artefacts were subsequently purchased by A.V. Kidder during his survey of 

the west coast of the Island in 1910 and deposited in the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University (Wintemberg 1939:86, n.112). This assemblage has never 

been systematically published but, from Howley's description of the associated 

bone, ivory, and stone artefacts, and Wintemberg's references to the Peabody 

collection, it clearly came from a Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo burial (Howley 

1915:328-330 & pl.XXIV; Wintemberg 1939 & 1940, passim). 

Ironically, the original definition of the Dorset culture was made by Jenness 

in 1925 on the basis of apparently pre-Thule material procured from Coats 

Island, North Hudson Bay, and Cape Dorset, southwest Baffin Island (Jenness 

1925). But such was the power of the prevailing view of Newfoundland 

prehistory that when Jenness encountered more Dorset material during the 

1927 survey of the northeast coast of the Island, he echoed Lloyd in attributing 

its presence to contact between Beothuk and Dorset groups on the Labrador 

coast (Jenness 1928:170; 1929:37). However, the unpublished results of 

Wintemberg's 1929 survey with its abundant evidence of Dorset material in 

the Phillip's Garden site and a number of other localities in the Great Northern 

Peninsula compelled Jenness to acknowledge that the Island had been inhabited 

not only by the Beothuks but also by the Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo (Jenness 

1933:390). 
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By the time Wintemberg published both surveys in 1939-40, a Palaeo-Eskimo 

occupation of Newfoundland was accepted. However, the broad outline of the 

culture history of the Island remained unresolved because some prehistoric 

finds did not fit comfortably with either Dorset or Beothuk culture. Once 

again, Port au Choix was to provide the solution when, in 1949, Elmer Harp, 

Jr. began the first of several seasons of archaeological investigations in the 

area (Harp 1951). Further seasons followed in 1950 and 1961-1963 during which 

Harp excavated extensively in Phillip's Garden and also located other Dorset 

occurrences within the present park area (Harp 1964). Harp also reported on 

several prehistoric Indian burials discovered by local residents in 1949, 1959, 

and 1960 and connected these and other artefacts excavated from his Port au 

Choix-3 site with what was then called the Boreal Archaic (Harp 1951; 1963; 

1964). In addition, Harp was presented with skeletal material and associated 

artefacts from a multiple Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo burial in Gargamelle Cove (Harp 

& Hughes 1968; ch. 5 below). 

Following the accidental discovery of further prehistoric Indian burials in 

1967, Dr. James Tuck from Memorial University of Newfoundland conducted 

three seasons (1967-1969) of excavation in an extensive cemetery within the 

township area locating and excavating some fifty-four burials (Tuck 1976). 

Tuck subsumed this prehistoric Indian material along with Harp's "Boreal 

Archaic" under a newly defined tradition, the Maritime Archaic, which was 

spread throughout a culture area from New England to Labrador (Tuck 1976:98). 

During Tuck's 1968 season, two local collectors, Eugene and Gordon Billard, 

discovered Crow Head Cave and, unfortunately, dug through the deposits, 

locating a number of Palaeo-Eskimo burials and associated grave goods. The 
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skeletal material was donated to Memorial University of Newfoundland and 

Tuck was permitted to inspect the artefacts which the Billards retained in 

their possession. 

It was not until 1971, however, that the Billards revealed quite how extensive 

their collection from Crow Head Cave was. At that time, Mr. Eugene Billard 

showed Tuck "a collection of similar material but much more impressive by 

virtue of its size, variety and excellent state of preservation" (Tuck & Anderson 

1974:92). Fortunately, Tuck was at least permitted to photograph the collection 

and these photographs are reproduced in this work with his generous permission 

(pis. 11-15). The present status of this collection is unknown; according to 

rumour in Port au Choix, it was either stolen or destroyed in a house fire. 

In the interim, other individuals apparently excavated in the cave and further 

cultural material was evidently removed (Tuck & Anderson 1974:92). Finally, 

in an act of vandalsim, someone dynamited the entrance to the cave. 

3.2: The Port au Choix Project. 

These various finds identified the Port au Choix area as an important Canadian 

historic resource. Parks Canada, having already acquired the Maritime Archaic 

cemetery area in the 1960's, concluded an agreement with the Provincial 

Government in 1984 establishing the present National Historic Park. The need 

for further investigation of the Palaeo-Eskimo component prompted the current 

project directed by Dr. M.A.P. Renouf. To date, three seasons of excavation 

have been conducted in the extensive Middle Dorset occupation at Phillip's 

Garden. A Groswater occupation at Phillip's Garden East and a Middle Dorset 

occupation near the Point Riche lighthouse have also been investigated. In 
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addition, an intensive archaeological survey has been carried out over the 

entire park area (Renouf 1985, 1986, 1987). 

3.3: The Prehistoric Culture History of the Northern Peninsula. 

3.3.1: The Maritime Archaic Tradition. 

The earliest known prehistoric occupation of the Island of Newfoundland 

apparently commenced around 5000 B.P. when Indians of the Maritime Archaic 

tradition crossed the Strait of Belle Isle from southern Labrador to establish 

a presence on the west and northeast coast. Sites of this period, such as 

Cow Head Bands 1-3 (Tuck 1978) and the Maritime Archaic cemetery at Port 

au Choix dating to ca. 3900-3200 B.P. (Tuck 1976), are nearly all coastal. 

Though the Maritime Archaic subsistence orientation remains poorly documented, 

such data as are known from both living and burial sites suggest that sea 

mammals, fish and birds formed a primary focus with lesser amounts of such 

terrestrial species as caribou, beaver and other small game (Tuck & Pastore 

1985:70). 

The Maritime Archaic tradition persisted for nearly two millennia after which 

it disappears from the known archaeological record on the Island and in 

northern Labrador ca. 3200 B.P., though it apparently continued in southern 

Labrador and the Maritimes (Tuck 1982:209). It is not possible to link this 

Maritime Archaic retrenchment simply to environmental change and attendant 

resource crisis; instead, it is likely that an explanation must be sought in a 

nexus of environmental, historical, and cultural-ecological factors (Fitzhugh & 

Lamb 1985). It is marginally possible that a diminished Maritime Archaic 

presence was maintained on the Island, perhaps more oriented to the interior 

which is still poorly known in archaeological terms, and that this attenuated 
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tradition ultimately gave rise to the later Recent Indian occupation. What is 

clear is that the former settlement pattern of long-established Maritime Archaic 

coastal sites is terminated. 

3.3.2: The Early Palaeo-Eskimo Tradition. 

The welter of named Palaeo-Eskimo complexes, phases, and cultures that 

emerged from the fieldwork of the 1970's in both Newfoundland and Labrador 

has been usefully sorted out in a recent overview by Tuck and Fitzhugh (1986) 

and their reconstruction is adopted here. 

Although the Maritime Archaic and Early Palaeo-Eskimo traditions overlap in 

space and time in northern Labrador, there is presently no evidence for a 

similar cohabitation in Newfoundland where their occupations were apparently 

sequential. Thus the next widespread prehistoric occupation of the Island 

unambigously represents the arrival of a new ethnolinguistic group, the 

Palaeo-Eskimo. 

The Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition appears in northern Labrador, occupying 

the Killininek-Makkovik area, ca. 4000 B.P. After ca. 3500 B.P., this occupation 

apparently retrenches, possibly to the north of Saglek, and is replaced by the 

prehistoric Indian Saunders Complex which appears in Labrador at this time 

and spreads as far north as Hebron. However, by ca. 2800 B.P., the Early 

Palaeo-Eskimo Groswater phase spreads down the Labrador coast as far south 

as Newfoundland. Recognition of an Early Palaeo-Eskimo presence on the 

Island similar to Fitzhugh's "Groswater Dorset", originally defined at Hamilton 

Inlet (Fitzhugh 1972), and distinct from Harp's "Newfoundland Dorset", was 

first made by Carignan at the multi-component Beaches Site, Bonavista Bay, 

following excavations in 1972 and 1973 (Carignan 1975). Subsequently, other 
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manifestations of this late Early Palaeo-Eskimo phase, known variously as 

"Groswater Palaeo-Eskimo", or "Groswater Dorset", or "Early Dorset", have 

been identified on the Northern Peninsula by occupations such as Cow Head 

Bands 9-4, estimated to begin possibly as early as 3000 B.P. (Tuck 1978:139); 

Factory Cove (Auger 1982); Broom Point (Krol 1986); and Phillip's Garden East 

(Renouf 1987:34ff). It is also represented in many other areas of the Island. 

Early Palaeo-Eskimo settlement patterns in inner bay areas, fjord heads, and 

river mouths suggest that subsistence was based on a balanced exploitation of 

terrestrial and marine resources. 

Until recently, this Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition was thought to persist until 

ca. 2100 B.P. based on a radiocarbon date of 2140+/-90 B.P. (B-2405) on a 

Groswater phase at Moose Pasture, Bonavista Bay (Sawicki 1983; Tuck & 

Fitzhugh 1986:164). Furthermore, opinion has been sharply divided concerning 

the relationship in Newfoundland between the Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition 

(Groswater) and the Late Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Middle Dorset) with even 

co-authors agreeing to disagree (Tuck & Fitzhugh 1986:166). While the problem 

of continuity versus discontinuity can only be resolved by further research, 

recent excavations and radiocarbon dates apparently strengthen the argument 

for some form of later transition. Broom Point can be fairly characterized as 

primarily a Middle Dorset occupation with a small Groswater component (Krol 

1986), while Phillip's Garden East is a Groswater phase occupation with a 

number of types trending towards Middle Dorset (Renouf 1987:34ff.; Renouf & 

Kennett, in press). The Groswater components at both sites have yielded 

radiocarbon dates which average ca. 1940 B.P. (see ch. 4, table 6 below). 
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3.3.3: The Late Palaeo-Eskimo Tradition. 

A subsequent Palaeo-Eskimo phase known as Middle Dorset (formerly 

"Newfoundland Dorset") dating to ca. 1900 B.P. occurs at Port au Choix, most 

notably at Phillip's Garden, the largest Dorset site yet discovered on the Island 

(Harp 1964; Renouf 1985, 1986, 1987). Similar, if smaller, occupations are also 

known in other areas of the Port au Choix Peninsula (Wintemberg 1939; Harp 

1964; Renouf 1985), as well as elsewhere on the Great Northern Peninsula at 

Bonne Bay (Harp 1964; Bishop 1974); Broom Point and other sites in the Gros 

Morne National Park region (Tuck 1972a, 1972b; Auger 1982; Krol 1986); 

Portlands Creek, Daniel's Harbour, Bell Burns, Trappers Cove, Keppel Island, 

Conche and Englee (Wintemberg 1939; Tuck 1976); the Pittman Site on Sop's 

Island, White Bay (Linnamae 1975); and, most recently, on St. John's Island 

(Kilmarx, pers. comm.). 

The appearance of this tradition is marked not only by changes in material 

culture but also, particularly in Labrador, by shifts in settlement pattern and 

subsistence which suggest a more intensive exploitation of outer coast resources 

and sina or flow-edge hunting. In addition, faunal remains from Middle Dorset 

sites in Newfoundland suggest that caribou hunting was more important there 

than in Labrador. This Late Palaeo-Eskimo population persisted on the west 

coast of Newfoundland until shortly after ca. 1400 B.P. when it apparently 

disappeared, although similar occupations in the rest of the Island evidently 

continued on for a few centuries (Tuck & Pastore 1985:71). So far, the Late 

Dorset phase (ca. 1000-650 B.P.) is known only in northern Labrador (Tuck & 

Fitzhugh 1986:166). 
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3.3.4: Recent Indian. 

Intermediate Indian occupations (ca. 3200-2000 B.P.) thought to represent a 

continuous transition from the Maritime Archaic tradition to the Recent Indian 

horizon (ca. 1850-200 B.P.) are known from Labrador but not from 

Newfoundland. An Indian re-occupation of the Island evidently took place 

during the late Middle Dorset period, and is assumed to be ancestral to the 

historic Beothuck who died out in the 19th century. However, no Recent 

Indian sites have yet been discovered on the Great Northern Peninsula and 

occupation was apparently restricted to the main part of the Island (Tuck & 

Pastore 1985:71). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CROW HEAD CAVE (7A60; Eebi 21) 

4.1: Location. 

Crow Head marks the highest point of the escarpment which bisects the 

Point Riche Peninsula and which forms the boundary between the Table Head 

Group and the St. George Group (figs. 1-2). At an elevation of approximately 

45 metres ASL, Crow Head can be seen from most areas of the Point Riche 

and Port au Choix Peninsulas. The cave is located just about 10 m. below 

this high point at the juncture of the sheer rock face and a steep talus 

slope which is covered with dense boreal forest vegetation. From the cave 

mouth which faces approximately north by northwest, one has an excellent 

vantage point looking out over Bass Pond, Old Port au Choix Bay, Laignet 

Point, and the sea beyond. By climbing higher to Crow Head Point itself, 

an even more extensive seaward panorama can be obtained. 

4.2: Description of Crow Head Cave. 

The cave mouth is approximately 5.0 m. wide (fig. 3; pi. 30). It is difficult 

to determine the original elevation of the entrance prior to recent human 

interference with the cave. An exploratory trench, sub-operation X, which 

cut through the entrance deposit of rubble and soil yielded evidence of recent 

disturbance (figs. 3-4; pi. 32:B). At the bottom of the trench, an apparently 

undisturbed layer of rockfall was encountered approximately 0.25 m. below 

datum (fig. 4). This would indicate that the original elevation of the 

entrance was approximately 1.80 m. 
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The interior of the cave measures approximately 6.30 m by 3.90 m. (fig. 3). 

The roof of the cave is formed by the shear plane of a slightly tilted 

geological stratum. Consequently, it is relatively flat and has a gentle 

downwards slope from south to north. At the beginning of these excavations, 

it was possible to stand upright only in one small area in the central 

northern section where roof-fall has created a small dome in the ceiling. 

The maximum elevation at the south end of the cave was ca. 1.50 m. while 

at the northern end the clearance was only about 1.0 m. (pi. 30:B). Since 

it is clear that a considerable amount of rock and deposit was removed 

from the cave when it was looted, the original interior elevations, at least 

in some areas, would have been somewhat less than these figures. 

The limestone in which the cave has formed has numerous fissures and cracks 

through which there is constant seepage of water percolating down from the 

top of the escarpment. This is particularly marked at the north end of the 

cave where water drips continually from the roof. Consequently, the floor 

deposit of mixed rubble and earth in this area was particularly damp and 

muddy. In addition, the upper portion of the cave wall in this and other 

areas was flecked with a green algae stain. The height at which the algae 

began above the existing floor surface varied from area to area within the 

cave but was never greater than ca. 0.50 m. The significance of this is 

unclear though it is suspected that it is determined by the incidence of 

sunlight entering the cave. A small fragment of algae-stained rock was 

chipped off the wall for scientific analysis to resolve this question (7A60 

A: 18 = Sci. sample 5). 
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4.3: Formation Processes. 

Crow Head Cave was undoubtedly formed by the combined action of water 

percolation and cryoclastic fracturing. Early in its history, presumably in 

the early Holocene, the cave underwent a prolonged period of cycles of 

pronounced cold alternating with warmer episodes which resulted in the 

formation of a deep basal deposit of angular rubble (fig.4: level 2; pi. 31:B). 

As climatic conditions ameliorated, the regular production of this chunky 

angular rubble essentially ceased and the effects of cryoclastic fracturing 

were probably limited to the occasional displacement of larger slabs of 

roof-fall and minor spalling off the walls. At the same time, with soil 

formation on the top and on the lower slopes of the escarpment, wind- and 

water-borne material began to enter the cave and build up a thin deposit of 

dark earth (fig.4: level 1) over the rock shelves and lower rubble of level 2. 

These level 1 deposits were intercalated around the perimeter of the cave 

walls by fine lenses of gritty and clayey wash from the fissured rock. The 

original depth attained by this level 1 deposit cannot be ascertained but 

presumably it was well in excess of the maximum depth of ca. 10 

cms. recorded during these excavations. 

4.4: Disturbance Processes. 

There is clear evidence that a number of disturbance processes have reworked 

these original deposits since the ancient human use of the cave. Some of 

these disturbance processes are natural in origin and long-term in their 

duration or repetitiveness. Included among these would be further cryoclastic 

fracturing and spalling of exposed rock surfaces; possibly some cryoturbation 

and small-scale ice-wedging of the cave soils; further aeolian deposition 
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through the cave mouth; and the various effects of water introduced either 

by percolation through the fissured rock matrix or, more directly, as rain 

through the entrance. It is possible that there has also been some animal 

activity in the cave and it is anticipated that analysis of the collected faunal 

material will help to resolve this question. However, the effect that any or 

all of these disturbance processes may have had on the archaeological 

evidence of the human use(s) of the cave is rather academic given the 

massive disturbance of the recent looting of the cave. 

Clear evidence of these recent disturbances to the deposits in the cave were 

noted on first inspection. Relatively fresh scars on the rock face around 

the cave mouth and a considerable amount of rockfall in the entrance showed 

that a powerful explosive charge had been detonated. However, the blast, 

despite its severity, was insufficient to completely close the entrance. More 

recently, an attempt was made to do this by constructing a palisade of logs 

shored up by rock (pi. 30:A). 

Following clearance of this blockage, excavations in front of the entrance 

of the cave in sub-operations H and X established that much of the mixed 

rock and soil deposit in this area was secondary, being composed of material 

dumped out of the cave mouth during the various episodes of looting. In 

the interior of the cave there was further evidence of recent disturbance. 

This included the presence of candle stubs and other traces of recent human 

activity, surface scatters of fragments of human and animal bone, recently 

fractured rock, and clear signs of potholing. 
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4.5: Excavation Procedures. 

The first priority in the excavation of Crow Head Cave was to clear the 

rock and timber blockage in the entrance and remove all the rockfall from 

the explosion (pi. 30:B). Many of the larger rocks had to be winched out 

of the cave and the entranceway with a two-ton "Come-Along" (pi. 31:C). 

This material was used to extend the small apron in front of the entrance 

to provide a work area where a dry sieve could be suspended from a tripod 

of cut tree-trunks. No cultural material was recovered during the clearance 

of this recent disturbance. The deposits were excavated with trowels; 

excavated earth and rubble was carried out of the cave by bucket and 

carefully screened (1/4" mesh) before disposal. 

4.5.1: Sub-operations A-G. 

With the entrance unblocked, work began on the interior with the objective 

of clearing down to relatively undisturbed deposits. This again involved 

removing rubble and major rockfall resulting from both the explosion and 

natural causes. In addition, a number of obviously disturbed areas of illegal 

excavation were cleared. Given the confined area in which the team had to 

work, these two activities had to be conducted simultaneously and, with the 

numerous obstructions inside the cave, it was not feasible at this time to 

establish a grid. Each concentration of disturbed cultural material was 

designated as a sub-operation and triangulated against fixed points on the 

cave wall in order that it could later be related to the transect areas which 

were established later. All of this material, sub-operations A to G, was 

treated as surface. The nature of the various disturbance processes was so 

severe that horizontal plotting of individual artefacts beyond that of the 
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gross concentration would be completely misleading. It is possible, of course, 

that even some of the designated "concentrations" are artefacts of illegal 

excavation, material that has been shovelled from one spot to another. 

This problem will be addressed below in the analysis. 

4.5.2: Sub-operation H. 

Once the interior of the cave had been cleared of surface material and 

obstruction, a datum point and baseline were established and the perimeter 

of the cave was plotted in (fig. 3). To improve access, further clearance 

was carried out in the entrance to the cave and designated sub-operation H 

with a western balk established along the line between fixed points XI and 

XII. The removal of the timber blockage, rubble and rockfall in the entrance 

had previously revealed a deposit of dark brown earth which sloped steeply 

into the cave. This was initially interpreted as an accumulation of soil 

washed from the top of the escarpment and rock fall from the face of the 

escarpment. Consequently, it was expected that it would yield little cultural 

material, if any. However, further investigation disproved this hypothesis 

(fig- 4). 

The deposit, composed of dark brown earth interspersed with small cryoclastic 

rock fragments, was not at all consolidated. Clearing this deposit revealed 

a mixture of Palaeo-Eskimo artefacts, fragmentary human and faunal bone, 

and such items as a 1979 Canadian cent, cigarette butts and an old Coke 

bottle cap. The excavation of sub-operation H was continued down to a 

level which was still approximately 55-60 cms. higher than the interior 

surface of the cave. Excavation ceased at this level for the time being not 

because there was a clearly definable surface but because the nature of the 
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deposit changed to very heavy rubble and black organic fill and access to 

the cave had been sufficiently augmented. All of the entrance fill excavated 

in sub-operation H is therefore secondary deposit which has been shovelled 

out of the cave. The lower layer of heavy rubble and black organic soil 

was later investigated in sub-operation X and also proved to be disturbed. 

4.5.3: Sub-operations J-T. 

Working conditions inside the cave and the nature of the deposit militated 

against the use of a standard one-metre grid. The cramped space and, in 

much of the cave, the low roof meant that most movement had to be done 

at a crouch. The deposit in most of the cave consisted of a thin dark-brown 

muddy earth layer over unconsolidated angular cryosclastic rubble; stakes 

and pins could not be securely established and sections and balks were 

difficult to maintain. 

Consequently, the cave was divided up into a series of one-meter transects 

bisected by the baseline and designated as sub-operations J to T. The 

southern and northern pairs of transects, sub-operations J/K and S/T 

respectively, which were contiguous with the cave walls, were necessarily 

irregular in width (fig. 3). The intention was to excavate each of these 

transects in turn, rolling the balk to the back of the cave. However, it 

was found more practical, given the confined space and the need to 

economically deploy the crew, to excavate alternate transects (J/K, N/P, 

SAT), leaving the others as temporary balks to be excavated later. Sections 

and plans were measured or sketched as necessary. Under the circumstances, 

these procedures, combined with triangulation from marked and plotted points 

around the cave walls, provided adequate horizontal and vertical control for 
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what was essentially a salvage operation. Excavation was continued in each 

sub-operation down to shelving bedrock or the sterile lower rubble. 

4.5.4: Sub-operation X. 

Sub-operation X was a one-metre wide test trench which extended the line 

of the north balk of sub-operations J-K to the east out of the mouth of the 

cave and which cut down through the heavy rubble and black soil fill 

encountered in sub-operation H (fig. 3). The objective of this test trench 

was to determine whether this layer had accumulated under natural 

circumstances or was material which had been ejected from the cave during 

illegal excavations. A small amount of cultural material was recovered from 

the upper rubble/earth layer during the operation but there were also clear 

signs in the form of cigarette butts, scraps of plastic, and so forth that the 

deposit was secondary in origin. The trench was taken down to a depth of 

approximately 1.0 m. (fig. 4) but no further cultural material was encountered 

and, since the nature of the deposit had changed to very large rockfall, the 

sub-operation was discontinued. 

4.6: Results of excavation. 

For obvious reasons, it was expected that the deposits in the cave would 

yield at least fragments of human bone but hopes that an undisturbed human 

burial might still exist in the cave faded as the extent of disturbance to 

the deposits became clear. A report on the human bone from these 

excavations along with looted bone that was donated to the university in 

1968 is in preparation. In the interim, and despite the destruction of all 

primary contextual evidence, it is possible to arrive at some conclusions 
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about Middle Dorset mortuary behaviour. These are discussed below in 

section 4.7. 

Somewhat less expected was the amount and variety of faunal bone 

encountered. Most of it was tentatively identified in the field as belonging 

to various terrestrial, marine, and avian species. Some of these faunal 

species perhaps inhabited the cave while others were probably introduced by 

predator activity. Some, however, may be the result of human activity, 

either associated with mortuary behaviour or with some other form of human 

use of the cave. It should be noted that among the collection of material 

looted from the cave in 1968, Tuck commented on the presence of "portions 

of the skeletons of three red foxes, several fragments of seal bone and a 

large fish vertebra" (Tuck & Anderson 1974:92). As Tuck adds, however, 

there is no way of knowing whether these were found in direct association 

with the human burials. The faunal material from Crow Head Cave is 

presently being analysed by Dr. Steven Cumbaa, Zooarchaeological 

Identification Centre, National Museum of Natural Science, Ottawa. 

4.6.1: Sub-operation A. 

Sub-operation A was identified during the initial clearance of the cave of 

surface rock and rubble (fig. 3). Surface indications in the form of disturbed 

muddy dark earth and numerous small human bone fragments (7A60 A:l) 

suggested that this small area might have been the locus of a looted grave. 

Careful picking through the rubble and loose soil and scraping over the 

area located further skull and bone fragments (7A60 A:5), thirteen artefacts 

(7A60 A:2-4, 6-13, 15-16), three fragments of shell (7A60 A: 14 = Sci. sample 

19), and what appeared to be the bottom of a small oval depression. The 
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feature was triangulated into position using known fixed points on the cave 

walls. The depression measured approximately 0.56 m. by 0.24 m. with an 

depth of approximately 7 cms. below the extant surface. The orientation of 

the axis of depression was a few degrees west of magnetic north. Human 

bone material retrieved included fragments of two innominates of different 

sizes indicating the presence of two individuals. Faunal bone material 

included one seal phalange and a small bird skull. However, the areas was 

so disturbed that it cannot be assumed that all this material is from the 

one grave. 

4.6.2: Sub-operation B. 

Sub-operation B was a small concentration of human and faunal bone 

fragments (7A60 B:3) distributed along the cave wall for approximately 0.40 

m. (fig. 3). Finds also included a bone single linehole harpoon head (7A60 

B:l) and a piece of worked ivory (7A60 B:2). No grave depression could be 

identified in the damp rubbly dark earth matrix which was very 

unconsolidated and appeared to be secondary deposition. It is possible 

therefore that the material from sub-operation B was shovelled into this 

area during the looting of the cave and does not represent the original 

locus of a grave. 

4.6.3: Sub-operation C. 

Sub-operation C was a small concentration of human and faunal bone (7A60 

C:l) in the north-west corner of the cave associated with a small shallow 

oval depression ca. 0.46 m. in length, ca. 0.25 m. in width, and with an 

extant depth of ca. 0.10 m. (fig. 3). The orientation of the axis of the 
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depression was a few degrees east of magnetic north. No artefacts were 

found. 

4.6.4: Sub-operation D. 

Sub-operation D was identified as a small surface concentration of faunal 

bone (7A60 D:l) in a area measuring ca. 0.40 m. along the north wall of the 

cave between points VIII and IX (fig. 3). A chert knife (7A60 D:2), a black 

nephrite single-notched burin-like tool (7A60 D:3), and a ground and 

retouched chert biface (7A60 D:4) were found in close association along 

with a water-rolled beach pebble (7A60 D:5 = Sci. sample 12). Subsequent 

investigation of this area in sub-operation T produced a small amount of 

human bone, a number of artefacts, and seven additional water-rolled pebbles. 

4.6.5: Sub-operations E-G. 

In the course of clearing out rockfall, rubble, and disturbed surface material 

from the cave, sub-operations, E, F, and G were assigned as necessary to 

small concentrations of surface finds and individual artefacts. The 

designation of sub-operation E was allocated to a small amount of human 

and faunal bone (7A60 E:l) lying on the surface under a large tilted slab of 

rockfall in an area later defined as sub-operation R (fig. 3). In collecting 

this material, a green nephrite double-notched burin-like tool was also found 

(7A60 E:2). Sub-operation F designates human and faunal bone fragments 

(7A60 F:l & 6) which were found in a surface concentration in the south-west 

corner of the cave in a radius of approximately 0.50 m. around point III 

(fig. 3). In recovering these bone fragments from this area, several artefacts 

(7A60 F:2-7) were also located. 
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Sub-operation G designates a single artefact, a utilized chert flake (7A60 

G:l), discovered beneath a small boulder while a peg was being placed during 

the establishment of the transects. The peg falls precisely at the intersection 

of transects N, P, Q, and R. 

4.6.6: Sub-operation H. 

Sub-operation H designates the secondary deposit of unconsolidated dark 

earth, small rocks and large boulders cleared from the mouth of the cave 

between fixed points XI and XII (fig. 3). All of the bone and artefacts 

retrieved from this deposit were treated as surface material. The bone 

collected (7A60 H:l, 20, 21, 23) included both human and faunal material. 

Only one bone artefact, a fragment of a single linehole harpoon head (7A60 

H:3), was recovered; the remainder of this harpoon was later found during 

sub-operation X (7A60 X:4). No less than sixteen stone artefacts were found 

in sub-operation H. These included a chert core (7A60 H:4) and a conjoining 

unmodified flake (7A60 H:10), four utilized chert flakes (7A60 H:7, 8, 12, 

13), seven chert flakes showing no evidence of modification or utilization 

(7A60 H:9, 11, 14-16, 18, 19), the proximal section of a utilized chert blade 

(7A60 H:17), and a finely serrated chert end-blade (7A60 H:2), similar to 

those known from Cowhead, Band 5 (Tuck, pers. comm.). A small chunk of 

red ochre (7A60 H:5 = Sci. sample 11) was also discovered; it is approximately 

3 cms. in diameter with one of its surfaces rubbed smooth. A soil sample 

(7A60 H:22 = Sci. sample 2) was taken of the black organic soil. No other 

features were noted. 
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4.6.7: Sub-operation J. 

In addition to the material collected earlier from this area in sub-operation 

F, the thin dark earth layer of level 1 yielded four stone artefacts (7A60 

J:9-12), one beaver incisor (7A60 J:25), and an incised ivory pendant fragment 

(7A60 J: 15). Finds from the angular rubble of level 2 included further human 

and animal bone (7A60 J:5, 6, 16), a fragment of what is possibly an antler 

harpoon head (7A60 J:4), and five stone artifacts (7A60 J:2, 3, 7, 17, 20). 

Two scientific samples were also collected. One (7A60 J: 13 = Sci. sample 1) 

was of a small patch of black organic soil with a diameter of approximately 

19 cms. on one of the horizontal rock shelves. It is possible that this 

material is a byproduct of the use of a seal-oil lamp. The other (7A60 J: 18 

= Sci. sample 3) was taken from a thin lens of light tan clayey soil mixed 

with gravelly rock fragments which was located on top of the rock shelves 

lensing out under the muddy dark brown deposit (fig. 4; pi. 32:A). Analysis 

of this material may help to further elucidate the depositional history of 

the cave. 

4.6.8: Sub-operation K. 

Sub-operation K is a small area immediately east of sub-operation J which 

continues the transect for about another 0.90 m. out to the approximate 

line of the entrance overhang where the deposit turns into major rockfall 

(figs. 3-4). Being directly in the line of entrance, this area is the most 

accessible and most trampled part of the cave deposit. It is also the most 

exposed to exterior environmental disturbance processes such as rainwater 

action and winter freeze/thaw cycles. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

while no material was recovered from either the surface or the thin level 1 
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deposit in this area, the top layer of the underlying level 2 deposit yielded 

numerous finds. These included a number of bone samples, both human and 

faunal (7A60 K:l, 20, 24-27), two beaver incisor fragments (7A60 K:l), three 

bone artefacts including a single linehole harpoon head (7A60 K:2-4), and 

eighteen stone artefacts (7A60 K:5-19, 21-23). The majority of these are 

retouched or utilized chert flakes. The presence of isolated human bones 

including a single vertebrae once again indicates that the deposits in this 

area are not primary and that no significance can be attached to specific 

spatial distributions. No other features were noted. 

4.6.9: Sub-operation L. 

Sub-operation L is contiguous with the north section of sub-operation J 

(fig. 3). Bone samples retrieved from both levels in this area (7A60 L:2, 4, 

8, 9) included a few isolated fragments of human bone. Additional finds 

included a small piece of red ochre recovered from level 1 (7A60 L:3 = 

Sci. sample 15), a few fragments of twigs and bark from the level 1/2 

interface (7A60 L13 = C14 sample 2), and three types of shells (7A60 L:7 = 

Sci. sample 16) from the top of level 2. Artefacts were few in number and 

comprised one chert tip-fluted end-blade (7A60 L:6) and one chert micro-blade 

(7A60 L:ll), both from level 1, a bone needle (7A60 L:10) from the level 

1/2 interface and one beaver incisor (7A60 L:9) from level 2. No other 

features were noted. 

4.6.10: Sub-operation M. 

Sub-operation M continues the L transect to the east (fig. 3) into the 

entranceway of the cave. No material was recovered from level 1 in this 
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sub-operation. Level 2 yielded a number of bone samples (7A60 M:2-4); most 

of the bone was faunal in origin but a number of human bones were 

recovered including a large fragment of an innominate. The only artefact 

recovered from level 2 in this area was a chert end-blade (7A60 M:l). No 

other features were noted. 

4.6.11: Sub-operation N. 

Sub-operation N is contiguous with the north section of sub-operation L 

(fig. 3). A small concentration of conifer needles was collected from the 

level 1 surface (7A60 N:l = Sci. sample 10) but these are likely to be of 

recent origin. The level 1 deposit in this area was extremely thin. At the 

west end of the sub-operation, level 1 was no more than 2-3 cms. deep 

overlying thin lenses of fine plastic clay on narrow projecting rock shelves. 

Thin lenses of a grittier clay were noted immediately in front of the shelves. 

Both of the plastic and gritty clay have presumably been deposited by wash 

from the numerous fine fissures in the surrounding cave walls. Towards the 

centre of the cave, level 1 attained a maximum depth of only 5-6 cms. over 

the angular rubble of level 2. 

A number of human and faunal bones (7A60 N:5-7, 12, 15-17) were collected 

from both levels in this area; however, human bone fragments occurred only 

in level 1 (7A60 N:5-6). Artefacts recovered from level 1 included one bone 

awl (7A60 N:2), a small shaped piece of chert, possibly a needle-case plug 

(7A60 N:3), a chert end-blade (7A60 N:4), a black nephrite single-notched 

burin-like tool (7A60 N:8), a green nephrite single-notched burin-like tool 

(7A60 N:9), and the proximal section of a chert micro-blade (7A60 N:12). 
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Two pieces of worked ivory of amorphous shape were recovered from the 

level 1/2 interface. 

In the eastern sector of N, level 1 ran up against a small concentration of 

rocks which continued into sub-operation P (fig. 3). Anticipating the 

possibility that the concentration was not natural and might cover a burial, 

these rocks were triangulated and planned before removal. Unfortunately, 

there was nothing underneath but the angular rubble of level 2 and some 

additional faunal material. No artefacts were recovered from level 2 with 

the exception of a small piece of faunal bone (7A60 N:14). No other features 

were noted. 

4.6.12: Sub-operation P. 

Sub-operation P continued the N transect to the east (fig. 3). The level 1 

deposit thinned out again towards the entrance of the cave where there was 

a considerable amount of rockfall. A small faunal sample was retrieved 

from level 1 (7A60 P:l). Further faunal material was recovered from the 

top of level 2 (7A60 P:2-3) in addition to a single chert flake (7A60 P:4) 

which showed no evidence of retouch or use. A sample of the angular rubble 

of level 2 was taken in this area (7A60 P:5 = Sci. sample 14) to check its 

inferred cryoclastic origin. No other features were noted. 

4.6.13: Sub-operation Q. 

Sub-operation Q is contiguous with the north section of sub-operation N and 

included the large fissure in the west wall of the cave (fig. 3). The 

stratigraphy in this area is similar to that described above for sub-operation 

N with plastic and gritty clay lenses particularly concentrated around the 
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entrance to the large fissure in the west wall. At a lower level, a series 

of rock ledges step out and down from the east and north sections of the 

sub-operation towards the centre of the cave and the angular rubble of 

level 2. 

Sub-operation Q incorporates part of the depression located in sub-operation 

A. Two bone samples were recovered from level 1 (7A60 Q:l, 7), both 

containing further human bone fragments. In all, seven beaver incisor 

fragments were also found (7A60 Q:l, 7) in level 1 and another (7A60 Q:9) 

at the level 1/2 interface. Artefacts recovered from level 1 included one 

chert end-blade (7A60 Q:2); three chert flakes lacking evidence of retouch 

or utilization (7A60 Q:3, 6, 7); two bone burin-like tool hafts (7A60 Q:4, 8); 

and one bone harpoon foreshaft (7A60 Q:5). The angular rubble of level 2 

in front of the shelving rock yielded only faunal material (7A60 Q:9-12). 

No other features were noted. 

4.6.14: Sub-operation R. 

Sub-operation R continues the Q transect to the east, running out under a 

very low overhang at the east end. The dark earth deposit of level 1 thinned 

out markedly from the west to east and disappeared altogether under the 

low overhang where clean angular rubble of level 2 came to the surface 

(fig. 3). 

In the earlier sub-operation E in this area, a small collection of bones, both 

faunal and human (7A60 E:l) and a green nephrite double-notched burin-like 

tool (7A60 E:2) were recovered from the surface beneath a large tilted rock 

slab at the west end of transect R. Subsequent excavation of the thin dark 

earth deposit over this tilted slab yielded another green nephrite burin-like 
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tool (7A60 R:3), the proximal section of a chert micro-blade (7A60 R:5), and 

additional faunal material (7A60 R:4). The only other artefact found in 

level 1 in sub-operation R was a small fragment of an ivory point (7A60 R:9). 

Removal of this tilted slab exposed another green nephrite burin-like tool 

(7A60 R:2) in the top of the level 2 rubble; the artefact is of particular 

interest since it is both ground and chipped. Bone samples collected from 

the level 1/2 interface included both human and faunal material (7A60 R:l, 

7, 11-13). Artefacts recovered from this context included a chert scraper 

(7A60 R:10), a bone eyed needle (7A60 R:8), and two joining fragments of a 

beaver incisor (7A60 R:6). No other features were noted. 

4.6.15: Sub-operation S. 

Sub-operation S is contiguous with the north section of sub-operation Q, 

extending from there to the north wall of the cave (fig. 3). It incorporates 

the earlier sub-operations A (in part), B and C. The stratification in 

sub-operation S differs from the rest of the cave since the shallow dark 

earth of level 1 in this area immediately overlay a series of fissured rock 

shelves which stepped out and down from the north wall of the cave (pi. 

31:A). A fine light tan gritty clay deposit occurred in very thin lenses on 

the surface and in the fissures of these rock shelves. The angular rubble 

of level 2 was present only in the most south-easterly corner of the 

sub-operation; no cultural material and only a small quantity of human and 

faunal bone (7A60 S:21) was recovered from this restricted area. Otherwise, 

all cultural material and bone from sub-operation S are attributed either to 

the dark earth deposit of level 1 or to the gritty lenses of level la. 
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Level 1 yielded a number of samples of both human and faunal bone (7A60 

S:l, 2 19, 21). Artefacts recovered from this level included a piece of worked 

bone (7A60 S:6), one beaver incisor (7A60 S:2), an eyed needle (7A60 S:17), 

a quartz crystal micro-blade (7A60 S:3), two chert micro-blades (7A60 S:4, 

7), and a utilized chert flake (7A60 S:12). Two soil samples were taken 

from small concentrations of black-stained earth and small rock fragments 

(7A60 S:5 = Sci. sample 9; 7A60 S:19 = Sci. sample 7) to determine the nature 

of the discoloration. 

The lenses and pockets of gritty clay found on the rock shelving and in its 

fissures in sub-operation S yielded a surprising amount of material. Several 

small samples of both human and faunal bone were collected (7A60 S:9, 20, 

26, 27). Four chert micro-blades were also found (7A60 S:ll; 7A60 S:13 

medial section; 7A60 S:16 distal section; 7A60 S:20 proximal section) along 

with an unmodified chert flake (7A60 S:14). The only other stone artefact 

recovered, the snapped base of a chert end-blade (7A60 S:15), is of particular 

significance; this base joins with 7A60 A: 12 but the two had an horizontal 

separation of ca. 62 cms. and a vertical separation of ca. 10 cms. In 

addition, level la yielded a few twigs (7A60 S:25 = C14 sample 1); these, 

however, are in such relatively good condition that it must be concluded 

that they are of recent origin. These two finds, the joining end-blade base 

and the fresh twigs, once again demonstrate that the cave deposits have 

been thoroughly disturbed. 

Additional finds from level la included a small zoomorphic carving in bone 

in the "swimming bear" style with incised decoration and two gouged holes 

for attachment at either end (7A60 S:24), a small human molar(?) carved out 
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of ivory (7A60 S:8), and a single beaver incisor (7A60 S:28). A soil sample 

was taken from a cavity in one of the rock shelves which contained a 

black-stained loose gritty fill (7A60 S:10 = Sci. sample 8). No other features 

were noted. 

4.6.16: Sub-operation T. 

Sub-operation T continues the S transect a short distance to the east and 

incorporates the earlier sub-operation D, a small surface concentration of 

faunal bone, three artefacts, and a water-rolled pebble close to the cave 

wall (fig. 3). Level 1 in this area varied in depth but for the most part 

was only a few centimetres thick. Excavation of the level 1 deposit 

surprisingly yielded no further material. 

However, in the top of the level 2 rubble in a small area within a 20 cms. 

radius of point IX, a concentration of human bone fragments including pieces 

of a juvenile cranium (7A60 T:l-2) and several artefacts were located. The 

artefacts included a bone barbed point (7A60 T:3), an incised bone harpoon 

foreshaft (7A60 T:5), a small bone point (7A60 T:6), a ground periwinkle 

(7A60 T:8), and seven more water-rolled beach pebbles (7A60 T:ll = 

Sci. sample 6); these showed no evidence of modification or decoration. A 

small, very delicate snail shell (7A60 T:9 = Sci. sample 18) and a small 

amorphous lump of crystalline stone (7A60 T:7 = Sci. sample 13), apparently 

out of geological context, were also recovered. No other features were 

noted. 
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4.6.17: Sub-operation W. 

As previously noted, this designation was used for miscellaneous cultural 

material collected in the cave on various occasions but of uncertain 

provenience. These items included a green nephrite double-notched burin-like 

tool (7A60 W:3) from the backdirt of the excavations, and a utilized chert 

flake (7A60 W:2), a surface find made during an earlier survey of the cave 

in 1985 by the team of the Port au Choix Project directed by Dr. M.A.P. 

Renouf. In addition, a local resident presented a small collection of artefacts 

that had been retrieved from the cave some years previously. These included 

a chert core (7A60 W:l) and four pieces of worked bone and ivory (7A60 

W:4-7). 

4.6.18: Sub-operation X. 

Sub-operation X was a one meter wide test trench with its north balk 

extending the north section of sub-operations J and K (fig. 3). This trench 

cut down into the heavy rubble and dark earth level at which sub-operation 

H had stopped in order to ascertain the nature of this deposit and to locate, 

if possible, any original surface or apron in front of the cave mouth. 

Scraps of plastic and cigarette butts found in the dark earth fill indicated 

that this deposit was secondary. The mixed deposit of heavy rubble and 

dark earth continued down for approximately 0.50 m. and yielded a number 

of faunal bone samples (7A60 X;l, 2), a chert bifacial knife (7A60 X:3), and 

a broken single linehole harpoon head (7A60 X:4) which is completed by the 

fragment (7A60 H:3) found at a higher level in this area. This harpoon 

head is of particular interest since the original linehole has been rejuvenated 

by the insertion of a small wedge of suitably fashioned bone. In addition, 
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another chert biface (7A60 X:5) and a miniature bone harpoon head (7A60 

X:6) were also recovered. 

The excavation continued down for a further 0.50 m. into large rocks and 

slabs. No further cultural material was discovered and it is likely that this 

lower rocky layer is in fact the original scree slope in front of the cave. 

The excavation was discontinued at this point. 

4.7: Analysis. 

4.7.1: Introduction. 

Although proveniences were recorded for excavated artefacts, it is clear 

from the distribution of human bone fragments at all levels and in virtually 

every area of the cave that the disturbance to the deposits has been 

extensive and thorough. The precision of point provenience data is therefore 

spurious and any specific associations inferred from them are unreliable. 

However, in the following analysis it has been assumed as a working 

hypothesis that by treating each sub-transect as an area sample it still may 

be possible to detect meaningful spatial distributions. 

4.7.2: Cultural Associations & Chronological Range. 

In reviewing the looted material from Crow Head Cave, Tuck noted that the 

entire assemblage was probably to be attributed to people from the large 

Middle Dorset site of Phillip's Garden or to some closely related group (Tuck 

& Anderson 1974:92). With a few exceptions, the artefacts from these 

investigations require no modification of that position; there is little in 

either assemblage that cannot be duplicated by the finds from the nearby 

occupation site. The exceptions are artefacts that can be connected with 
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the earlier Maritime Archaic tradition and the Cow Head Band 5 and 

Groswater phases of the Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition. 

Only one artefact, a small periwinkle unifacially ground to expose the central 

column (7A60 T:8; pi. 8:H), can be connected with the Maritime Archaic 

tradition. These shells (Thias lapillus). occur in considerable quantities in 

the Port au Choix Maritime Archaic cemetery (Tuck 1976:9 & 193, pi. I) and 

apparently were attached by their central column to form decorative fringe 

on garments. A single artefact, however, does not necessarily imply a 

Maritime Archaic presence in or use of Crow Head Cave and it is more 

likely that this was a serendipitous find incorporated into a later 

Palaeo-Eskimo burial. 

To date, the earliest e" ence of a Palaeo-Eskimo presence in the Great 

Northern Peninsula comes from Bands 8-4 at the multi-component site of Cow 

Head, some 115 kms. to the south of Port au Choix (Tuck 1978). The 

estimated chronological range for this material is ca. 3000-2500 B.P. (Tuck 

1978:139). The Cow Head chert beds and other similar chert-bearing 

Ordovician deposits on the west coast were major sources of raw material in 

the Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Groswater) on the island. By the time 

of the Late Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Dorset), they occur in small quantities 

in Early Dorset contexts in Labrador, and become more common in Labrador 

Middle Dorset sites with trace amounts being found as far north as 

Koliktalik-1 (Jordan 1986:143) and Avayalik (Nagle 1986:101). 

The Band 5 assemblage at Cow Head, in particular, is characterized by thin 

plain or side-notched end-blades, often with very fine serrations, and 

distinctive bi-convex side-blades. Three artefacts from Crow Head Cave 
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made from Cow Head chert are typical Cow Head Band 5 forms (Tuck, 

pers. comm.). These include a finely serrated (ca. 14 serrations/cm.) chert 

end-blade with a slightly concave base (7A60 H:2; pi. 3A); a bi-convex chert 

side-blade (7A60 A:13; pi. 3C); and another chert end-blade (7A60 S:15/A:12; 

pi. 2D) with a slightly concave base. 

This material was previously thought to be related to the Dorset culture, at 

least partly because of the occurrence of similar types in Harp's excavations 

at Phillip's Garden (Harp 1964, 45, pi. VI; 47, pi. VII; 53, pi. XI). However, 

it is now recognized that Philip's Garden is a multi-component site with a 

Groswater occupation in Phillip's Garden East (Renouf & Kennett, in press) 

and a Cow Head Band 5 type occupation is also strongly suspected (Renouf, 

pers. comm.). 

Two of the Crow Head artefacts under discussion (7A60 A: 13 & 7A60 

S:15/A:12) were recovered from the area of sub-operation A at the north end 

of the cave; the other (7A60 H:2) was found in the secondary deposits in 

front of the cave mouth. The north end of the cave is the wettest part and 

the granular deposits found in the interstices of the underlying rock shelving 

suggest that this was always the case. In addition, the clearance in this 

area between surface and ceiling is extremely restricted and, prior to the 

looting of the cave, was very likely even smaller. In short, it is improbable 

that there was a Palaeo-Eskimo use of this area of the cave for anything 

other than funerary purposes. The presence of two characteristic Band 5 

types in this area suggests that one of the burials in the cave is possibly 

to be associated with the Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition as represented by 

the Cow Head Band 5 occupation. 
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The presence of a Groswater component at Phillip's Garden East has now 

been demonstrated (Renouf 1985:43; 1987:34ff.). Four, possibly, five, artefacts 

from Crow Head Cave are of Groswater type. These include a small chert 

endscraper (7A60 R:10; pi. 3B); and chipped and ground chert biface (7A60 

D:4; pi. 2E); a double-notched chert end-blade base (7A60 J:17, pi. 2F); and 

a small bone harpoon head with a triangular open socket (7A60 X:6; pi. 6F). 

All of the lithic types have parallels in the Groswater component in Phillip's 

Garden East (Renouf, pers. comm.) though the chert endscraper also occurs 

in Middle Dorset contexts in Phillip's Garden and therefore is not particularly 

diagnostic. The small bone harpoon head (pi. 6:F) has a distal end slotted 

for an end-blade and an open triangular flanged socket; the linehole measures 

2 mm. horizontally on the ventral surface widening to 4 mm. vertically on 

the dorsal surface. The closest parallel is to the Tiyara Sliced types from 

the Early Dorset Tanfield Site, Lake Harbour (Maxwell 1985:134, fig. 6.2, 

fourth artefact from bottom right). 

Finally, there is a unique antler fragment (7A60 J:4; pi. 6:E where it is shown 

inverted) which perhaps should be considered in this context even although 

there are no known parallels from Groswater sites per se. The piece has 

an extant length of only 21 mm. and appears to be the tip of a small harpoon 

head with a sunken tip-face to support an end-blade. The piece has snapped 

off along a lashing groove on the dorsal surface and there is a similar groove 

ca. 1 mm. higher on the ventral surface. The ventral groove is perhaps 

designed to accommodate curvature on the proximal end of the end-blade as 

it sat on the ventral ledge. The body of the tip is pierced with a transverse 

rectangular lashing hole measuring 1.5 by 8 mm. The nearest parallel to 
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this piece comes from an Independence II context in North Greenland (Knuth 

1968:65 & pi. 11:7); see also Maxwell 1985: 120, fig. 5.21:C), which, if valid, 

would suggest that the artefact should be dated to the same chronological 

range as Groswater. A bone harpoon head of similar concept with a ventral 

ledge and a transverse lashing hole was found in a Groswater context at 

Phillip's Garden East (Renouf 1987:53, fig. 10). 

Noticeably absent from both the looted collection and the present collection 

are such Groswater types as endscrapers with pronounced hafting modification 

(cf. Renouf 1987: pi. 53) and side-notched end-blades with squared-off bases 

(cf. Renouf 1987: pi. 51:A-C). Despite this, the small collection of Groswater 

artefacts suggests that one or more of the burials should perhaps be 

associated with the Early Palaeo-Eskimo tradition. 

The remaining artefacts (pis. 1-9) from these investigations are all of 

characteristic Middle Dorset type and require no special description or 

extended discussion apart from the few following comments. Lithic types 

present include bifaces, tip-fluted end-blades, chert and quartz micro-blades, 

and nephrite burin-like tools. The bone artefacts included such types as 

single linehole Newfoundland Dorset harpoon heads, harpoon foreshafts, a 

barbed fish spear, various points, burin support pieces, and decorated non

functional items. Only two of the four bird bone sewing needles have extant 

butts and, in both cases, these are of the rounded Middle Dorset type 

(Maxwell 1985:216). A few pieces of carved ivory, including points and 

pendants, were also found. 

Since no material of reliable context suitable for radiocarbon dating was 

recovered during the excavation, the chronological range for the collections 
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must be established from the inferred association with Phillip's Garden 

(Middle Dorset) and Phillip's Garden East (Groswater). There are no 

radiocarbon dates for the Cow Head occupations. 

4.7.3: The Skeletal Material from Crow Head Cave. 

So little skeletal material had been obtained from Dorset sites in the 

Canadian Arctic that it was not until 1964 that the Dorset people could be 

definitely identified as morphologically Eskimo rather than Indian (Oschinsky 

1964). The Dorset skeletal material looted from Crow Head Cave in 1968 

and donated to Memorial University of Newfoundland was later published by 

Tuck and Anderson (1974) along with similar finds from Englee on the east 

coast of the Great Northern Peninsula and Pumbley Cove in White Bay. 

This brief study of Dorset skeletal material from these various sites provided 

an important corroboration of Oschinsky's conclusions. 

One hundred and twenty-four fragments of human bone were recovered from 

the interior and entranceway deposits during these investigations. Elements 

present included a few skull fragments, vertebrae, ribs, innominate fragments, 

and the various small bones of the hands and feet. Considering that a 

minimum of five individuals were buried in the cave and that conditions for 

bone preservation were good, it is clear that the recovered sample represents 

only a small fraction of the original data set. Strikingly absent are virtually 

all the long bones of the appendicular skeleton and most elements of the 

axial skeleton. Some of this material is present in the collection of looted 

bone but it is clear that many elements are missing. 
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T A B L E 2 

RADIOCARBON AGE DETERMINATIONS FOR EARLY & LATE 
PALAEO-ESKIMO OCCUPATIONS IN THE GREAT NORTHERN PENINSULA 11] 

[1] All dates are charcoal based and calculated with a half-life of 5,570 
years. 

[2] Dates that should be discounted because of small sample size, large 
correction factor, or anomalous result. 

[3] From beneath a house floor and only provides a terminus post quern. 

[4] From post-abandonment deposit on top of a house wall and only provides 
a terminus ante quern. 
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Cow Head Band 5 (Early Groswater?) 2845+/I20 (Dal-274) 
2480+/110 (Dal-276) 
2010+/80 (Beta-4364) 

Broom Point (Groswater) 2285+/-100 (Beta-4770) 
1970+/-150 (Beta-11374) 

Factory Cove (Groswater) 2700+/-140 (Beta-4707) 
2530+/-280 (UQ-413) 
2270+/-100 (UQ-409) 
2100+/-60 (Beta-4046) 

Phillip's Garden East (Groswater) 2760+/-90 (Beta-23979) 
2660+/-70 (Beta-15375) 
2510+/-90 (Beta-19086) 
2370+/-160 (Beta-19089) 
2320+/-100 (Beta-19087) 
1930+/-140 (Beta-19085) 
1910+/-150 (Beta-19088) 
1730+/-200 (Beta-23980) [2] 

Phillip's Garden (Middle Dorset) 2140+/-100 (Beta-23976) [3] 
1970+/-60 (Beta-23977) 
1920+/-110 (Beta-15638) 
1900+/-100 (Beta-23978) 
1850+/-100 (Beta-15379) 
1736+/-48 (P-692) 
1712+/-40 (P-695) 
1683+/-49 (P-736) 
1659+/-48 (P-693) 
1623+/-47 (P-679) 
1602+/-49 (P-694) 
1593+/-49 (P-683) 
1580+/-54 (P-727) 
1570+/-70 (Beta-15381) 
1565+/-53 (P-733) 
1533+/-55 (P-729) 
1520+/-90 (Beta-19084) 
1509+/-47 (P-696) 
I502+/-49 (P-676) 
1465+/-51 (P-734) 
1321+/-49 (P-737) 
1250+/-60 (Beta-15639) [4] 

Point Riche (Middle Dorset) 1750+/-80 (Beta-15376) 
1750+/-90 (Beta-15382) 
1546+/-80 (Beta-15377) 

Englee (Middle Dorset) 1585+/-95 (1-4379) 

Broom Point (Middle Dorset) 1650+/-90 (Beta-4471) 



4.7.4: The Number of Individuals Buried. 

Among the human bones of the 1968 collection, Tuck and Anderson were able 

to identify four individuals, comprising one adult female and three juveniles 

(Tuck & Anderson 1974:92-93). The skulls of the adult female and one of 

the juveniles were substantially intact but in no case was there anything 

approaching a complete skeleton. Further study of the 1968 collection has 

identified another juvenile (Jerkic, pers. comm.). In addition, tentative field 

identification of some very thin cranial fragments recovered from sub-

operations A and C points to the presence of at least one infant. Therefore, 

at least five and possibly six individuals, comprising one adult female, four 

juveniles, and one infant, were buried in the cave. 

4.7.5: The Number and Loci of Burials. 

Unfortunately, all primary evidence of Middle Dorset mortuary behaviour in 

the cave has been destroyed. As Tuck and Anderson (1974:92) remark, 

"No data are available on burial positions or the relation of the 
several skeletons to one another therefore it is impossible to 
determine whether a single mass burial or several consecutive 
interments are represented at Crow Head. Nor could grave offerings 
be assigned to specific individuals, but the remaining material 
indicates a relatively richly accoutered burial or burials." 

The problem of the actual number of burials, as opposed to the number of 

individuals buried, is not one that can be finally resolved. However, tentative 

identifications in the field suggest that there was a series of interments in 

the cave, rather than one mass burial. Most of the adult bone came from 

the south-east corner of the cave (sub-operation J), possibly in association 

with or proximity to a juvenile, while the remaining juvenile and infant 

bone fragments came from the north end of the cave (sub-operations Q-T). 

The.shallow depressions in sub-operations A and C suggest that some of 
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these interments may have been single. This reconstruction of several burial 

areas in the cave is made more plausible by field observations and by the 

analysis of the spatial patterning of human bone and artefact distributions 

within the cave according to area and level. 

For the purposes of this analysis, all sub-operations were grouped by transect 

area: sub-operation F was grouped with sub-operation J; sub-operation E 

with sub-operation R; sub-operation D with sub-operation T; and sub-

operations B and C with sub-operation S. Since sub-operation A straddled 

both sub-operations Q and S, its artefact and human bone count was divided 

equally between these two transects. Sub-operations H and X, immediately 

outside the cave mouth were not included in this analysis for obvious reasons. 

The single chert flake of sub-operation G which fell precisely at the 

intersection of sub-operations N, P, Q, and R was also ignored. 

TABLE 3 
CROW HEAD CAVE 

DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN BONE BY AREA AND LEVEL 

Sub-op. 

J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 

Surface 

8 (16.3%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
6 (12.2%) 
3 (6.1%) 

32 (65.3%) 
0 (0.0%) 

Excavated 

19 (28.8%) 
2 (3.0%) 
5 (7.6%) 
3 (4.6%) 
3 (4.6%) 
0 (0.0%) 
7 (10.6%) 
7 (10.6%) 

11 (16.7%) 
9 (13.6%) 

Combined 

27 (23.3%) 
2 (1.7%) 
5 (4.3%) 
3 (2.6%) 
3 (2.6%) 
0 (0.0%) 

13 (11.2%) 
10 (8.7%) 
43 (37.1%) 

9 (7.8%) 

It is apparent from the foregoing table that the distribution of human bone 

fragments plotted against transect area shows three concentrations, one in 
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the south-east corner (sub-operation J), one in the north-east corner (sub-

operations Q, R, S), and another in behind the right side of the cave 

entrance (sub-operation T). The human bone from sub-opertic i R clustered 

at the west end of the transect close to Q and is therefore understood as 

part of the Q-S concentration, whereas all of the human bone and artefacts 

from T cluster against the cave wall, suggesting an independent concentration. 

These concentrations assume greater significance since they characterize the 

distribution of both the surface and excavated human bone. Moreover, as 

is demonstrated in the following discussion and tables, these concentrations 

also characterize the patterning of the spatial distribution of artefacts within 

the cave. More detailed analysis of the human bone may cast more light 

on the pattern of these concentrations. 

TABLE 4 
CROW HEAD CAVE 

DISTRIBUTION OF ALL ARTEFACTS BY AREA & LEVEL 

Sub-op. 

J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 

Surface 

6 (33.3%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
6 (33.3%) 
0 (0.0%) 

13 (72.2%) 
3 (16.6%) 

Excavated 

15 (9.9%) 
23 (15.2%) 

6 (4.0%) 
1 (0.7%) 
9 (6.0%) 
1 (0.7%) 

15 (9.9%) 
8 (5.3%) 

15 (9.9%) 
4 (2.6%) 

Combined 

21 (16.5%) 
23 (18.1%) 

6 (4.7%) 
1 (0.8%) 
9 (7.1%) 
1 (0.8%) 

21 (16.5%) 
8 (6.3%) 
8 (22.0%) 
7 (5.5%) 

The highest value for concentrations of surface material again cluster at 

the south end of the cave (sub-operation J) and the north end (sub-

operations Q, S, T). The highest values for concentrations of excavated 
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material cluster in much the same way at the south end (sub-operations J & 

K) and at the north end (sub-operations Q & S). 

One obvious and reasonable objection to the validity of the foregoing analysis 

of artefact distribution is that the looters of 1968 not only distributed the 

deposits in the cave but removed many of the artefacts. This is undeniable 

and has undoubtedly skewed the present data set. However, it is to be 

expected that inexperienced looters would naturally retrieve only the most 

obvious artefact forms i.e. most bone artefacts and easily recognizable stone 

artefacts such as end-blades, points, and bifaces. The photographs of the 

major looted collection suggest that this is indeed what occurred. In the 

following table, therefore, obvious artefact types (all bone artefacts, end-

blades, bifaces, and points) have been excluded from consideration and only 

less easily recognizable artefacts (flakes, micro-blade sections, burin-like 

tools, and core fragments) have been counted. 

TABLE 5 
CROW HEAD CAVE 

DISTRIBUTION OF FLAKES, MICRO-BLADES, BLT'S, & CORES 

Sub-op. 

J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 

Surface-

3 (30.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
3 (30.0%) 
0 (0.0%) 
3 (30.0%) 
1 (10.0%) 

Excavated 

7 (14.6%) 
18 (37.5%) 

1 (2.1%) 
0 (0.0%) 
4 (8.3%) 
1 (2.1%) 
3 (6.3%) 
4 (8.3%) 

10 (20.8%) 
0 (0.0%) 

Combined 

10 (17.2%) 
18 (31.0%) 

1 (1.7%) 
0 (0.0%) 
4 (6.9%) 
1 (1.7%) 
6 (10.3%) 
4 (6.9%) 

13 (22.4%) 
1 (1.7%) 

Once again, the highest values for concentration of surface material are in 

the south end of the cave (sub-operation J) and the north end (sub-
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operations Q, S, T). However, the surface sample is so small (N = 10) that 

no great significance can be placed upon this distribution. In the larger 

excavated sample (N = 48), the north/south dichotomy is still maintained, 

although it should be noted that the highest value comes from sub-operation 

K and is mostly composed of utilized and non-utilized flakes. This 

phenomenon will be further considered below. 

In short, these findings suggest that: 

[a] the single adult was probably buried in sub-operation J, either in 
association with or in proximity to a juvenile burial; 

[b] one infant and a juvenile were possibly buried separately in the shallow 
depressions in sub-operation S; 

[c] another juvenile burial may be responsible for the isolated concentration 
in sub-operation T; 

[d] the remaining juveniles were apparently buried sub-operations Q, R, and 
S either singly or en masse. 

4.7.6: Palaeo-Eskimo Mortuary Behaviour at Crow Head Cave. 

It is evident that literally tons of fill consisting of large rock slabs, rubble, 

and earth were removed from the cave during the various looting episodes. 

It is impossible, therefore, to accurately determine the original depth of the 

level 1 deposit but an estimated maximum depth of ca. 0.50 m. would seem 

reasonable. In such a situation, assuming consistency of mortuary behaviour, 

a number of modes of interment are possible. 

Hypothesis 1: The human remains may have been laid 
or, in the case of a multiple burial, either laid or 
stacked on the then-existing surface and covered with 
rock. 

Hypothesis 2: The human remains may have been laid 
in one or more excavated graves, perhaps again with a 
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rock covering; at best, these graves would have been 
relatively shallow. 

Hypothesis 3: One or more individuals may have been 
pushed into the large crevice on the north-west wall 
of the cave. 

Hypothesis 1 is unlikely for the simple reason that had the burials been so 

relatively accessible, it becomes difficult to explain why those who looted the 

cave felt the need to remove such vast quantities of the rock and earth fill. 

Tuck and Anderson (1974:92) wryly refer to "the enthusiastic excavators who 

had removed literally tons of rock from the interior, some slabs weighing 

several hundreds of pounds", an observation confirmed during these recent 

investigations. It is possible that this overburden resulted from roof-fall 

subsequent to the time of the burials. The roof of the cave is formed by a 

flat stratum of rock that slopes gently downwards to the north. One small 

area of collapse forms a cupola over sub-operations N and Q but what could 

be observed of the processes of cave formation at Crow Head suggests that 

this roof has been essentially stable for many millennia. Moreover, two of 

the skulls retrieved by the looters were substantially complete, an unlikely 

phenomenon had there been any major roof collapse in the cave. 

Hypothesis 3, a mode of Dorset burial known from other sites such as Englee 

and probably Pumbley Cove (Tuck & Anderson 1974), is also unlikely in this 

case. Though artefacts and bone fragments were recovered from virtually 

every area of the cave, careful and detailed inspection of the crevice at the 

west end of sub-operation Q revealed not the slightest trace of cultural 

material nor even the smallest fragment of human bone in this crevice. 

Hypothesis 2 therefore seems to be the most probable explanation. Thus, the 

likeliest reconstruction of mode of interment is one involving the excavation 
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of a number of shallow graves, no more than half a metre in depth, at the 

south end of the cave (sub-operations J/K) and at the north end (sub-operations 

Q-T). The graves were likely covered with stone piles. 

It may prove impossible to determine whether the burials were primary or 

secondary. Secondary burials are frequently characterized by the absence of 

certain bone elements but, in this case, the several episodes of looting in the 

cave must have resulted in the loss of many skeletal fragments. However, it 

is marginally possible that detailed analysis of the skeletal material may detect 

a consistent pattern of missing elements, thereby suggesting secondary 

interments. It is also not possible to ascertain burial positions and orientation, 

apart from noting the roughly north-south orientation of the depressions in 

sub-operation S. 

There is no way to reliably reconstruct associations between individual skeletons 

and recovered artefacts. Nor can it be assumed that Crow Head Cave was 

used exclusively for burials and that all artefacts are therefore derived from 

this context. However, it is probable that the wetter north end of the cave 

with its very low ceiling served no fucntion other than that of a burial area. 

Consequently, it follows that most, if not all, of the artefacts from this general 

area are derived from graves. If this inference is correct, then grave 

assemblages included a wide range of lithic and non-lithic artefacts and non-

utilitarian items. Lithic categories represented include flakes, end-blades, 

side-blades, micro-blades, burin-like tools, core fragments, and soapstone bowls. 

Non-lithic categories include worked bone and ivory amulets/pendants, bone 

harpoon heads and foreshafts, bone burin support pieces, bone and ivory points, 

beaver incisors, shells, and water-rolled pebbles. Some of these artefacts 
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were apparently damaged or broken before their deposition in the cave. In 

addition, analysis of the faunal remains may yield evidence suggesting 

associations of some of this material with the graves. 

4.7.7: Non-funerary Use of Crow Head Cave. 

Some 227 artefacts were recovered from the cave counting both the looted 

collection and the present collection. Since a minimum of six individuals were 

evidently buried in the cave, the ratio works out to approximately 38 artefacts 

per individual. This is not inconsistent with what little knowledge we have 

of Palaeo-Eskimo burials (see Chapter 6), some of which were apparently quite 

richly provided with grave goods. 

However, it is possible that not all of the artefacts discovered in the cave 

can be explained in this manner and that some are related to some other set 

of Palaeo-Eskimo activities. This hypothesis is suggested by the spatial 

distribution of one artefact class in particular. Forty-four utilized and non-

utilized chert flakes were recovered from the interior and entrance of the 

cave. However, their spatial distribution is markedly skewed towards the south 

end and entrance area of the cave as the following table shows. 

TABLE 6 
CROW HEAD CAVE 

DISTRIBUTION OF FLAKES BY AREA 
Sub-op. 

J 
K 

H/X 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 

Totals 

Number 

5 
17 
12 

1 
4 
1 
4 
0 

44 

Percentage 

11.4% 
38.6% 
27.3% 

2.3% 
10.0% 
2.3% 

10.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
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It is clear from this distribution that there was a heavy concentration (77.3%) 

of flakes in the south end and entranceway of the cave. The north end, which 

by its nature could have been suited for little other than funerary purposes, 

yielded only 22.7% of the total. There are three possible explanations for 

this phenomenon. 

Hypothesis 1: the distribution is the product of the recent disturbances to 
the cave deposits and selective retrieval by looters. 

Hypothesis 2: a burial in the south end of the cave may have been 
particularly rich in flakes. 

Hypothesis 3: the south end of the cave was used for some non-funerary 
set of activities that involved a disproportionate number of flakes. 

Under the circumstances, it is difficult to dismiss any of these potential 

explanations. However, hypothesis 1 is unlikely for the following reasons. 

While the cave deposits have undoubtedly been thoroughly disturbed, the 

distribution of human bone fragments and artefacts by transect apparently 

still shows spatial clustering on a gross level. In other words, a significant 

preponderance of human bone fragments or one particular artefact type in one 

area of the cave should be considered meaningful and not the random product 

of disturbance and selective retrieval. It should be noted that no other 

artefact class shows such a skewed distribution. The looted collection 

apparently includes only two micro-blades, one of which is quartz crystal, and 

this suggests that whatever retrieval strategy generated this collection, it did 

not favour chert micro-blades. However, the micro-blades in the cave deposits 

do not cluster spatially in the same way that flakes do. Instead, their 

distribution, like that of the human bone fragments, shows small clusters in 

the south (sub-operation J) and north (sub-operation S) areas of the interior 

with a few evenly distributed between and this suggests that, on the whole, 
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the occurrence of micro-blades is to be associated with the burials. The sample 

is admittedly smaller (N = 18) but still statistically significant. It is concluded 

from this that hypothesis 1 is the least likely explanation for the observed 

distribution of flakes in Crow Head Cave. 

Although it is unlikely on a priori grounds that a burial in the south end of 

the cave would generate such a disproportionate number of flakes, hypothesis 

2 cannot be discounted. Nor, under the circumstances, is there any obvious 

way to test it. We do not possess a set of comparative data on Palaeo-Eskimo 

mortuary practices of sufficient size and reliability to allow us to assess 

whether such an hypothesis would be anomalous. In any case, allowance must 

be made for idiosyncratic behaviour. 

Hypothesis 3 should not be construed to suggest an actual occupation of the 

cave; for this there is at present no independent evidence. However, the 

cave in its original configuration, apart from its utility on occasion as a natural 

shelter, would have been an ideal vantage point and hunting station for 

maintaining surveillance over the surrounding landscape and the sea beyond. 

It is therefore possible that such a use of the cave accounts the highly skewed 

distribution of flakes. Although two core fragments were recovered, there 

was no indication in the form of small chert splinters and spalls that there 

was any intensive stone tool manufacture or modification being conducted at 

the site. The analysis of the faunal remains, in particular the spatial 

distribution of the various species and bone elements represented and the 

presence or absence of cut-marks, may assist in testing this hypothesis. 
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4.8: Survey of the Crow Head Escarpment. 

Following the completion of excavations at Crow Head Cave, a careful survey 

was conducted along the escarpment for two purposes: 

[1] in order to locate other possible caves or crevices in which burials 
might have taken place; 

[2] in order to determine from test excavations in suitable locations the 
level of predator activity and type of faunal samples thereby generated 
to establish a comparative basis on which to evaluate the faunal material 
from Crow Head Cave. 

No other caves were located in the escarpment, although a number of small 

rock shelters, large crevices, and areas enclosed and protected by large rock 

slabs were tested. No indications of human burials were encountered. More 

surprisingly, none of these sites yielded any faunal material indicating that, if 

there was predator activity along the escarpment in the past, the only evidence 

we may have of it is in the faunal sample from Crow Head Cave. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
GARGAMELLE COVE ROCKSHELTER (7A65; EeBi-21) 

5.1: Location. 

The rockshelter is located on the north east shore of Gargamelle Cove just 

inside the park boundaries at the base of a 6 m. high limestone cliff of the 

Table Head Group and approximately 9 m. above sea level (fig. 1, pi. 33:B). 

The limestone cliffs curve out towards the sea on either side of the 

rockshelter enclosing a flat grassy area ca. 70 m. across and extending ca. 

30 m. out to the margin of the beach which is composed of boulders and 

cobbles on exposed bedrock. This enclosed grassy area is so well protected 

from the elements that it would seem an ideal location for a camp site but 

test excavations during the 1985 survey failed to detect any traces of 

prehistoric occupation. 

5.2: Description of Gargamelle Rockshelter. 

The site has previously been called a "cave" (Harp & Hughes 1968:7) but, in 

fact, the term "rockshelter" is more accurately descriptive since it is a 

shallow elliptical area protected only by the overhanging cliff. The width 

of the rockshelter is 7.07 m., the maximum depth is 4.0 m., and the maximum 

height of the overhang is 2.88 m. (figs. 5-6). Both sides of the rockshelter 

are blocked by massive rock slabs detached from the overhanging cliff face. 

5.3: Formation Processes. 

Like most rockshelters in limestone formations, the Gargamelle site has been 

formed by simple weathering processes and, in winter, by cryoclastic 
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fracturing which has produced small angular rubble and massive rockfall. 

The erosion of the thin soil horizon on the slope above the cliffs has resulted 

in aeolian deposition of this soil within the rockshelter where it has filtered 

down through the angular rubble. 

5.4: Disturbance Processes. 

The deposits in the rockshelter have been disturbed by a number of 

excavations and the natural stratigraphy has been completely destroyed. The 

circumstances under which the first known finds were made in the rockshelter 

are related by Harp (Harp & Hughes 1968:7f.). In 1953, Mr. Fintan Gould, a 

resident of Port au Choix, accidentally discovered a human mandible lying 

on the rubble surface of the site while he was sheltering from a rainstorm. 

This discovery suggests, of course, that there had been some prior disturbance 

to the deposits. Mr. Gould returned the following day with his younger 

brothers and proceeded to excavate about 30 cms. into the rubble and earth 

deposit, discovering in the process what appeared to be two full skeletons, 

comprising an adult and an infant, lying near the centre of the rockshelter 

with their feet pointing in a south-easterly direction towards the shore. 

The skeletons were accompanied by a number of grave goods and had been 

covered over with flat stone slabs which subsequently had been buried in 

further erosion deposit. 

In 1961 the skeletal remains and associated artefacts were presented to Harp 

who reports that the collection was "essentially intact", although a few 

unspecified items had disappeared in the eight years since their discovery 

(Harp & Hughes 1968:8). On visiting the site, Harp discovered in front of the 

rockshelter a large ridge of dirt and rock which had been shovelled out by 
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the Goulds and others who had dug there later. Harp excavated a number 

of test pits in the floor of the rockshelter but found only a few postcranial 

skeletal fragments (Harp & Hughes 1968:8). The rockshelter has also long 

been used by the youth of Port au Choix as a place for parties and the 

deposits were marked with surface scatters of carbonized wood from campfires 

and, the worst hazard of the excavation, thousands of sharp beer bottle 

fragments. 

5.5: Excavation Procedures. 

The first test trenches in the rockshelter quickly established that the deposits 

had indeed been totally disturbed and evidence of modern contamination was 

found in all areas at all levels. It was therefore decided to treat the entire 

excavation as a single sub-operation since all primary contexts and spatial 

associations had been destroyed. Excavation proceeded from either end of 

the rockshelter towards the centre and then from the centre out through 

the ridge of backdirt created by previous excavations. Several concentrations 

of rocks and slabs that might have protected patches of undisturbed deposit 

or a missed burial were plotted in but, in every case, modern contamination 

was found beneath such concentrations. As with Crow Head Cave, all 

excavated material was dry-sieved. 

5.6: Results of Excavation. 

While previous excavators in the rockshelter had indeed been thorough in 

their destruction of primary contexts, they had been somewhat less thorough 

in the collection of human skeletal fragments and artefacts. Consequently, 

upwards of one hundred artefacts and numerous fragments of human bone and 
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teeth were recovered in the course of the excavation (App. 6; pis. 16-22). No 

faunal bone or material suitable for radiocarbon dating were recovered. Three 

scientific samples were collected. These included a sample of loose gritty 

earth found overlying the flat rock slabs in the eastern corner (= Sci. sample 

1); a sample of the mixed lower gravel and dark earth below the level of the 

rock slabs in the eastern corner (= Sci. sample 2); a sample of the dark earth 

below the lower gravel in the same area (= Sci. sample 3). No other features 

were present and there was no indication of any prehistoric use of the 

rockshelter for anything other than burial purposes. 

5.7: Analysis. 

5.7.1: Introduction. 

Due to the thoroughly disturbed nature of the deposits in the rockshelter, 

point provenience data were not collected. The only significant observation 

that can be made on the spatial distribution of both human bone and 

artefacts from the Gargamelle site is that virtually all finds were markedly 

restricted to the central area of the rockshelter and in the ridge of backdirt 

in front of it. This central area measured approximately 1 by 2 metres (fig.5). 

Since collection of bone fragments and artefacts by previous excavators was 

clearly haphazard, this distribution of finds assumes real significance and 

the almost total absence of cultural material or human bone fragments in 

either extremity of the rockshelter deposit indicates that neither area was 

the locus of Palaeo-Eskimo burial activity. The implications of this 

observation for Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary behaviour at the Gargamelle 

rockshelter are discussed below. 
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5.7.2: Cultural Associations & Chronological Range. 

Harp's correlation of the Gargamelle finds presented to him in 1961 with the 

Middle Dorset material from his excavations at Phillip's Garden is amply 

corroborated by the large number of additional artefacts found in this most 

recent investigation of the site (pis. 16-22 & App. 6; pis. 23-28 & App. 10; 

cf. Harp & Hughes 1968:8, & pis. 3-8). Characteristic Middle Dorset chert 

artefacts include notched and tip-fluted end-blades (pis. 16-17); bifaces (pi. 

17:C); a stemmed end-scraper (pi. 18:G); side-scrapers (pi. 18:a); micro-blades 

(pi. 17:F-I); and utilized flakes. Lithic types in other material include a single 

double-notched Ramah chert end-blade (pi. 17:D); quartz crystal cores, 

scrapers (pi. 18:D) and micro-blades (pi. 17:J-K); a complete whetstone (pi. 

19); and fragments of green nephrite burin-like tools. The bone industry is 

represented by such typical forms as Newfoundland Closed single linehole 

harpoon heads (pi. 20:F), including a miniature but functional example (pi. 

20:J); incised harpoon foreshafts (pi. 20:G); burin-like tool support pieces 

(pi. 21:K-M); a single snow goggle eye-piece (pi. 20:A); and eyed needles (pi. 

21:A-E). Non-functional items in bone and ivory include enigmatic small 

bone cones or plugs (pi. 21:G-I); ivory plugs or gaming-pieces (pi. 21:F); 

pierced and incised seal amulets (pi. 20:C-D; 22:B-C); a carved ivory polar 

bear head (pi. 20:B; 22:A; and a stylized bone caribou hoof pendant (pi. 20:E). 

Whereas at Crow Head Cave, a number of artefacts could be associated with 

pre-Middle Dorset phases of Palaeo-Eskimo culture, the assemblage at the 

Gargamelle site is essentially homogeneous. In commenting on the miniature 

harpoon head amulets in the 1961 collection, Harp noted not only their quite 

different form compared to the standard Newfoundland Closed harpoon heads 

at Phillip's Garden but compared them to finds at what was then thought to 
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be an Early Dorset assemblage at Collins' Crystal II site in Frobisher Bay (pi. 

27: a-h; cf. Harp & Hughes 1968:11, pl.7:a-h; Collins 1951). The Crystal II 

site is now understood as a Late Dorset occupation and, in any case, the 

parallels are not particularly close. In the interim, two very close parallels 

to these miniature harpoon heads have been recovered from house feature 1 

(7A547) at the Point Riche site (pi. 27: b-c; cf. Harp & Hughes 1968: pi. 7: 

b, c). Another example has been found at Phillip's Garden (Renouf & 

Kennett, in press: fig. 2:e). 

Thus Gargamelle is not only closest to the Point Riche site in term of 

physical proximity but it shares a specific type parallel with it that was 

apparently absent in Crow Head Cave. However, this is hardly enough 

evidence to suggest that some of the inhabitants of Point Riche were buried 

at the Gargamelle Rockshelter. One of the distinctive features of the Point 

Riche lithic assemblage is the fairly common use of an opaque, fine-grained 

grey stone. The Crow Head assemblage contained only one specimen, a 

tip-fluted end-blade (7A60 H:6, pi. 1:B; App. 5), made from this particular 

material. No examples have yet been found in the extensive lithic assemblage 

at Phillip's Garden, nor in the Gargamelle assemblage. This alone cautions 

against premature associations between burials and settlements. 

The only other possible pre-Middle Dorset trait noted at Gargamelle is the 

occurrence of a bone needle with a pointed butt end. Of the five bone 

needles recovered, four are broken at the ground eye-hole and the butt 

ends are missing. However, one specimen (7A65 A:109; pi. 21:E) has a butt 

end that was apparently pointed. This is a trait considered to be 

characteristic of both pre-Dorset (Maxwell 1985:119, fig 5.20:B, Independence 
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II at Port Refuge, Devon Island) and early Dorset (Maxwell 1985:146, fig. 

6.15:C, the Tanfield site, Lake Harbour; & 147-148). At least two specimens 

of needles with pointed butt ends have been recovered from Phillip's Garden; 

unfortunately, both were found in midden contexts and their phase affiliation 

is uncertain. Of the four needles from Crow Head Cave (pi. 7:J-M), only 

one has an extant butt end and it is rounded (pi. 7:J). Another (pi. 7:M) 

has a complete eye-hole but the butt end is damaged and it is not possible 

to be certain as to whether it was rounded or pointed. The degree to which 

needles with pointed butt ends are diagnostic of the Early Dorset phase is 

therefore sub judice at least in Newfoundland where no true Early Dorset 

sites have been found. Their occurrence at Phillip's Garden may be related 

to pre-Middle Dorset use of the site; alternatively they may signal that the 

trait survives into the Middle Dorset phase, at least in Newfoundland. The 

occurrence of one example at the Gargamelle site in an otherwise exclusively 

Middle Dorset assemblage supports this conclusion. 

5.7.3: The Skeletal Material from Gargamelle Rockshelter. 

Hughes has provided a brief but informative report on the 1961 skeletal 

material from the Gargamelle site (Harp & Hughes 1968:35-38). Clearly, 

however, it would be valuable to combine both the 1961 material with the 

present collection and publish a full description and catalogue of all skeletal 

elements in addition to other analytical aspects. Until that has been 

accomplished, only the most provisional remarks can be made about the 

Gargamelle skeletal material. 
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5.7.4: The Number of Individuals Buried. 

Since the various bones in the 1961 collection were jumbled together, the 

analysis could not be performed in terms of individual skeletons although 

more detailed examination may permit that in the future. On the basis of 

cranial and post-cranial elements present, Hughes was able to establish the 

presence of at least eight individuals, comprising four children and infants 

and four adults at least 21 years old at death (Harp & Hughes 1968:8, 35-38). 

One of the adults was identified as a robust male while another was elderly. 

The remaining two were possibly female. The other individuals included a 

juvenile ca. 12 years in age, a child ca. 6 years in age, another child ca. 2-3 

years in age, and one full-term foetus or neo-nate. In addition, there were 

indications that another adolescent may have been present which, if correct, 

would bring the total number of individuals to nine. 

Field observation of the skeletal material recovered during these 

excavations confirms the presence of infants, children, and adults, but only 

more detailed analysis will permit corroboration or contradiction of 

Hughes'conclusions on the number of individuals represented. 

5.7.5: Palaeo-Eskimo Mortuary Behaviour at Gargamelle Rockshelter. 

Gargamelle Rockshelter presents us with the extraordinary phenomenon of the 

skeletal remains of eight, possibly nine, Palaeo-Eskimo individuals of 

widely-ranging ages interred within the same small area of ca. 2 sq. m. The 

question therefore arises as to whether we are dealing with a sequence of 

burials or a single mass burial. The two following hypotheses outline the 

major alternatives. 
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Hypothesis 1: the burials are primary or secondary sequential interments. 

Hypothesis 2: the burials are a primary or secondary mass interment. 

Hypothesis 1: While sequential interments cannot be ruled out, they are 

considered less likely for the following reasons. First, there has been no 

great soil accumulation in the rockshelter and the deposits consist primarily 

of a shallow layer of rubble and slabs. The original depth of deposit can 

only be estimated but a figure of ca. 40 cms. would probably be generous. 

Thus, if grave pits were dug, at best they must have been shallow and 

covered with rock. Under these circumstances, it is highly likely that 

repeated use of the site as a place for either primary or secondary burials 

would have disturbed earlier burials and would have resulted in a wider 

dispersal of human remains and associated artefacts in the site than was 

observed in these excavations. 

Second, notwithstanding the possibility that some cultural material from the 

site may have disappeared into private collections, it is interesting to note 

the homogeneity of the Gargamelle assemblage which lacks the range of 

earlier and later Palaeo-Eskimo material of the assemblage from Crow Head 

Cave. This observation, of course, does not necessarily imply precise 

contemporaneity of all the burials but it does suggest that the rockshelter 

was in use as a burial place over a more restricted period of time. 

Hypothesis 2: In support of this hypothesis, it should be noted first that the 

concentration of human bone and artefactual material in the small central 

area of approximately 2 sq. m. strongly suggests that a single event is 
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involved with no subsequent disturbance of the mass burial until recently. 

Second, the age and sex profile of the skeletons comprising both young and 

old male, and probably female, adults, as well as a juvenile, two children, 

and a neo-nate, strongly suggests that a single extended family group was 

involved. 

In deciding between the sub-hypotheses of a primary as opposed to a 

secondary mass burial, several factors must be considered. There is the 

testimony of the discoverer, Mr. Gould, concerning "full skeletons which lay 

with their feet pointing towards the sea . . . an adult and also probably an 

infant" (Harp & Hughes 1968:7). This would tend to suggest a primary 

articulated burial except for the following considerations. The testimony 

actually comprises two observations [1] that there was a linear arrangement 

of bones pointing towards the sea and [2] that this linear arrangement was 

that of two full skeletons. The first observation concerning the linear 

orientation of the bones is straightforward and the testimony of an untrained 

individual need not be doubted without good reason. However, the second 

observation which suggests two articulated individuals is one which requires 

an experienced judgement and, in any case, is apparently contradicted by 

the presence of at least eight individuals. Moreover, the suspicion that the 

Gargamelle burials are secondary is reinforced by the absence of certain 

skeletal elements. While a full catalogue of post-cranial elements is not yet 

available, Hughes records the presence of only a few cranial fragments. In 

particular, it should be noted that only two mandibles, a skeletal element 

usually resistant to most taphonomic processes, were recovered. 
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Finally, not only is the Gargamelle artefactual assemblage homogenous, as 

noted above, but it is apparently patterned in sets of eight artefacts in a 

manner that is difficult to explain by simple coincidence (table 7). 

The probability that the incidence of four major artefact categories should 

be identical to the inferred number of individuals and that a fifth category 

should be relatively close is obviously small. Such a phenomenon might be 

TABLE 7 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER 

PATTERNING IN THE ASSEMBLAGE 

Bone harpoon head amulets. 

1961:8 (pi. 27:a-h) 

1986:0 TOTAL: 8. 

Flat bone stylized seal/bear amulets. 

1961: 6 (pi. 28:a-f) 

1986: 2 (pi. 20:C-D) TOTAL: 8. 

Bear head amulets. 

1961: 5 (pi. 28:g-k) 
1986: 1 (pi. 20:B) TOTAL: 6. 

Functional harpoon heads. 
1961: 5 normal size (pi. 24:a, g-j) 

1 mini, size (pi. 24:k) 
1986: 1 normal size (pi. 20:F) 

1 mini, size (pi. 20:J) TOTAL: 8. 

Harpoon foreshafts. 

1961: 5 (pi. 24:a, l-o) 
1986: 3 (pi. 20:G-I) TOTAL: 8. 
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explained as the result of highly programmatic mortuary behaviour expressed 

on eight occasions. However, even though the comparative sample is small, 

Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary behaviour has not expressed itself in a manner 

thatcould be called highly programmatic. Under the circumstances, the more 

likely explanation is that of consistent behaviour on one occasion when eight 

individuals were being interred and eight items from each of several 

functional and non-functional categories of material culture were included 

in the burial. 

In summary, the concentration of the human bone of at least eight individuals 

and associated artefacts within an exceedingly small area, the absence of 

certain major skeletal elements, the homogeneity of the cultural assemblage, 

the coincidence between the number of individuals represented and the 

number of certain types of functional and non-functional artefacts, and the 

age and sex profile of the individuals involved all suggest that a single mass 

secondary burial of disarticulated human skeletons, possibly representing a 

single extended family, took place at the Gargamelle site. As with the 

skeletal material from Crow Head Cave, analysis of the Gargamelle skeletal 

collection should particularly focus on establishing the presence/absence 

pattern of individual skeletal elements and detecting evidence of carnivore 

gnawing in order to test the hypothesis of secondary disarticulated burial 

after a period of exposure. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DORSET PALAEO-ESKIMO MORTUARY BEHAVIOUR 

"Science is constrained by its canons of evidence. 
Pure speculation, however reined by plausibility 
or pregnant with insight, does not lie within the 
rules of our game . . . Yet the art of plausible 
reconstruction has value to science because we 
must have frameworks to discipline out thoughts." 

(Gould 1988:16). 

6.1: Introduction. 

Many prehistoric and historic human societies have been marked by complex 

and often highly programmatic mortuary behaviour. It is clear from 

ethnographic data that among such societies must be numbered the various 

Inuit groups of the Arctic and sub-Arctic (Petersen 1966-67). In addition, 

some aspects of traditional Inuit mortuary behaviour, like some aspects of 

their material culture, were apparently pan-Arctic; for example, exposure of 

the corpse in one form or another is almost universally attested. 

Therefore, like philologists reconstructing Indo-European by isolating the 

common "Ur-forms" in cognate languages, some scholars have sought to 

reconstruct "the old Eskimo religion" by identifying behaviour and beliefs 

shared by many ethnohistoric groups and extrapolating these cognate forms 

of culture backwards into some simpler prehistoric past. However, the 

temptation to succumb to a protracted fit of latter-day unlineal evolutionism 

is one that must be resisted. For behind the broad pan-Arctic unities of 

ethnohistorically known cultural behaviour and material culture, there lies 

an extraordinary variety of specific regional and cultural adaptations and 

there is no reason to suppose that it was otherwise in prehistory. Moreover, 
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inasmuch as the pre- and proto-historic culture history of the Inuit has 

been reliably reconstructed, it is evident that continuity is matched by disco

ntinuity, and migration and extinction have played central roles. 

This is not to deny the importance of ethnographic analogy. In the attempt 

to reconstruct prehistoric Palaeo-Eskimo society, European accounts of 

contact with Inuit groups provide a rich mine of information which has led 

to an intimate, if often untested, understanding of Palaeo-Eskimo material 

culture. However, the reconstruction of prehistoric cultural behaviour, 

particularly in those areas such as mortuary behaviour where the ideological 

component is suspected to be central, is somewhat less amenable to the sort 

of simple analogy that distinguishes a wound-pin from a marrow extractor. 

And the analogies are considerably harder to test. Nevertheless, as Gould 

observes in the quotation that heads this chapter, "we must have frameworks 

in which to discipline our thoughts." 

The remainder of the chapter is divided into four sections. The first of 

these is devoted to the detailed description of the archaeological evidence 

relating to Dorset burials. The second section is given over to an analysis 

of patterning in this archaeological data base in terms of such general 

categories as primary and secondary burials, the differential occurrence of 

skeletal elements, diachronic variation, regional variation, burial orientation, 

and grave goods. The third section commences with a discussion of the 

problems of disposal of the dead in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions and 

objective strategies to cope with those problems. It proceeds to draw 

parallels between these objective strategies and the patterns observed in 

the archaeological data base. Where possible, ethnographic analogies are 
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adduced as potential hypotheses of explanation of Dorset mortuary behaviour 

and suggestions are advanced for the testing of these hypotheses by further 

analysis and excavation. Finally, the fourth section comprises a list of 

plausible conclusions about Dorset mortuary behaviour. 

6.2: The Archaeology of Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo Burials. 

So little is known about Early Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary behaviour that a 

recent synthesis of the prehistory of the eastern Arctic neglects to even 

raise the issue (Maxwell 1985). The situation is not markedly better for 

the Late Palaeo-Eskimo tradition. However, since the 1960's, a number of 

burials that can be linked with the Dorset culture have been discovered at 

various sites in the sub-Arctic and Arctic. 

6.2.1: Phillip's Garden, Port au Choix, Newfoundland. 

The first professionally excavated Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo burial was that of a 

twenty-one month old infant uncovered by Harp in a house pit at Phillip's 

Garden (Harp & Hughes 1968:17f., pis. 11-13). The infant had been buried 

in a tightly contracted upright fetal position in a simple earth pit ca. 60 

cms. in diameter and ca. 60 cms. deep which had been filled with earth and 

covered with a limestone slab. The infant was surrounded by a variety of 

grave goods which included a block of black chert; a chert end-scraper; a 

broken chert side-notched and tip-fluted end-blade; fragments of chert knives 

or scrapers; a hollowed-out animal femur with an incised suspension hole at 

one end; a pierced stylized bone bear amulet; two pierced seal canines; a 

piece of cut antler otherwise unmodified; and a curved horn artefact with 

the end side-notched for suspension or hafting (Harp & Hughes 1968:17-18, 
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pi. 11). The latter piece is described by Harp as a spoon or ladle but could 

also possibly be interpreted as a skin scraper (cf. Birket-Smith 1945:210, 

fig. 180:a for a larger version). 

This pit had been dug at the north end of a shallow trench; at the south 

end of this trench, approximately 1.37 m. from the infant burial, another pit 

of similar dimensions and depth was found to contain a single adult male 

mandible. This find was not associated with any grave goods apart from a 

large rectangular steatite pot. A large wood charcoal sample from the higher 

surface in the middle of the trench between the two burials provided a 

radiocarbon date of A.D. 363+/-57 (P-729). Several human teeth were found 

in adjacent squares within the same house (Harp & Hughes 1968:18). These 

finds are interpreted as burials in the fire-pit of an abandoned house pit 

and, presumably, the radiocarbon sample therefore provides a terminus post 

quern. Both the radiocarbon date and the material culture associated with 

these burials assign them firmly to the Middle Dorset phase. 

6.2.2: The Back Arm Site, Port au Choix, Newfoundland. 

As mentioned in chapter three, a Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo burial was discovered 

in 1904 in the vicinity of Port au Choix by Mr. James Billard, a local 

resident. The find was apparently made in a rock crevice on the point at 

the west side of the "Back Arm" (fig. 1). The skeletal remains and associated 

artefacts (pi. 29) were seen, described, and drawn by Howley (1915:328-330, 

pi. XXIV), later purchased by Kidder in 1910, and donated to the Peabody 

Museum, Harvard University where they were studied by de Laguna and also 

by Wintemberg (1939:86, n. 112). Although the collection remains unpublished, 

it is clear from Howley's description and Wintemberg's references that it 
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should be assigned to the Middle Dorset phase and a tentative catalogue 

lists numerous characteristic types (App. 11). Whether the associated skeletal 

material is also in the Peabody Museum is not known at present. Howley 

mentions only two mandibles, one of which he judged from dental evidence 

to be that of a very old adult; the other is probably also adult given his 

reference to crown decay caused by excessive wear (Howley 1915:328). 

Howley makes no reference to any other skeletal material nor to any 

additional details concerning the burial, apart from the absence of red ochre. 

6.2.3: Pumbley Cove, White Bay, Newfoundland. 

In 1959, Messrs. Calvin and Robert Ford, two residents of Jackson's Arm, 

Newfoundland, discovered skeletal fragments and artefacts in a small cave 

or crevice in a cliff in Pumbley Cove near the head of White Bay on the 

north coast of Newfoundland. These finds, later turned over to Memorial 

University of Newfoundland, included an adult male skull, several longbone 

fragments, a broken chert side-notched asymmetric biface, a chert micro-core, 

a flat bone amulet notched at both ends, and a thick piece of worked 

whalebone, possibly a wedge or sled shoe (Tuck & Anderson 1974:93, 

pi. IV:m-p). The skull was substantially intact except for damage to the 

base; the mandible was missing. The artefacts, particularly the biface and 

amulet, are to be associated with the Middle Dorset phase. 

6.2.4: Lane's Cove, Englee, Gt. Northern Peninsula, Newfoundland. 

In the late 1960's, Mr. Roland Lane, a resident of Englee, discovered some 

human remains and a number of associated items in a nearly vertical rock 

crevice in limestone cliffs on the western side of the entrance to Canada 
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Bay. The find is described as being only a few feet above present ground 

level. The position of the skeleton was not recorded; however, it was 

apparently covered by rubble and perhaps some limestone slabs. The skeleton, 

that of a child aged about 8 years old, is almost complete comprising an 

occipital, both parietals, the right frontal and right temporal bones, a 

mandible, and various post-cranial elements. The left maxilla of an infant 

was also discovered. The only artefact which was evidently associated with 

the human remains was a polished slate projectile point or knife. A quantity 

of faunal remains was also discovered. Of these, three black bear claw 

cores are probably mortuary offerings, while the others, comprising various 

seal bones, bird bones, and the skull and longbones of a red fox, were 

probably introduced into the crevice by carnivore activity (Tuck & Anderson 

1974:91). 

6.2.5: The Imaha Site, Ungava Bay. 

In 1957, while investigating three house rings at the Imaha site on Pamiok 

Island, Payne Bay (West Ungava Bay), Taylor discovered a stone cist burial 

situated on the low flank of a rock outcrop ca. 4.5 m. south-east of one 

house or storage cache ring and ca. 8 m. above the high tide mark (Laughlin 

& Taylor 1960). The burial vault is described as a large rough oval 

constructed from massive schistose slabs and granite boulders. The interior, 

a narrow rectangle, was ca. 1.9 m. in length, 0.51 to 0.71 m. in width, and 

had a maximum height of 0.71 m. The orientation of the long axis was 

north-east to south-west. The skull, mandible, and various post-cranial 

elements of an adult male, ca. 35-45 years old, were discovered inside. 

Though there was no evidence that the vault had been disturbed, the skeleton 
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is described as "incomplete and very much scattered" (Laughlin & Taylor 

1960:4). Small mammals may be responsible for the scattering of the bones, 

none of which were apparently articu' ed, and perhaps also for the absence 

of certain small elements. The find is interpreted as a single extended burial 

on the surface with a stone vault built around the body. 

Artefacts found within the vault included an exceptionally large (ca. 7.2 

cms.) concave-based triangular end-blade, a thick scraper, a retouched flake, 

and a utilized flake. These were all made from the same raw material, a 

black cherty quartzite, as the artifacts excavated in the house rings. The 

assemblage as a whole from the tomb and the house rings is relatively 

undiagnostic and the individual pieces are uncharacteristically large for a 

Palaeo-Eskimo industry. Taylor has described it as "suggestive" of Dorset 

culture, a cultural attribution which is only provisionally accepted here 

(Laughlin & Taylor 1960:5, pi. IILA-D). 

The nature of the assemblage makes an assignation to phase problematical. 

Houses 1 and 3 were small oval stone rings, approximately 2.1 by 1.8 m., 

and may have been storage caches rather than houses. House 2 is an 

exceptionally large semi-subterranean rectangular structure measuring 25.9 

by 9.4 m. On the basis of comparisons with Meldgaard's excavations in the 

Foxe Basin where large communal houses occur "quite early" in the sequence, 

Taylor suggests that the Imaha occupation may be similarly early. In 

addition, the absence of entrance passages, considered characteristic of the 

Late Dorset phase, also points to an early date (Laughlin & Taylor 1960:6). 

However, the investigations were extremely brief, the adduced comparisons 

are tenuous, and the association of the artefacts with the burial cannot be 
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considered as proven. Taylor also refers the presence of another unexamined 

grave vault on the site and to four round house depressions associated with 

graves on an island ca. 19 kms. north-north-east of Pamiok (Laughlin & 

Taylor 1960:6). These have yet to be investigated. 

6.2.6: The Tyara Site, Sugluk Island, Ungava. 

In 1958, Taylor discovered a human mandible and three rib fragments in a 

culture layer of black humus in the Early Dorset Tyara site on Sugluk Island 

just off the north coast of the Ungava Peninsula (Taylor 1968:46). The 

mandible was initially identified as a young adult female (Oschinsky 1960:214) 

but later reclassified as a young adult male (Oschinsky 1964:pls. 4-5). There 

was no evidence of any burial feature such as a pit, cist, mound or cairn, 

and Taylor interprets the find as a corpse "exposed on that old surface and 

ravaged by animals and near-British weather" (Taylor 1968:79). The skeletal 

fragments were found in culture layer 1, square E-9, of trench 4 on the 

site. Within the same level and the same square, Taylor also located three 

small carved ivory "swimming bear" figurines and a fragmented ivory sheath 

in which two of the carvings were found (Taylor 1968:79, 120: pi. 24:f-i). 

Given the proximity of these objects to the skeletal fragments (the trench 

was apparently a standard 5-foot square), the rarity of "art pieces" in Dorset 

sites in the region, and the fact that there was only one culture layer in 

the trench, it is plausible to interpret these objects as grave goods. 
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6.2.7: Angekok, Mansel Island, Ungava Region. 

Also in 1958, Taylor recovered the mandible and various post-cranial elements 

of a young adult male from midden deposits in the Late Dorset Angekok 

Site on Mansel Island off the Ungava coast in north-east Hudson Bay. The 

presence of ten maxillary teeth signals that the cranium was initially in 

association with the mandible but was subsequently disassociated by some 

human or natural factor. Unfortunately, since there is no detailed excavation 

report, it is impossible to assess the significance of the absence of the 

cranium. If this was a burial, then the subsequent removal of the cranium 

must presumably have been a deliberate human act. However, if this was a 

corpse exposed on the surface, the absence of the cranium could be explained 

by a number of factors. Evidently, no artefacts could be associated with 

these human remains (Maxwell 1985:158; Oschinsky 1960:212). No other 

information on this burial is available. 

6.2.8: Igloolik, Melville Peninsula. 

Two hundred and eight Dorset houses and eighteen graves were located by 

Meldgaard at Alarnek on Igloolik Island off the north-eastern coast of the 

Melville Peninsula, N.W.T. (Meldgaard 1955; 1960a; 1960b). From the scant 

publication on this site, it appears that little skeletal material was recovered. 

Summary description of these graves divides them into three types (Meldgaard 

1960a:589; Maxwell 1985:158, 241). 

The most recent burials were found in the settlement on the 8 m. strand 

line at Alarnek; these are variously described as large "Thule-like" rock 

cairns or rectangular cists of stone slabs, paved with flat stones and covered 

with large boulders. Most of these had been disturbed, having been re-used 
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for meat storage, so it is uncertain whether the burials were articulated or 

disarticulated. An earlier and more common type is a simple rectangular or 

circular pit approximately 1 m. in diameter dug about 0.5 m. into gravel 

with a few stones around the perimeter. Such pits, of course, are too small 

for a human body and the burials were disarticulated, comprising only a few 

bones such as mandibles and long appendicular elements. Artefacts, including 

both broken and unfinished specimens, were strewn in these graves without 

apparent order. Associated non-functional items included miniature harpoon 

heads and finely carved pieces. 

The third and possibly earliest type was represented by a single undisturbed 

example, a 0.76 m. deep pit containing a child's mandible, a single adult 

long bone, and a scatter of grave goods. The pit had been covered with a 

0.50 m. high mound of gravel. Located next to the pit on the original 

surface, Meldgaard discovered a square area, measuring ca. 1.20 m. on the 

side, in the centre of which was a small fireplace with charcoal, burned 

faunal bone, and red ochre. The maxillary bones of a walrus, a number of 

rib bones, and carefully halved walrus tusks lay close to the fireplace. 

Along the edges of this square area lay several artefacts including a 26 cm. 

wooden shaft with a row of micro-blades down each side (Meldgaard 

1960a:589-90). 

6.2.9: The T-l Site, Southampton Island, N.W.T. 

Excavations by Collins at the Early Dorset T-l site at Native Point on the 

south-east coast of Southampton Island in 1954 failed to locate any graves 

that could be associated with this phase (Collins 1962). Obvious graves 

that were investigated in or near occupation areas all proved to be of 
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comparatively recent Sadlermiut origin. However, five human crania were 

recovered from the surface of the site and should probably be assigned to 

the Early Dorset phase. Their advanced state of weathering differed markedly 

from exposed Sadlermiut human remains and was comparable to the weathering 

evident on Dorset bone artefacts and faunal bone on the surface of the site 

(Collins 1962:132). It would seem therefore that, in the Early Dorset phase, 

burial did not involve the construction of cairns, cists, or any other form 

of conspicuous grave marker. The absence of burials or of human bone, 

apart from the five isolated crania, in the Early Dorset deposits cannot be 

considered to be of great significance; although Collins excavated thirty-

eight 5-foot squares, this represents a less than 1% sample of the thirty 

acres over which the site is discontinuously spread. 

6.3: Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo Mortuary Behaviour. 

6.3.1: Introduction. 

From the foregoing descriptions it would seem that there was a good deal of 

variation in Dorset mortuary behaviour. It must be emphasized, however, 

that the data base is exceedingly small and spread thinly over a vast expanse 

of time and space. Moreover, in many cases it is the result of 

non-professional excavation, while in others publication of the evidence has 

been minimal. Any inferences from these data must therefore be made with 

great caution. 

6.3.2: Primary and secondary burial. 

One evident regularity in this catalogue of Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo burials is 

the disarticulated nature of most of the skeletal material. The only apparent 
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exceptions to this pattern are the infant burial from Phillip's Garden and 

the child burial at Lane's Cove. The adult burial at the Imaha Site may be 

another exception if small mammal activity is invoked as an explanation for 

the scattered and incomplete skeleton. In all other cases, there is either 

clear or strongly presumptive evidence for the prior exposure of the corpse 

and the secondary burial of selected or remaining disarticulated skeletal 

elements (table 8). 

6.3.3: Differential occurrence of skeletal elements. 

In the absence of detailed bone catalogues from any of the sites, it is 

impossible to conduct a thorough analysis of the differential occurrence of 

skeletal elements in order to investigate mortuary practices and taphonomic 

processes that might account for the observed archaeological record. 

However, it is evident that in many cases there seems to be an inverse 

relationship between the occurrence of crania and mandibles. Mandibles 

occur without crania at Phillip's Garden, Back Arm, Tyara, Angekok, and in 

both the gravel mound burial and the stone-circle pit burials at Igloolik. 

Crania occur without mandibles at Pufnbley Cove, Lane's Cove (maxillary 

fragment), the T-l site, and the majority of mandibles are missing at both 

Crow Head and Gargamelle given the number of individuals identified at both 

sites. The human remains from most of the sites in the latter category 

were not professionally collected and this introduces yet another variable. 

Nevertheless, the evidence is sufficiently consistent to suggest that it reflects 

some pattern of Dorset burials. In short, it appears that there are factors 

arising from either Dorset mortuary behaviour or mortuary behaviour or 
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TABLE 8 
PRIMARY & SECONDARY DORSET BURIALS 

SITE SKELETAL DESCRIPTION NATURE 

Phillip's Garden complete infant skeleton articulated 

adult mandible disarticulated 

Back Arm 2 adult mandibles disarticulated 

Pumbley Cove adult cranium & longbones disarticulated 

Lane's Cove complete child skeleton articulated? 
infant maxilla disarticulated 

Imaha scattered skeleton; disarticulated? 
elements missing 

Tyara adult mandible; rib disarticulated 
fragments 

Angekok adult mandible; some disarticulated 

post-cranial elements 

T-l Southampton 5 adult crania disarticulated 

Igloolik little skeletal material disarticulated? 
cist and cairn burials 
pit burials with disarticulated 
mandibles & appendicular 
elements 

child mandible & adult disarticulated 
longhouse in gravel 
mound pit 

Crow Head 6+ individuals; many at least some 
missing skeletal elements, disarticulated 
espec. mandibles 

Gargamelle 8-9 individuals; many all 
missing skeletal elements, disarticulated? 
espec. mandibles 



taphonomic processes, or a combination of both, that frequently resulted in 

mandibles and crania occurring in burial contexts in isolation from each 

other. The potential implications of this phenomenon will be discussed 

further below. 

6.3.4: Diachronic variation. 

The diachronic distribution of the data base is too uneven to permit any 

firm observations about shifts in Dorset mortuary behaviour through time. 

The Early Dorset phase is represented by only two sites, Tyara (Sugluk 

Island) and the T-l site (Southampton Island). Similarly, the Late Dorset 

phase is represented by only two sites, Angekok (Mansel Island) and Igloolik 

(the late cairn and cist burials). The remaining occurrences can be firmly 

or tentatively attributed to the Middle Dorset phase. It could be argued 

that a progression in complexity from simple exposure with no further 

treatment to exposure followed by burial in more secure loci such as caves, 

crevices, cairns, and cists, is evident from this distribution (table 9). 

However, adequate testing of such an hypothesis would require a much larger 

and more evenly distributed data base. 

6.3.5: Regional variation. 

When the data base is viewed from a regional perspective, it would seem 

that disposal of the dead in the Dorset culture falls into two broad 

behavioural categories. With the single exception of the house-pit burials 

at Port au Choix, all known examples of intra-settlement burials come from 

the Arctic, while all known examples of burials isolated from settlements 

come from Newfoundland. Moreover, of the six known burial loci in 
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TABLE 9 
DIACHRONIC VARIATION IN METHODS OF BURIAL 

PHASE 

Early Dorset 

Middle Dorset 

Late Dorset 

DISPOSAL METHODS 

simple exposure; no definite 
evidence of further treatment 
midden deposit 
surface finds 

exposure; later treatment. 
crevice burial 
crevice burial 
crevice burial 
cave burial 
rockshelter 
slab-covered pit 
cist 
stone-ringed pit 
gravel mound pit 

exposure; no definite 
evidence of further treatment 
midden deposit 

exposure; later treatment 
cairn burial 
cist burial 

SITE 

Tyara 
T-l 

Back Arm 
Pumbley Cove 
Lane's Cove 
Crow Head 
Gargamelle 
Phillip's Garden 
Imaha (?) 
Igloolik (?) 
Igloolik (?) 

Angekok 

Igloolik 
Igloolik 

(?) = phase assignation tentative 

Newfoundland, five are in caves, crevices, or rockshelters. Before any 

conclusions are warranted concerning regional cultural expressions, there 

are a number of aspects that must be considered in seeking an explanation 

of this apparent regularity. 

First, there is the problem of research objectives and the manner in which 

these data have been acquired. All five Newfoundland examples of cave or 

rock crevice burial were located initially by inquisitive local residents and 

not through professional investigations. In the Arctic, where modern 
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population is very much smaller and more dispersed, it can be expected that 

fewer discoveries would be made in this manner. Moreover, Palaeo-Eskimo 

archaeology has largely, perhaps almost exclusively, concentrated on the 

investigation of occupation sites detected from surface scatters of cultural 

material. Burial loci have been investigated either through accidental 

discovery in the course of such excavations or because the burial has had 

some obvious above-ground marker. The systematic investigation of caves, 

crevices, and rockshelters is almost never mentioned in excavation reports 

and it is therefore possible that such a focus in future research might 

produce a more balanced picture. It is interesting to note, however, that 

even when caves were available in the Arctic, they were not always used 

for burial purposes. Robert McGhee investigated several caves on the 

Grinnell Peninsula, Devon Island, located close to Dorset occupation sites 

and found no traces of burials (pers. comm., cited in Tuck & Anderson 

1974:94). 

It is possible, therefore, that the selection of caves, crevices, and 

rockshelters for burial purposes is a phenomenon restricted to Newfoundland, 

another aspect of the "regional nature" of the Dorset culture in its most 

southerly extension. However, given the widespread Middle Dorset occupation 

of the entire Island, it is striking that all of these burials come from the 

area of the Great Northern Peninsula. The curiosity of the modern population 

for investigating similar loci in other parts of the Island has been rewarded 

so far only with Beothuk finds, although it is rumoured that some Middle 

Dorset artefacts were found in a cave on Swan Island, Notre Dame Bay 

(R. Pastore, pers. comm.). Robbins (1986) has already drawn attention to 

sub-regional phenomena in the Dorset occupation of Newfoundland. It is 
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possible, therefore, that this mode of burial may eventually prove to be 

specific to the north-west of the Island and not characteristic of the 

remainder of the Island, nor of more northerly areas of the sub-Arctic and 

Arctic. 

6.3.6: Burial orientation. 

Orientation of the skull of the deceased to face west or north is 

ethnographically documented among a number of Inuit groups (Petersen 

1966-67:261ff.). However, no consistent pattern of burial orientation emerges 

from the Dorset burials described above. At the Imaha site, the long axis 

of the cist was oriented in a north-east to south-west direction. At 

Gargamelle, the linear arrangement of the bones suggested to the discoverers 

a north-west to south-east orientation. At all other sites, burial orientation 

is either not reported or is likely to have been determined primarily by the 

nature and specific circumstances of the burial. 

6.3.7: Grave goods. 

In all cases, with the possible exceptions of the Imaha and Tyara burials 

where the association between the skeleton and nearby artefacts is open to 

doubt, Dorset burials are provided with grave goods. In incidence, grave 

goods may range from few to many. In nature, they range from the purely 

functional (harpoon heads, end-blades, foreshafts, bone needles, an oval 

steatite lamp, snow goggles, etc.) to the symbolic-functional (models of 

harpoon heads, etc.) to the purely symbolic ("swimming-bear" amulets, 

caribou-hoof pendants, etc.). Functional categories represented include both 

subsistence activities (marine and terrestrial hunting equipment) and 
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maintenance activities (needles, skin-scrapers, steatite cooking-pots, etc.), 

some of which were undoubtedly gender-specific in Dorset culture. 

Special attention should perhaps be drawn to the small oval steatite lamp in 

the 1968 Crow Head assemblage (pi. 11:64). It is unlikley that its presence 

in the cave results from the hypothesized use of Crow Head as a hunting 

station and the lamp is probably best understood as being in some way related 

to mortuary activities. However, it cannot be simply assumed that its 

function was strictly as a grave good; among the Alaskan Eskimo of Nunivak 

Island it was the custom to keep a lamp burning constantly from before the 

time of death until after the burial and to place the lamp on top of the 

grave (Curtis cited in Lantis 1947:17). This raises the possibility that the 

Crow Head lamp functioned in the context of mourning rather than that of 

grave goods. 

Functional artefacts in Dorset burials also include both whole and broken 

specimens. Examples of broken artefacts are too numerous to list here 

individually but they occur in the assemblages from Gargamelle, Crow Head, 

the Back Arm site, the Phillip's Garden infant burial, the Igloolik stone-ringed 

pit burials, and Pumbley Cove. Broken artefacts include a wide range of 

lithic types (chert end-blades, bifaces, knives, and scrapers; nephrite 

burin-like tools; whetstones) and bone and ivory pieces. There are three 

possible hypotheses to explain this phenomenon: 

(a) these artefacts were broken in normal use and subsequently 

included in the burial; 

(b) they were purposefully broken as part of a mortuary ritual; 

(c) they were broken by taphonomic processes after having been 
included in the burial. 
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In some cases, the explanation is clear. For example, the needles from 

Crow Head and Gargamelle are mostly broken at the eye-hole, a breakage 

pattern that clearly results from use rather than deliberate destruction or 

taphonomic processes. In other cases, such as the infant burial in Phillip's 

Garden, where professional excavation has ensured complete recovery, the 

absence of fragments of broken artefacts rules out hypothesis (c) and, 

probably, hypothesis (b). It can be concluded therefore that the inclusion 

of some items already broken in normal use was part of Dorset mortuary 

ritual. In all other cases, the circumstances of excavation or the lack of 

detailed publication preclude firm conclusions. There is a clear need for 

comparative studies of breakage patterns in Palaeo-Eskimo artefacts resulting 

from normal use. Once established, these patterns may assist in 

distinguishing artefacts that have been broken in normal use from those 

that have been deliberately broken perhaps to symbolically "liberate the soul 

from them", a practice known among the Labrador Inuit and many other 

Inuit groups (Petersen 1966-67:264). 

Miniature copies of artefacts in Dorset burials in Newfoundland are known 

from a number of sites. Miniature harpoon heads were found in the 

Gargamelle Rockshelter and apparently also in the Back Arm assemblage, and 

the 1968 collection from Crow Head Cave included a miniature sled runner. 

Two of the Gargamelle miniature harpoon heads are completely detailed 

Newfoundland Closed types and may have been fully functional implements 

(pi. 20:J & pi. 24:k; Harp & Hughes 1968:20, pi. 4:k). The others are described 

by Harp as "facsimiles" of harpoon heads that may have been used as amulets 

or buttons for none of the specimens has a blade slot or a proper socket 

(pi. 27:a-h; Harp & Hughes 1968:11, 22, pi. 7:a-h). With transverse line-holes, 
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these miniature facsimiles are quite different from the standard Newfoundland 

Closed harpoon heads and more closely resemble Dorset Parallel harpoon 

heads. Not previously known from other Newfoundland sites, one miniature 

specimen of this type has recently been discovered in a house-pit at the 

Point Riche site (feature 1, 7A 547; Renouf, pers. comm.). 

It cannot be determined at present whether these particular specimens were 

amulets or buttons worn during the lifetime of the deceased individual as 

Harp suggests, or whether they were items made exclusively as grave goods. 

The Point Riche specimen has a proper socket and, although damaged at the 

distal end, apparently also had a blade slot. It is otherwise identical to 

one of the Gargamelle specimens (pi. 27:c; Harp & Hughes 1968:pl. 7). 

Miniature harpoon heads of similar type were evidently present in the Back 

Arm burial (pi. 29:18; Howley 1915: pi. XXIV:18) and Meldgaard also reports 

miniature non-functional harpoon heads from the stone-ringed pit burials at 

Igloolik (Maxwell 1985:158). 

Finally, the 1968 collection from Crow Head Cave apparently included a bone 

miniature sled runner (pi. 10:42) with a reconstructed width of ca. 9 mm., 

i.e. approximately half the size of the smallest bone sled runner yet recovered 

from Phillip's Garden. Miniature sled runners in wood are known from the 

Early Dorset Tanfield site at Lake Harbour, Baffin Island, along with wooden 

models of a snow knife, a lance, and a kayak, but these did not occur in a 

mortuary context (Maxwell 1985:176). 

The practice of placing miniature copies of functional items in graves is 

ethnohistorically documented among many recent Inuit groups (Petersen 
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1966-67:265). In such cases, the miniatures are models of items that had 

belonged to the deceased but had been distributed to other members of the 

group before the death of the owner. Such a practice might account for the 

presence of these miniature artefacts in Dorset burials. In the case of the 

sled runner in the Crow Head collection, it is possible that part of a complex 

item could sometimes stand for the whole. 

Skillfully carved and incised symbolic items present in Dorset graves include 

artefacts, variously described as amulets or pendants, which depict a variety 

of animals, such as walrus, seal, bear, and caribou, in a realistic or highly 

stylized manner. Die most parsimonious interpretation of the presence of 

these artefacts is that they are the normal accoutrements of living individuals 

and have no necessary relationship to mortuary practices. Their presence 

or absence does not seem to be related to age or sex patterning, nor to 

regional or diachronic practices. Although such carved symbolic items do 

not appear in the Igloolik sequence until the Middle Dorset phase (Meldgaard 

1955:175), comparable items are known from the Early Dorset phase at Tyara 

and, of course, from the Middle Dorset phase in Newfoundland. 

Reference has already been made to the presence of items in Dorset mortuary 

contexts that were probably gender-specific and it would not be unreasonable 

to expect other items that were age-specific. However, uncontrolled 

excavations and minimal descriptions make it impossible at this point to 

determine whether there are any patterned relationships between the nature 

of functional grave goods in any particular burial and the age, sex, and 

status differentials. The adult male mandible in Phillip's Garden was 

accompanied by a steatite cooking-pot, an item that might be expected to 
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correlate more with female burials. Furthermore, although a number of 

infant and child burials are known, none apparently included items clearly 

related to non-adult status. The grave goods associated with the child burial 

in the grave cairn at Igloolik have not been reported. However, in two 

other cases, the infant burial at Phillip's Garden and the child burial at 

Lane's Cove, there is no obvious relationship between the age of the deceased 

and the associated grave goods. Infants and children were also buried at 

Crow Head and Gargamelle but there are no artefacts in either assemblage 

that can be unequivocally related to a non-adult status. This suggests that 

if grave goods were envisioned as symbolic of items the deceased might 

need in a future existence, then the deceased in that future existence was 

understood to be an adult, no matter what their age at death. 

Food offerings do not seem to have been part of Dorset mortuary behaviour. 

Some faunal remains were discovered with the Lane's Cove burial but, as 

stated above, these are probably the result of carnivore activity rather than 

intentional food offerings. A substantial collection of faunal bone was 

recovered from Crow Head Cave but since the cave may have functioned as 

a hunting station and may also have been used by carnivores, no relationship 

can be posited at this point between the presence of the faunal material 

and the presence of the burials. Analysis of the Crow Head faunal collection 

will focus on the spatial distribution of the various species represented and 

evidence of butchering or carnivore gnawing. It remains possible, however, 

that food offerings associated with Dorset burials were of an entirely 

perishable nature, or were deposited at the graveside rather than in the 

grave, the latter alternative being a pattern which was widespread among 

recent Inuit (Petersen 1966-67:263). 
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6.4: Strategies for the Disposal of the Dead. 

6.4.1: Introduction. 

The difficulties faced by Inuit groups in disposing of their dead were 

numerous and the strategies evolved were accordingly varied and frequently 

complex. Amongst ethnohistorically known Inuit groups a wide range of 

burial practices can be documented and there is no a. priori reason to believe 

that there would necessarily be any less variation or complexity among 

Palaeo-Eskimo groups. 

In the foregoing section, various aspects of the archaeological evidence for 

Dorset mortuary behaviour were inductively analysed for evidence of the 

presence or absence of patterning. In this concluding discussion, in 

attempting to interpret observed variation and regularities in Dorset burial 

behaviour, the emphasis switches from induction to deduction. The approach 

adopted here is to deductively analyse the disposal of the dead in Arctic 

and sub-Arctic environments as an objective problem which in prehistory 

could be solved by only a limited number of strategies. In each case, as 

far as the evidence will permit, the observed variations and regularities are 

tested against the proposed strategy for it is important to establish not 

only what the Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo did do but also what they did not do. 

Where some congruence of deduced strategy and observed archaeological 

regularity is achieved, an attempt is made with the assistance of explanatory 

models derived from the ethnographic literature to plausibly reconstruct 

behaviour and cultural significance and, where possible, to suggest methods 

by which these hypotheses might be tested in future research. 
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However, it should be emphasized that the limited and frequently ambiguous 

data base does not admit of rigorous testing. It is clear from the 

ethnographic literature, for example, that much of traditional Inuit mortuary 

behaviour was dictated by ideological concerns, such as emphasizing the 

boundary between the living and the dead. However, these concerns and 

associated behaviour frequently have few unambigous effects on the patterning 

of material culture. It should probably be assumed that this was also the 

case in prehistory and that a full understanding of Dorset mortuary behaviour 

lies beyond our archaeological grasp, at least for the present. 

Seven basic strategies can be employed for the disposal of the dead in Arctic 

and sub-Arctic environments. These are: 

[1] cremation; 

[2] burial in water; 

[3] abandonment on the ice; 

[4] abandonment on land; 

[5] primary sub-surface burial; 

[6] primary surface burial in cairns, cists, or caves; 

[7] exposure on the ice or land and subsequent secondary burial. 

It is important to emphasize that these options could have been differentially 

employed according to a variety of factors ranging from season of the year 

to the status, age, or sex of the deceased. 

6.4.2: Cremation. 

In most areas within the Inuit range, the lack of sufficient quantities of 

combustible materials has precluded cremation as a viable option. In fact, 
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cremation as a regular practice is documented only among the Siberian Eskimo 

and the Chukchi who had access to forest resources or considerable quantities 

of driftwood; it occurred rarely among the Alaskan Eskimo and then only 

under special circumstances (Petersen 1966-67:261). In the southern part of 

their range in southern Labrador and Newfoundland, the Dorset also had 

access to forest resources and driftwood more than adequate for cremation 

and the lack of any evidence for this mode of disposal of the dead probably 

signifies that it was not an option ideologically sanctioned by the traditions 

of a people whose origins lay in treeless Arctic regions. 

6.4.3: Abandonment on the ice & disposal in water. 

Exposure of corpses on the ice is a potential strategy that is ethnohistorically 

known to have been a pan-Arctic trait (Petersen 1966-67:259). However, 

the corpse was usually retrieved later for burial. Abandonment of a corpse 

on the ice with no subsequent treatment was practised by only a few groups 

such as the Copper Inuit and the Netsilik (Jenness 1922:174; Rasmussen 

1931:263), and a recent survey of the ethnohistoric and archaeological 

evidence for Inuit burial practices cites no examples of burial in water 

(Petersen 1966-67). Nevertheless, however rare or unknown these practices 

may have been among recent Inuit groups, they remain potential strategies 

for prehistoric groups. Unfortunately, they are strategies that leave no 

archaeological trace. Employment of such methods of disposal of the dead 

in prehistoric circumstances may be strongly inferred through the direct 

historical approach where applicable, or loosely inferred by the absence of 

prehistoric human remains in all other contexts. Thus the use of such 

strategies in the past may account for the total lack of human remains for 
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the Early Palaeo-Eskimo period but there is apparently no method for directly 

testing such an hypothesis. 

6.4.4: Abandonment on land. 

Another objective strategy for disposal of the dead would be abandonment on 

land. A number of alternatives present themselves: 

[a] the corpse could be abandoned in a room of a house which 
was then blocked off with occupation continuing in the rest 
of the structure; 

[b] the corpse could be left in its dwelling and the site abandoned; 

[c] the corpse could be abandoned at a distance from a settlement 
with no special treatment and no marker of the place where 
it was deposited. 

Sub-strategy [a] is known only among the Eskimo on Kodiak Island and the 

Aleutians (Lantis 1947:11). It would hardly have been an option for the 

Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo since all known Dorset house forms were simple 

rectangular or circular structures lacking side rooms. 

Sub-strategy [b] is documented among the Copper Inuit who, during summer 

at least, would leave dead individuals in their summer tent and abandon the 

site (Jenness 1922:174). Such a method of disposal of the dead would 

theoretically be detectable by the following criteria: 

[i] the finding of human remains on a former occupation site; 

[ii] the remains would be located on the living-floor within a 
house-pit or, where detectable, a tent-ring; 

[iii] there is a high probability that as a result of carnivore 
activity, the remains would be disarticulated and would 
display characteristic patterns of carnivore destruction 
and modification (Binford 1981:35ff.). 
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The only examples of Dorset burials that might correspond to this pattern 

are the finds of isolated human mandibles and post-cranial fragments in 

midden deposits at Tyara and Angekok. However, these finds could not be 

related to evidence of a house-pit or tent-ring, and burial pits could easily 

have been missed in the excavation of the midden deposit. Moreover, the 

remains have not been examined for evidence of carnivore destruction or 

modification. 

Sub-strategy [c], the exposure of a corpse on the landscape with no 

subsequent treatment and no special marker of the burial place is 

ethnographically documented among the Igloolik Inuit. In winter, the Igloolik 

would take the shrouded corpse some distance from the settlement and simply 

heap snow over it. In summer, the "burial" was sometimes marked by piling 

stones over the body in an irregular fashion. In both cases, however, 

carnivores usually dug out the corpse and it was dismembered and eaten 

(Mathiassen 1928:229). These strategies, particularly the winter variant, 

would obviously be extraordinarily difficult to detect archaeologically and, 

not surprisingly, none of the known Dorset burials fit this pattern. 

6.4.5: Primary sub-surface burial. 

Immediate burial of a corpse in the earth in sub-Arctic and Arctic areas 

poses difficulties. Even in the most southerly part of the range of Dorset 

culture, such an option would be possibly only after ground thaw in the 

early summer, while in permafrost regions it would be impossible in winter 

and a very slow and laborious alternative in summer. The only circumstances 

in which these observations would not hold would be if the burial was located 

in a recently occupied house-pit or tent ring where the warmth of human 
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occupation had been sufficient to cause at least shallow ground thaw. 

Primary sub-surface burials, if they were sufficiently deep to avoid being 

excavated by carnivores, would be fully articulated. However, unless they 

were located in occupation features or had some surface marker, it is unlikely 

that they would be detected by current archaeological research with its 

focus on the excavation of structures. 

The articulated infant burial in House 12 at Phillip's Garden is the only 

unambiguous example of a Dorset primary sub-surface burial discovered so 

far. Its location in an abandoned house pit is also apparently anomalous. 

Apart from the isolated adult mandible found nearby, no further human 

remains have been recovered from the eighteen house pits partially or wholly 

excavated at Phillip's Garden (Harp 1964; Renouf 1987). Extensive testing 

of the site in areas outside of known house pits would be required to 

determine whether the burial is even more anomalous by being located on 

the site. 

6.4.6: Primary surface burial in cairns, cists, or caves. 

Another option is that of primary surface burial of the corpse in a cairn or 

cist. There is, however, no convincing evidence that the Dorset employed 

such a burial strategy. A single cairn burial and a number of cist burials 

are known in the Dorset occupation at Igloolik but all of these burials were 

apparently secondary and disarticulated. Moreover, the cairn burial is unique 

and covers a pit, and the introduction of cists is usually, if somewhat 

unconvincingly, interpreted as a Thule influence. The only other burial of 

this general type is the Imaha example but even here the evidence is 
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ambiguous. The cultural attribution of the burial to the Dorset period is 

not compelling and it is not certain that the skeleton was articulated. 

A variant form of this general strategy could involve the simple exposure of 

a corpse in a cave. In such a case, the archaeological detection of the 

burial would have a much higher degree of probability and burials of this 

type, sometimes consisting of the stacked bodies of several individuals, are 

known from the Thule period (Meldgaard 1953; Hansen, Meldgaard, & 

Nordquist 1985). Where there had been subsequent carnivore activity, it 

might be extremely difficult to distinguish this form of burial from that of 

a secondary disarticulated burial in a cave. It is possible, therefore, that 

some or all of the burials in Crow Head Cave and the Gargamelle Rockshelter 

could be explained as primary inhumations which were subsequently disturbed 

by carnivore activity. However, this possibility has already been carefully 

considered and rejected as unlikely; the evidence at Crow Head Cave in 

particular suggests that already disarticulated human remains were deposited, 

possibly in shallow pits, and covered with stone slabs and rubble. 

6.4.6: Exposure on the ice or land with subsequent burial. 

Exposure of the corpse on land or on the ice with the subsequent collection 

and burial of residual bones could manifest itself in a wide variety of forms 

of burial. Since it is likely that a corpse exposed in the Arctic and 

sub-Arctic would quickly be dismembered by carnivores, the main diagnostic 

indicators in most, if not all, cases would be: 

[a] disarticulation of the remains; 

[b] evidence of carnivore destruction and modification on residual bone 
elements; 
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[c] absence of bone elements most susceptible to carnivore 
activity; 

[d] evidence of post-exposure treatment of the human rem n ins. 

These few and rather inconclusive indicators obviously leave room for much 

variation in the location and specific form of the final burial. The latter 

might be located in, near, or distant from the settlement and the specific 

mode of interment could involve anything from a simple pit to a cairn, cist, 

cave, crevice, or rockshelter. Moreover, some bone elements might receive 

special treatment and be separated from the rest of the residual bone. 

Exposure of the dead followed by subsequent, sometimes minimal and 

sometimes extremely complex, treatment of the residual bone material is 

copiously documented in the ethnographic literature on recent Inuit groups 

and from archaeological data on prehistoric Eskimo groups in Alaska (Petersen 

1966-67: passim). 

Most of the known Dorset burials apparently fit this general pattern. One 

observed regularity is that, apart from the infant burial at Phillip's Garden 

and, possibly, the Imaha burial and the child burial at Lane's Cove, all Dorset 

burials were apparently disarticulated and therefore, had evidently undergone 

an initial period of exposure during which it is likely that the corpses were 

subjected to a degree of carnivore activity. Careful analysis of the human 

remains from Crow Head and Gargamelle will assist in testing this hypothesis. 

Another observed regularity in Dorset burials to which attention has been 

drawn above is that crania and mandibles seldom occur together. This 

dichotomy can be explained either as the result of taphonomic processes, 

whether they are biostratinomic or diagenetic in origin, or as a result of 

some form of mortuary behaviour. The presence of mandibles in isolation is 
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perhaps the easiest aspect to explain by biostratinomic processes. As one 

physical anthropologist has pointed out, "Eskimos as a group have among the 

most massive jaws of any of the races of mankind" (Oschinsky 1960:218) and 

these dense, resistant elements might be the only major residual bone 

elements after a period of exposure although the presence of maxillary teeth 

would be expected. 

It could also be suggested that mandibles frequently occur in isolation from 

crania because the latter are the focus of some form of mortuary behaviour 

that would result in their absence from burials. A practice of this nature 

has been documented among the Alaskan Eskimo of Nunivak Island where, a 

few years after the burial of a body, the skull (probably the cranium which, 

by this stage, presumably would be detached from the mandible) was removed 

from the grave and placed on a nearby high point facing east (Curtis, cited 

in Lantis 1947:18; parenthesis mine). Some such analogous behaviour might 

account for the presence of isolated mandibles in Dorset sites, in particular 

for the specimen at Angekok where the crania was in close association with 

the mandible long enough for the maxillary teeth to fall out. The removal 

of crania from burials to be placed on the surface might also account for 

the presence of the five crania on the surface of the T-l Site on 

Southampton Island. 

Somewhat harder to explain is the absence of mandibles in burials in which 

crania or cranial fragments are present along with post-cranial elements. 

This can hardly be explained by some diagenetic attritional process in the 

post-burial environment which selected against the densest element in the 

human skeleton but allowed other elements to survive. Once again, two 
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possible explanations present themselves. Either the mandible was removed 

by carnivores during the period of exposure and was not available for burial, 

or human mandibles were sometimes culturally treated in a specie manner 

which involved separate burial. There is, however, only one instance, the 

House 12 burial at Phillip's Garden, in which one can be certain that a human 

mandible was buried without any other associated skeletal element. Although 

only two mandibles were reported from the crevice burial at Back Arm, the 

site was not professionally excavated and less recognizable skeletal elements 

could easily have been missed. In all other cases, where mandibles occur 

separately from crania, they are accompanied by at least a few post-cranial 

elements and this militates against the hypothesis that mandibles were the 

focus of some special cultural treatment. Thus the most reasonable 

explanation for the absence of mandibles in burials in which crania were 

present is that the mandibles were taken by carnivores during the period of 

exposure and therefore were not available for burial. 

6.4.8: Propitiation of the dead. 

A common characteristic of ethnohistorically documented Inuit mortuary 

behaviour is the proliferation of rules and taboos designed to placate the 

deceased and to protect the survivors from contamination or ghosts (Petersen 

1966-67). Most of this behaviour has little, if any, effect on the patterning 

of material culture and would be extremely difficult to document in 

prehistoric situations. However, it has been suggested that some of this 

behaviour apparently does have material correlates. 

For example, Petersen (1966-67:260) argues that, while stone cairns and 

cists were used to protect a corpse against carnivores, stone rings which 
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offered no actual protection for the corpse were rather a symbolic protection 

for the living against the dead. However, among the Netsilik, once a person's 

soul has left their body, their corpse was considered to be: 

"a frame in the actual sense of the word, a case that is no longer of 
any use to anybody, and therefore nothing is done to protect it against 
beasts of prey or roving dogs" (Rasmussen 1931:263). 

While the Netsilik considered the human remains to be of no particular 

significance, the stones placed about a corpse were called ilo'fra. literally 

"that in which something has been" and they were considered to mark a 

"kind of holy spot" to which the soul of the dead person occasionally 

returned (Rasmussen 1931:263). 

Stone rings, cairns, and cists were all variant forms of Dorset burials along 

with slab-covered burials and interments in cave and crevices. If further 

investigation shows that most Dorset burials were of residual disarticulated 

skeletal elements as present evidence suggests, then it follows that Petersen's 

inference that stone cairns and cists were for the protection of the corpse 

against carnivores can hardly be the correct interpretation of those features 

in this prehistoric situation. At a minimum level of inference, such 

constructed features may be understood simply as markers permitting the 

easy relocation of the grave in subsequent mourning visits by the bereaved. 

However, at the risk of lapsing into ethnocentric judgment, it is worth noting 

that the effort involved in constructing cairns and cists would seem to far 

transcend that needed for a simple grave marker. This suggests that 

interment of residual human remains in stone cists and cairns and, by 

extension, in stone rings, slab-covered pits, and even caves and crevices, 

had a more profound symbolic meaning. It is possible that all these methods 
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of interment were variations of a form of prophylaxis protecting the living 

from the lingering ghosts or harmful influences of the dead and of 

emphasizing the separation between the living and the dead. 

6.5: Conclusions. 

The limitations of the archaeological data base require that conclusions about 

Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary behaviour must be framed in only the most 

tentative manner. Nevertheless, after carefully reviewing the available 

evidence, some plausible reconstructions can be suggested in summary form. 

[1] disposal of the dead normally involved exposure leading to 
disarticulation of the remains, probably as a result of carnivore 
activity. 

[2] ethnographic comparisons suggest that the practice of exposure was 
possibly sanctioned by the belief that the devouring of the corpse 
would lead to the quick liberation of the soul. 

[3] residual disarticulated remains were subsequently collected and buried. 

[4] the form of subsequent burial varied widely but there is some evidence 
of regional patterning in that most known Dorset burials in north
western Newfoundland were in caves, crevices, or rockshelters. Other 
regions lack consistent patterning but this may merely reflect the 
limited data base. 

[5] there is no strong evidence for consistent orientation of burials. 

[6] the inclusion of grave goods was a normal part of mortuary behaviour. 

[7] grave goods normally included functional items related to both 
subsistence and maintenance activities as well as items which possibly 
had symbolic-religious value. 

[8] miniature models of functional types also occur but their significance 
is obscure. 

[9] both whole and broken artefacts were included in burials but it cannot 
be determined at present whether mortuary behaviour included the 
intentional destruction of artefacts. 
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[10] the limitations of the data base obviate attempts to discern patterned 
relationships in adult burials between age, sex, and status of the 
individual and the nature of the grave goods. However, in sub-adult 
burials, the grave goods are adult in nature. 

[11] there is no strong evidence for the inclusion of food items in burials. 

[12] the differential occurrences of crania and mandibles in burials suggests 
the possibility that crania may sometimes have been accorded special 
treatment. 

[13] apart from the shift to cist burials in the Late Dorset phase at 
Igloolik, possibly as a result of Thule influence, there is no strong 
evidence for diachronic variation in Dorset mortuary behaviour. 

[14] primary sub-surface burial is evidenced by only one example, the 
infant burial at Phillip's Garden, and may therefore have been an 
anomalous strategy used for infants. 

[15] with the possible exception of the Imaha burial, there is no evidence 
for primary surface burial in cists. Late Dorset phase cist burials at 
Igloolik were apparently secondary in nature. 

[16] there is no evidence for the practice of cremation. 

[17] methods of disposal of the dead such as abandonment on the ice or 
burial in water may have been practiced but this cannot be tested 
since they leave no archaeological evidence. 

[18] most Dorset burials are apparently secondary burials of residual 
disarticulated remains and methods of disposal in cairns, cists, stone 
rings, slab-covered pits, caves, and rock crevices cannot be interpreted 
as protection for the corpse. Methods of disposal apparently vary in 
the amount of effort involved but in all known cases evidently require 
that the residual remains be surrounded, covered, or enclosed by 
stone. This suggests that methods of disposal of the dead were 
primarily prophylactic, designed to protect the living from harmful 
influences associated with death. It is also possible that cairns and 
cists functioned as markers for later visitations of the bereaved to 
the grave. 

Much of the foregoing discussion has been unavoidably speculative but, if 

nothing else, it is hoped that these tentative conclusions will prove 

to be of some heuristic value in stimulating further discussion of 

the topic and in promoting future research on Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo mortuary 

behaviour, that they will be, in Gould's terms, "frameworks in which to 

discipline our thoughts." 
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PLATE 1 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert end-blade, concave base (L:6). 

B: Chert end-blade, concave base, tip-fluted (H:6). 

C: Chert end-blade, concave base, tip-fluted (A: 16). 

D: Chert end-blade, concave base, tip-fluted (A:4). 

E: Chert end-blade (Q:2). 

F: Chert end-blade, assymetrical base (N:4). 

G: Chert end-blade, assymetrical base, tip-fluted (F:7). 

H: Chert side-notched knife (J:2). 

I: Chert side-notched knife (D:2). 
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PLATE 2 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert biface, concave-base, side-notched (X:3). 

B: Chert biface (X:5). 

C: Chert end-blade, concave base, preform? (M:l). 

D: Chert end-blade (S:15 + A:12). 

E: Chert knife, bifacially ground (D:4). 

F: Chert end-blade base, side-notched (J: 17). 
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PLATE 3 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert end-blade, finely serrated both margins, chamfered 
base (H:2). 

B: Chert end-scraper (R:10). 

C: Chert side-blade (A: 13). 

D: Quartz crystal micro-blade (S:3). 

E: Chert, shaped piece [needle-case plug?] (N:3). 
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PLATE 4 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): CHERT BLADES & MICRO-BLADES 

A: Chert blade (J:9). 

B: Chert blade/trimming flake (J:7). 

C: Chert blade (S:4). 

D: Chert micro-blade (S:ll). 

E: Chert blade (F:3). 

F: Chert micro-blade (J: 11). 

G: Chert micro-blade, proximal section (N:12). 

H: Chert micro-blade, proximal section (L:ll). 

I: Chert micro-blade, proximal section (R:5). 

J: Chert micro-blade, proximal section (J: 10). 

K: Chert micro-blade, distal section (S:20). 

L: Chert micro-blade, distal section (S:13). 

M: Chert micro-blade, distal section (K:23). 

N: Chert micro-blade, distal section (S:16). 

O: Chert micro-blade, distal section (S:7). 
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PLATE 5 

CROW HEAD COVE (7A 60): NEPHRITE BURIN-LIKE TOOLS 

A: Green nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tool (E:2). 

B: Green nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (A:9). 

C: Green nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (R:3). 

D: Black nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (N:8). 

E: Black nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (D:3). 

F: Green nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (W:3). 

G: Green nephrite, side-notched, burin-like tools (N:9). 

H: Green nephrite, chipped proximal end (R:2). 
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PLATE 6 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): BONE & ANTLER ARTEFACTS 

A: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head, 
incised decoration (B:l). 

B: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head, 
incised decoration (K:2). 

C: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon 
head (F:4). 

D: Bone, single linehole (with linehole rejuvenated by bone 
insert) Newfoundland Closed harpoon head, incised 
decoration (X:4 + H:3). 

E: Antler, laterally pierced, harpoon head tip? [cf. 
Independence II] (J:4; shown inverted). 

F: Bone, single linehole, miniature Tyara Sliced harpoon 
head (X:6). 

G: Bone point, unifacially fluted (A:7). 

H: Bone barbed fishing spear (T:3). 

I: Bone point (K:4). 

J: Bone point (J:5). 
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PLATE 7 

CROW HEAD COVE (7A 60): BONE & IVORY ARTEFACTS 

A: Bone, burin support piece (Q:4). 

B: Bone, burin support piece (J:6). 

C: Bone, burin support piece (Q:8). 

D: Bone, harpoon foreshaft, incised decoration (T:5). 

E: Bone, harpoon foreshaft, incised decoration (Q:5). 

F: Ivory, awl (K:3). 

G: Ivory, awl tip (R:9). 

H: Bone, awl tip? (N:2). 

I: Bone, awl tip? (T:6). 

J: Bird bone, eyed needle (S:17). 

K: Bird bone, eyed needle (R:8). 

L: Bird bone, eyed needle (L:10). 

M: Bird bone, eyed needle (J:16). 

N: Antler, slotted (for side-blades?) both margins, dorsal 
surface missing (L:l). 

O: Ivory, pierced pendant, incised decoration, cf. pi. 9:C 
(J:15). 

P: Bone, flat sheet fragment (A:8). 
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PLATE 8 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): BONE, IVORY, & SHELL ARTEFACTS 

A: Bone, pierced pendant or plaque, stylized "swimming 
bear", gouged attachment holes with. connecting groove, 
incised decoration (S:24); cf. pis. 9:B; 10:44. 

B: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration; cf. pi. 9:A 
(F:5). 

C: Ivory, needle-case plug? (N:10). 

D: Ivory, worked piece in shape of molar tooth (S:8). 

E: Ivory, worked piece (A:6). 

F: Ivory, worked piece (B:2). 

G: Ivory, worked piece (N:ll). 

H: Grounded periwinkle (Thias lapithus) shell (T:8). 
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PLATE 9 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): DRAWN BONE PENDANTS 

A: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration, cf. pi. 8:B 
(F:5). 

B: Bone, pierced pendant or plaque, stylized "swimming 
bear", gouged attachment holes with connecting groove, 
incised decoration, cf. pi. 8:A (S:24). 

C: Ivory, pierced pendant, incised decoration, cf. pi. 7:0 
(J:15). 

Drawn by P. Perry; scale ca. 1:0.66. 
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PLATE 10 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): MISCELLANEOUS BONE ARTEFACTS 

A: Ground whalebone snowknife(?) tip; two parallel gouged 
grooves shown on obverse (W:4). 

B: Cut, ground, & incised bone fragment; function unknown 
(W:5). 

C: Condyle fragment: reverse surface ground flat; function 
unknown (amulet preform?) (A: 15). 

D: Worked ivory fragment; one end broken; function unknown 
(W:6). 

E: Curved & tapering worked ivory piece; reverse partly 
concave & crudely incised; obverse (shown) deeply incised; 
function unknown (wound pin?) (W:7). 
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PLATE 11 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): THE 1968 COLLECTION 

See catalogue, Appendix 4. 
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PLATE 12 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): THE 1968 COLLECTION (DETAIL) 

See pi. 11 and catalogue, Appendix 4. 
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PLATE 13 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): THE 1968 COLLECTION (DETAIL) 

See pi. 11 and catalogue, Appendix 4. 
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PLATE 14 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): THE 1968 COLLECTION (DETAIL) 

See pi. 11 and catalogue, Appendix 4. 
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PLATE 15 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60): THE 1968 COLLECTION (DETAIL) 

See pi. 11 and catalogue, Appendix 4. 
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PLATE 16 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert, end-blade, single notched, concave base (A:l). 

B: Chert, end-blade, made on transverse flake (A:31). 

C: Chert, end-blade, concave base, tip-fluted (A: 100). 

D: Chert, end-blade, single notched, tip-fluted (A:44). 

E: Chert, end-blade, tip-fluted (A:60). 

F: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A:21). 

G: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A:96). 

H: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A: 102). 

I: Chert, end-blade, concave base (A:95). 

J: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A:7). 

K: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A:8). 

L: Chert, end-blade, snapped base, deeply concave (A: 101). 

M: Chert, end-blade, snapped base, concave (A:20). 

N: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base (A:83). 
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PLATE 17 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert, end-blade, side-notched, tip-fluted (A:77). 

B: Chert, spalled biface edge (A:116). 

C: Chert, biface, notched, snapped base (A:82). 

D: Ramah chert, end-blade, double notched (A:94). 

E: Chert, stemmed biface (A:90). 

F: Chert, micro-blade, proximal section (A:58). 

G: Chert, micro-blade, medial section (A: 112). 

H: Chert, micro-blade, medial section (A:22). 

I: Chert, micro-blade, proximal section (A:79). 

J: Quartz crystal, micro-blade section (A:29). 

K: Quartz crystal, micro-blade section (A:26). 
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PLATE 18 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

A: Chert, side-scraper (A: 13). 

B: Chert, assymetric biface (A:67). 

C: Chert, preform tip (inverted), tip-fluting scars on 
ventral surface (A:51). 

D: Quartz crystal, concave scraper (A:50). 

E: Chert, side- and end-scraper (A:56). 

F: Chert, utilized flake, cortex fragment (A:35). 

G: Chert, stemmed scraper (A: 18). 

H: Chert, end-scraper (A:78). 
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PLATE 19 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): WHETSTONE 

A: Whetstone, broken in three sections (A: 11 + 41 + 86); 
top view of working surface. 
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PLATE 20 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE & IVORY ARTEFACTS 

A: Bone, snow goggle, left eyepiece (A: 10). 

B: Ivory, polar bear head, incised decoration, ventral slit 
(A: 119); cf. pi. 22:A. 

C: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration (A: 118); cf. pi. 
22:B. 

D: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration (A:69); cf. pi. 

22:C. 

E: Bone, pierced pendant, stylized caribou hoof (A: 110). 

F: Bone, single Iinehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head 

(A:55). 

G: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (A:43). 

H: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (A: 16). 

I: Bone, miniature harpoon foreshaft (A:42). 
J: Bone, single Iinehole, miniature Newfoundland Closed 

harpoon head (A:92). 
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PLATE 21 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE & IVORY ARTEFACTS 

A: Bird bone, eyed needle (A:2). 

B: Bird bone, eyed needle (A:39). 

C: Bird bone, eyed needle (A:62 + 108). 

D: Bird bone, eyed needle (A:33). 

E: Bird bone, eyed needle (A: 109). 

F: Ivory, needle case plug? (A:57). 

G: Bone, conical piece (complete) (A:3). 

H: Bone, conical piece (complete) (A:87). 

I: Bone, conical piece, waisted tip (complete) (A: 15). 

J: Bone, hollow shaft fragment, needle case? (A:111). 

K: Bone, burin support piece (A:63). 

L: Bone, burin support piece (A:34). 

M: Bone, burin support piece (AGO). 
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PLATE 22 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): DRAWN BONE & IVORY PENDANTS 

A: Ivory, polar bear head, incised decoration, ventral slit 
(A: 119); cf. pi. 20:B. 

B: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration (A:118); cf. pi. 
20:C. 

C: Bone, pierced pendant, incised decoration (A:69); cf. pi. 
20:D. 

Drawn by P. Perry; scale ca. 1:0.66. 
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PLATE 23 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): LITHIC ARTEFACTS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a: Chert, end-blade, side-notched. 

b: Chert, end-blade, side-notched. 

c: Chert, assymetric end-blade, side-notched. 

d: Chert, end-scraper. 

e: Chert, end-scraper. 

f: Chert, end-scraper. 

g: Chert, stemmed end-scraper. 

h: Chert, end-scraper. 

i: Chert, end-scraper. 

j : Chert, end-scraper. 

k: Chert, end-scraper. 

1: Chert, retouched flake. 

m: Chert, micro-blade. 

n: Chert, micro-blade. 

o: Chert, micro-blade. 

p: Slate, tip fragment, bevel-edged, tongue-shaped end-scraper. 

q: Slate, fragment, bevel-edged side-scraper. 

r: Slate, fragment, bevel-edged side-scraper. 

s: Nephrite(?), side-notched, burin-like tool. 

t: Nephrite(?), side-notched, burin-like tool. 

u: Quartz crystal, micro-blade core. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:8-9 (description) & 20, pi. 3. 
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PLATE 24 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): HARPOON COMPONENTS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a: Chert, end-blade; bone, single linehole Newfoundland Closed 
harpoon head; bone harpoon shaft, incised decoration. 

b: Chert, end-blade, concave base. 

c: Chert, end-blade, assymetric base. 

d: Chert, end-blade, tip-fluted. 

e: Chert, end-blade. 

f: Chert, end-blade base. 

g: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head. 

h: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head. 

i: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head. 

j : Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head. 

k: Bone, single linehole, Newfoundland Closed harpoon head. 

1: Bone, single linehole, harpoon foreshaft. 

m: Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 

n: Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 

o: Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 

p: Bone, single linehole, self-pointed harpoon head, slotted base. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:9-10 (description) & 20, pi. 4. 
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PLATE 25 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE ARTEFACTS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a: Bone, flint-flaker tip. 

b: Bone, flint-flaker tip. 

c: Bone, flint-flaker tip. 

d: Bone, flaking hammer. 

e: Bone, flaking hammer. 

f: Bone, splitting wedge(?). 

g: Bone, two shallow pits on surface, function unknown. 

h: Bone, longitudinally grooved, function unknown. 

i: Bone, perforator. 

j : Bone, perforator. 

k: Bone, worked fragment, function unknown. 

1: Two beaver incisors. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:10 (description) & 21, pi. 5. 
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PLATE 26 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE ARTEFACTS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a: Bone, pierced bar (bag handle?). 

b: Bone, multiply pierced bar, grooved ends (bag handle?). 

c: Bone, stemmed scoop or skin scraper, two suspension holes 
on stem. 

d: Bone, socket fragment. 

e: Bone, burin support piece. 

f: Bone, snow goggle. 

g: Bone, snow goggle. 

h: Bone, unidentifiable fragment. 

i: Bone, unidentifiable fragment. 

j : Ivory, three small plugs or gaming pieces. 

k: Bone, walrus tusk models, originally joined between marks, 
possible amulet. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:10-11 (description) & 21, pi. 6. 
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PLATE 27 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE AMULETS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a-h: Bone, miniature harpoon head facsimiles, possibly amulets 
or buttons with plano-convex cross-section lateral piercing 
and grooved connecting channels on flat dorsal surface 
(cf. b, e, h). None has a blade slot; specimens e & g 
have suggested open shaft sockets. 

i: Bone, small human figure, surface severely eroded. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:11 (description) & 22, pi. 7. 
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PLATE 28 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65): BONE AMULETS 
1961 HARP COLLECTION 

a: Bone, pierced & incised, stylized seal amulet. 

b: Bone, pierced & incised, stylized seal amulet. 

c: Bone, incised, stylized bear amulet. 

d: Bone, pierced & incised, stylized bear amulet. 

e: Bone, pierced & incised, stylized bear amulet. 

f: Ivory, pierced & incised, stylized bear amulet. 

g: Ivory, stylized bear head amulet. 

h: Ivory, stylized bear head amulet. 

i: Bone, stylized bear head amulet. 

j : Ivory, pierced, stylized bear head amulet. 

k: Bone, stylized bear head amulet. 

Source: Harp & Hughes 1968:11-12 (description) & 22, pi. 8. 
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PLATE 29 

THE "BACK ARM", PORT AU CHOIX: THE HOWLEY COLLECTION 

See catalogue, Appendix 11. 

Source: Howley 1915, pi. XXIV. 
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PLATE 30 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60) 

A: Entrance to cave prior to clearance showing log palisade 
and rubble and slab reinforcements. 

B: Entrance to cave following clearance of palisade but 
prior to excavation in the interior. Note low clearance. 
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PLATE 31 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60) 

A: Sub-operations Q and S after excavation to fissured bedrock 
(background) and sterile rubble (foreground). Scale = 0.5 
m. Arrow indicates mag. nth. 

B: Section through cryoclastic sterile rubble, sub-operation J; 
scale = 0.5 m. (small divisions = 5 cms.). 

C: Removing large rockfall from interior using winch; Earl 
Luffman guiding rock onto log slipway. 
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PLATE 32 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60) 

A: South corner, sub-operation J, showing rock shelving 
(background), large rockfall (foreground), level 1 (thin 
dark layer, top right) and sterile rubble of level 2 (bottom 
right). Scale = 0.5 m. Arrow indicates mag. nth. 

B: Oblique view of north section of sub-operation X showing 
large rockfall in entrance area (centre) and secondary 
deposits in front (right of board). Scale = 0.5 m. Arrow 
indicates mag. nth. 
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PLATE 33 

CROW HEAD CAVE (7A 60) & GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65) 

A: Crow Head Cave entrance and interior following removal 
of surface rubble and large rockfall showing greatly 
augmented access and interior clearance; Clifford Evans 
excavating (background). 

B: Gargamelle Rockshelter prior to excavation showing large 
spoil heaps of rubble from previous digging by local 
inhabitants (centre) and stacked slab screen wall (right). 
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PLATE 34 

GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER (7A 65) 

A: Area of primary concentration of human bone and 
artefacts in centre of cave looking towards point III. 
Foreground - tilted slab fall; background - disturbed 
earth, slab fall having been removed during digging by 
local inhabitants. Scale = 0.5 m. Arrow indicates mag. 
nth. 

B: Tilted slab fall in entrance of cave looking towards point 
VII (tip of large rock, top left), showing section through 
disturbed rubble deposits (top centre and right). Scale 
= 0.5 m. Arrow indicates mag. nth 
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APPENDIX 1 
CROW HEAD CAVE [7A 60] 

LIST OF LOTS 

SUB-OP DESCRIPTION PLATE LEVEL 

A:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
A:2 CHERT FLAKE S 
A:3 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
A:4 TIP-FLUTED CHERT ENDBLADE 1:D S 
A:5 BONE (FIUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
A:6 IVORY PIECE (WORKED) 8:E S 
A:7 FLUTED BONE POINT 6:G S 
A:8 GROUND BONE PIECE 7:P S 
A:9 GREEN NEPHRITE SINGLE NOTCH BLT 5:B S 
A: 10 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
A: 11 UTILIZED CHERT M/BLADE CORE FRAG S 
A:12 CHERT BIFACE TIP FRAG (JOINS S-15) 2:D S 
A:13 CHERT INSET SIDEBLADE 3:C S 
A: 14 SCI. SAMPLE 19 (3 SHELL FRAGS) S 
A: 15 GROUND BONE PIECE 9:C S 
A: 16 TIP-FLUTED CHERT ENDBLADE 1:C S 
A: 17 SCI. SAMPLE 4 (SOIL) S 
A: 18 SCI. SAMPLE 5 (ROCK) 

B:l BONE SINGLE LINEHOLE HARPOON HEAD 6:A S 
B:2 IVORY PIECE (WORKED) 8:F S 
B:3 BONE (HUMAN AND FAUNAL) S 

C:l BONE (HUMAN AND FAUNAL) S 

D:l BONE (FAUNAL) S 
D:2 CHERT KNIFE 1:1 S 
D:3 BLACK NEPHRITE SINGLE NOTCH BLT 5:E S 
D:4 GROUND & RETOUCHED CHERT BIFACE 2:E S 
D:5 SCI. SAMPLE 12 (BEACH PEBBLE) S 

E:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
E:2 GREEN NEPHRITE DOUBLE NOTCH BLT 5:A S 

F:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
F:2 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
F:3 RETOUCHED CHERT M/BLADE, HAFTED? 4:E S 
F:4 BONE SINGLE LINEHOLE HARPOON HEAD 6:C S 
F:5 PIERCED & INCISED BONE PENDANT 8:B;9:A S 
F:6 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
F:6 CHERT FLAKE S 
F:7 CHERT ENDBLADE 1:G S 

G:l UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
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H:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAE) S 
H:2 SERRATED CHERT ENDBLADE 3:A S 
H:3 BONE HARPOON HEAD FRAG (JOINS X-4) 6:D S 
H:4 CHERT CORE (JOINS H-10) S 
H:5 SCI. SAMPLE 11 (RED OCHRE) S 
H:6 TIP-FLUTED CHERT ENDBLADE 1:B S 
H:7 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
H:8 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
H:9 CHERT FLAKE S 
H:10 CHERT FLAKE (JOINS H-4) S 
H: l l CHERT FLAKE S 
H:12 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
H:13 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE S 
H:14 CHERT FLAKE S 
H:15 CHERT FLAKE S 
H:16 CHERT FLAKE S 
H:17 UTILIZED CHERT PROX. BLADE SECTION S 
H:18 CHERT FLAKE S 
H:19 CHERT FLAKE FROM BLADECORE S 
H:20 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
H:21 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
H:22 SCI. SAMPLE 2 (ENTRANCE FILL SOIL) S 
H:23 BONE (HUMAN) S 

J:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
J:2 DOUBLE NOTCHED CHERT KNIFE 1:H 2 
J:3 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
J:4 ANTLER HARPOON HEAD? 6:E 2 
J:5 BONE POINT 6:J 2 
J:6 BONE POINT OR BURIN SUPPORT PIECE 7:B 2 
J:7 CHERT MICROBLADE 4:B 2 
J:8 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
J:9 UTILIZED CHERT MICROBLADE 4 A 1 
J: 10 CHERT MICROBLADE PROX FRAG 4:J 1 
J : l l CHERT MICROBLADE DISTAL FRAG 4:F 1 
J: 12 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 1 
J: 13 SCI. SAMPLE 1 (SOIL) 1 
J: 14 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
J: 15 INCISED IVORY PENDANT FRAG 7:0;9:C 1 
J: 16 BONE EYED NEEDLE 7:M 2 
J: 17 CHERT PROJECTILE POINT BASE 2:F 2 
J: 18 SCI. SAMPLE 3 (SOIL) 1 
J: 19 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
J:20 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 1 
J:21 BONE (HUMAN AND FAUNAL) 2 
J:22 NOT USED 
J:23 NOT USED 
J:24 NOT USED 
J:25 2 BEAVER INCISOR FRAGS (JOINS) 1 
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K:l BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:l 2 BEAVER INCISORS 2 
K:2 BONE SINGLE LINEHOLE HARPOON HEAD 6:B 2 
K:3 IVORY POINT 7:F 2 
K:4 BONE POINT 6:1 2 
K:5 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:6 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:7 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:8 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:9 CHERT PROX. BLADE SECTIO 2 
K:10 CHERT FLAKE 2 
K: l l CHERT FLAKE FROM BLADECORE 2 
K:12 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:13 UTILZIED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:14 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:15 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:16 CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:17 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:18 CHERT FLAKE 2 
K:19 CHERT FLAKE FROM BLADECORE 2 
K:20 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
K:21 CHERT FLAKE FROM BLADECORE 1/2 
K:22 CHERT FLAKE UTILIZED FOR SCRAPING 1/2 
K:23 CHERT MICROBLADE 4:M 1/2 
K:24 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
K:25 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:26 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:27 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 

L:l WORKED BONE PIECE 7:N 1/2 
L:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
L:3 SCI. SAMPLE 15 (RED OCHRE PIECE) 1 
L:4 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
L:5 WORKED(?) BONE PIECE [MISSING] 1 
L:6 CHERT TIP-FLUTED ENDBLADE 1:A 1 
L:7 SCI. SAMPLE 16 (3 TYPES SHELL) 2 
L:8 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
L:9 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
L:9 1 BEAVER INCISOR 2 
L:10 BONE NEEDLE 7:L 1/2 
L: l l CHERT MICROBLADE 4:H 1 
L:12 SCI. SAMPLE 17 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) 1 
L:13 C14 SAMPLE 2 (TWIGS, BARK) 1/2 

M:l CHERT BIFACIAL ENDBLADE 2:C 2 
M:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
M:3 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
M:4 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 

N:l SCI. SAMPLE 10 (CONIFER NEEDLES) 1 
N:2 BONE AWL 7:H 1 
N:3 CHERT PLUG? 3:E 1 
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N:4 CHERT ENDBLADE 1:F 1 
N:5 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
N:6 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
N:7 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
N:8 BLACK NEPHRITE SINGLE NOTCH BLT 5:D 1 
N:9 GREEN NEPHRITE SINGLE NOTCH BLT 5:G 1 
N:10 IVORY WORKED PIECE 8:C 1/2 
N: l l IVORY WORKED PIECE 8:G 1/2 
N:12 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
N:12 CHERT MICROBLADE PROX. SECTION 4:G 1 
N:13 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:14 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:15 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:16 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:17 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 

P:l BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
P:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
P:3 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
P:4 CHERT FLAKE 2 
P:5 SCI. SAMPLE 14 (CRYOCLASTIC ROCK) 2 

Q:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
Q:l 3 BEAVER INCISOR FRAGS 1 
Q:2 CHERT ENDBLADE 1:E 1 
Q:3 CHERT FLAKE 1 
Q:4 BONE BURIN SUPPORT PIECE 7:A 1 
Q:5 BONE HARPOON FORESHAFT 7:E 1 
Q:6 CHERT FLAKE 1 
Q:7 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
Q:7 CHERT FLAKE 1 
Q:7 4 BEAVER INCISORS FRAGS 1 
Q:8 BONE BURIN SUPPORT PIECE 7:C 1 
Q:9 1 BEAVER INCISOR 1/2 
Q:9 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
Q:10 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
Q:l l BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
Q:12 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 

R:l BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:2 GROUND & CHIPPED NEPHRITE BLT 5:H 2 
R:3 GREEN NEPHRITE SGLE NOTCH BLT 5:C 1/2 
R:4 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
R:5 CHERT MICROBLADE PROX. FRAG 4:1 1 
R:6 2 BEAVER INCISOR FRAGS (JOIN) 1/2 
R:7 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:8 EYED BONE NEEDLE 7:K 1/2 
R:9 IVORY POINT FRAG. 7:G 1 
R:10 CHERT SCRAPER 3:B 1/2 
R: l l BONE (HUMAN) 1/2 
R:12 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:13 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 



S:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAE) 1 
S:2 1 BEAVER INCISOR 1 
S:2 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAE) 1 
S:3 QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBLADE 3:D 1 
S:4 CHERT MICROBLADE 4:C 1 
S:5 SCI. SAMPLE 9 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) la 
S:6 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
S:7 CHERT MICROBLADE 4:0 1 
S:8 IVORY TOOTH AMULET? 8:D la 
S:9 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) la 
S:10 SCI. SAMPLE 8 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) la 
S:ll CHERT MICROBLADE 4:D la 
S:12 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 1 
S:13 CHERT MICROBLADE MEDIAL FRAG. 4:L la 
S:14 CHERT FLAKE la 
S:15 CHERT ENDBLADE FRAG (JOINS A-12) 2:D la 
S:16 CHERT MICROBLADE DISTAL FRAG. 4:N 1A 
S:17 BONE EYED NEEDLE 7:J 1 
S:18 SCI. SAMPLE 7 (DARK STAIN SOIL) 1 
S:19 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
S:20 CHERT MICROBLADE PROX. FRAG 4:K la 
S:21 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) la 
S:22 BONE (FAUNAL) la 
S:23 BONE (FAUNAL) la 
S:24 BONE BEAR HEAD AMULET 8:A;9:B la 
S:25 C14 SAMPLE 1 (TWIGS) la 
S:26 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
S:27 BONE (FAUNAL) la 
S:28 1 BEAVER INCISOR la 

T:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
T:2 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
T:3 BARBED BONE POINT 6:H 2 
T:4 NOT USED 
T:5 INCISED HARPOON FORESHAFT 7:D 2 
T:6 SMALL BONE POINT 7:1 2 
T:7 SCI. SAMPLE 13 (CRYSTALLINE NODULE) 2 
T:8 GROUND PERIWINKLE SHELL 8:H 2 
T:9 SCI. SAMPLE 18 (SMALL WHITE SHELL) 2 
T:10 NOT USED 
T:ll SCI. SAMPLE 6 (7 BEACH? PEBBLES) 1/2 

W:l CHERT CORE (DONATED 1985) S 
W:2 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE (1985 SURVEY) S 
W:3 GREEN NEPHRITE BLT (BACKDIRT) 5:F S 
W:4 BONE SNOW KNIFE(?) FRAG (DONATED 

1985) 10:A S 
W:5 WORKED BONE PIECE (DONATED 1985) 10:B S 
W:6 WORKED IVORY PIECE (DONATED 1985) 10:D S 
W:7 INCISED IVORY PIECE (DONATED 1985) 10:E S 
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X:l BONE (FAUNAL) S 
X:2 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
X:3 CHERT BIFACE KNIFE 2:A S 
X:4 BONE SINGLE LINEHOLE HARPOON HEAD 6:D S 
X:5 CHERT BIFACE 2:B S 
X:6 BONE MINIATURE HARPOON HEAD 6:F S 
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APPENDIX 2 
CROW HEAD CAVE [7A 60] 

LIST OF HUMAN AND FAUNAL BONE LOTS 
SUB-OP DESCRIPTION LEVEL 

A:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 

A:2 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 

B:3 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 

C:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 

D:l BONE (FAUNAL) S 

E:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 

F:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
F:6 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
H:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) S 
H:20 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
H:21 BONE (FAUNAL) S 
H:23 BONE (HUMAN) S 

J:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
J:8 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
J: 14 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
J: 19 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
J:21 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 

K:l BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:20 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
K:24 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
K:25 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:26 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
K:27 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 

L:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
L:4 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
L:8 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
L:9 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 

M:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
M:3 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
M:4 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 

N:5 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
N:6 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
N:7 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
N:12 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
N:13 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
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N:14 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:15 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:16 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
N:17 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 

P:l BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
P:2 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
P:3 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 

Q:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
Q:7 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
Q:9 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
0:10 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
Q:ll BONE (FAUNAL) 2 
Q:12 BONE (FAUNAL) 2 

R:l BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:4 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
R:7 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:ll BONE (HUMAN) 1/2 
R:12 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1/2 
R:13 BONE (FAUNAL) 1/2 

S:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
S:2 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
S:6 BONE (HUMAN) 1 
S:9 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) la 
S:19 BONE (FAUNAL) 1 
S:21 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) la 
S:22 BONE (FAUNAL) la 
S:23 BONE (FAUNAL) la 
S:26 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 1 
S:27 BONE (FAUNAL) la 

T:l BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 
T:2 BONE (HUMAN & FAUNAL) 2 

X:l BONE (FAUNAL) S 
X:2 BONE (FAUNAL) S 



APPENDIX 3 
CROW HEAD CAVE [7A 60] 

LIST OF SCIENTIFIC & R/-JDIOCARBON SAMPLES 

SUB-OP DESCRIPTION LEVEL 

A: 14 SCI. SAMPLE 19 (3 SHELL FRAGS) S 
A: 17 SCI. SAMPLE 4 (SOIL) S 
A: 18 SCI. SAMPLE 5 (ROCK) 

D:5 SCI. SAMPLE 12 (BEACH PEBBLE?) S 

H:5 SCI. SAMPLE 11 (RED OCHRE) S 
H:22 SCI. SAMPLE 2 (ENTRANCE FILL SOIL) S 

J: 13 SCI. SAMPLE 1 (SOIL) 1 
J: 18 SCI. SAMPLE 3 (SOIL) 1 

L:3 SCI. SAMPLE 15 (RED OCHRE PIECE) 1 
L:7 SCI. SAMPLE 16 (3 TYPES SHELL) 2 
L:12 SCI. SAMPLE 17 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) 1 
L:13 C14 SAMPLE 2 (TWIGS, BARK) 1/2 

N:l SCI. SAMPLE 10 (CONIFER NEEDLES) 1 

P:5 SCI. SAMPLE 14 (CRYOCLASTIC ROCK) 2 

S:5 SCI. SAMPLE 9 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) la 
S:10 SCI. SAMPLE 8 (BLACK STAIN SOIL) la 
S:18 SCI. SAMPLE 7 (DARK STAIN SOIL) 1 
S:25 C14 SAMPLE 1 (TWIGS) la 

T:7 SCI. SAMPLE 13 (CRYSTALLINE NODULE) 2 
T:9 SCI. SAMPLE 18 (SMALL WHITE SHELL) 2 
T: l l SCI. SAMPLE 6 (7 BEACH? PEBBLES) 1/2 
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APPENDIX 4 
CROW HEAD CAVE [7A 60] 

CATALOGUE OF 1968 COLLECTION (PL. 11) 

N.B. Measurements provided are extrapolated from the scale on pi. 
15 using object number 55, the caribou tibia, to transfer the 
scale to pi. 11. Due to camera distortion, all measurements 
are only very approximate. 

1: Chert biface; side-notched. [L = ca. 7.3 cms.] 

2: Chert biface; side-notched. [L = ca. 5.6 cms.] 

3: Chert biface; side-notched. [L = ca. 5.3 cms.] 

4: Chert biface; side-notched. [L = ca. 5.0 cms.] 

5: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 4.4 cms.] 

6: Chert side-notched assymetric end-blade. [L = ca. 3.8 cms.] 

7: Chert side-notched assymetric end-blade. [L = ca. 3.2 cms.] 

8: Chert end-blade. [L = ca. 2.9 cms.] 

9: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 3.2 cms.] 

10: Chert end-blade. [L = ca. 3.5 cms.] 

11: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 3.2 cms.] 

12: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.9 cms.] 

13: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.6 cms.] 

14: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

15: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

16: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.1 cms.] 

17: Chert end-blade; concave base. [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

18: Chert end-blade; markedly concave base. [L = ca. 2.0 cms.] 

19: Micro-blade section; Ramah chert? [L = ca. 1.7 cms.] 

20: Unidentified long, narrow bone artefact. [L = ca. 30.2 cms.] 
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21: Bone plaque; one tapering end; both ends perforated by gouging with 
channels from perforation to the end. [L = ca. 10.8 cms.] 

22: Bone plaque; stylized seal amulet?; both ends perforated by 
gouging with channels from perforation to end; incised parallel 
lines at both ends. [L = ca. 9.4 cms.] 

23: Bone plaque; parallel-sided; both ends perforated by gouging with 
channels from perforation to end. [L = ca. 9.7 cms.] 

24: Bone plaque; one end broken; other end perforated by gouging with 
channel from perforation to end. [L = ca. 9.1 cms.] 

25: Bone lance, fish-stringing needle, marrow extractor, or wound 
plug?; perforated by gouging at one end; other end tapered; cf. 
Birket-Smith 1929:132, fig. 39a, e-h; idem 1945:95, fig. 59:b. [L 
= ca. 9.9 cms.] 

26: Antler lance?; proximal end perforated by gouging & notched both 
sides; curved shaft with two rows of small incisions on the 
distal side of the notching; distal end pointed with single incised 
line along spine intersected by two transverse incised 
lines; see pi. 14 for detail; cf. Maxwell 1985:184, fig. 7,10:1 for a 
longer (16.6 cms.) version. [L = ca. 11.1 cms.] 

27: Unidentified bone object; proximal end perforated by gouging with 
channel to the end; short incised line along spine above 
perforation; distal end notched & apparently complete; see pi. 14 for 
detail. [L = ca. 7.9 cms.] 

28: Worked bone/ivory piece; both ends broken; see pi. 15 for detail. 
[L = ca. 8.0 cms.] 

29: Barbed bone fishing spear; proximal end broken; cf. Birket-Smith 
1945:179, fig. 138:a for longer (18.9 cms.) duplicate in antler which 
is the central element, flanked by curved & barbed side-
prongs, in a Umingmaktormiut fishing leister. [L = ca. 7.9 cms.] 

30: Unidentified bone object; perforated at both ends by gouging but 
perforations are slightly further from the ends than in 21-23 
above. [L = ca. 7.0 cms.] 

31: Bone foreshaft?; perforated by gouging at proximal end with 
channel to the end; cross-section goes from apparently 
rectangular at proximal end to square at distal end; both sides have 
two vestigial barbs or angled notches; distal end is cross-
notched to form small crenellations at each corner; cf. Boas 
1907:393, fig. 187:a for harpoon foreshaft from Igloolik with 
similar notched end. [L = ca. 7.0 cms.] 
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32: Bone foreshaft?; proximal end reduced in section & perforated by 
gouging; distal end apparently incomplete; see pi. 14 for detail; cf. 
Maxwell 1985:182, fig. 7.9:H-I for similar pierced foreshafts 
from the Early Dorset T-l site, Southampton Island. [L = ca. 7.3 
cms.] 

33: Bone double-notched burin-like tool support piece; see pi. 14 for 
detail. [L = ca. 5.3 cms.] 

34: Bone burin-like tool support piece?; parallel incised lines 
running the full length of the top surface; apparently 
incomplete; see pi. 14 for detail. [L = ca. 4.9 cms.] 

35: Bone Newfoundland Closed single linehole harpoon head; parallel 
incised lines on face; see pi. 14 for detail. [L = ca. 6.4 cms.] 

36: Bone Newfoundland Closed single linehole harpoon head; parallel 
incised lines on face. [L = ca. 5.9 cms.] 

37: Bone Newfoundland Closed single linehole harpoon head. [L = ca. 
4.9 cms.] 

38: Bone Dorset Parallel harpoon head; for detail & two parallel 
incised lines on dorsal surface see pi. 15. [L = ca. 5.3 cms.] 

39: Long bone pin? [L = ca. 14.0 cms.] 

40: Unidentified bone artefact; both ends pointed; proximal end 
notched on both edges; distal end notched twice on one edge; 
cross-section apparently elliptical. [L = ca. 20.5 cms.] 

41: Ground stone artefact; slate scraper?; see Boas 1907:383, fig. 177 
for a close shape parallel with a serrated distal end in a 
whalebone skin-scraper from Southampton Island. Boas notes that 
all other skin-scrapers are normally made in stone. [L = ca. 16.7 
cms.] 

42: Miniature bone sled-runner; distal end doubly perforated for lashing 
holes; proximal end broken; cross-section rectangular with channeled 
top surface; cf. Renouf 1986: pi. 25 for several full-size specimens 
from Phillip's Garden and the Point Riche site. [L = ca. 19.3 cms.; W 
= ca. 0.88 cms.] 

43: Unidentified bone? object. [L = ca. 2.9 cms.] 

44: Bone/ivory amulet; stylized swimming bear; perforated by gouging at 
both ends with channel connecting holes; see pi. 15 for detail and pis. 
8:A & 9:B for comparable example. [L = ca. 2.9 cms.] 

45: Small boot-shaped object of unknown function and material; cf. a 
similar boot-shaped stone object from the Port au Choix Maritime 
Archaic cemetery, Tuck 1976:237, pi. 45:6. [L = ca. 2.1 cms.] 
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46: Quartz crystal core fragment. [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

47: Quartz crystal end-scraper? [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

48: Bone harpoon foreshaft; two parallel incised lines on surface shown; 
see pi. 14 for detail of other surface which has a shallow groove. [L 
= ca. 10.3 cms.] 

49: Bone harpoon foreshaft; assymetrical shape. [L = ca. 14.9 cms.] 

50: Ground celt. [L = ca. 9.7 cms.; W = ca. 4.4 cms.] 

51: Quartz crystal micro-blade. [L = ca. 2.6 cms.] 

52: Quartz crystal core. [L = ca. 4.1 cms.] 

53: Chert biface; assymetric base. [L = ca. 3.5 cms.] 

54: Chert scraper? [L = ca. 2.3 cms.] 

55: Caribou tibia? awl; see pi. 15 for detail. [L = ca. 20.2 cms.] 

56: Bone haft?; see pi. 15 for detail. [L = ca. 10.3 cms.] 

57: Unidentified. [L = ca. 7.6 cms.] 

58: Ground slate? artefact. [L = ca. 3.5 cms.] 

59: Ground slate or bone? [L = ca. 2.6 cms.] 

60: Ground slate point proximal section; cf. Wintemberg 1940:pl. XVI, fig. 
1:11 for a parallel from the Portland Creek site; cf. Tuck 1976:95, pi. 
22. [L = ca. 2.9 cms.] 

61: Ground stone stemmed lance or knife; cf. Wintemberg 1940:pl. XVI, fig. 
1:12 for a parallel from Englee. [L = ca. 4.4 cms.] 

62: Ground stone scraper or adze blade; cf. Wintemberg 1940:pl. XVI, fig. 
1:14-16 for examples in chert (?) & nephrite from Cow Head. [L = ca. 
5.7 cms.; W = ca. 4.9 cms.] 

63: Ground steatite fragment. [L = ca. 4.1 cms.; W = ca. 3.7 cms.] 

64: Oval steatite bowl or lamp. [L = ca. 11.4 cms.; W = ca. 7.3 cms.] 

65: Bone sled runner fragment? [L = ca. 10.0 cms.; W = ca. 2.5 cms.] 

66: Unidentified. [L = ca. 10.8 cms.] 

67: Bone awl? [L = ca. 9.4 cms.] 

68: Unidentified. [L = ca. 5.3 cms.] 
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69: Worked bone fragment; see pi. 15 for detail. [L = ca. 9.4 cms.] 

70: Beaver incisor. [L = ca. 6.2 cms.] 

71: Beaver incisor. [L = ca. 5.6 cms.] 

72: Beaver incisor. [L = ca. 5.3 cms.] 

73: Beaver incisor. [L = ca. 4.4 cms.] 

74: Beaver incisor. [L = ca. 3.2 cms.] 
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APPENDIX 5 
CROW HEAD CAVE [7A 60] 

PETROLOGY OF LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

General Comments: 

No detailed petrological analysis has been conducted for the lithic inventory 
of either Crow Head Cave or Gargamelle Rockshelter and the following 
comments on petrology are the result of a visual inspection of the material 
by Mr. Paul Dean, Director, Department of Mines and Resources, St. John's. 

The Cow Head Chert Beds: 

The majority of lithic pieces from both sites are apparently derived from a 
geological context similar to that of the cherts from the multi-component 
site at Cow Head, approximately 115 kms. to the south of Port au Choix 
(Tuck 1978). The Cow Head chert beds and other similar chert-bearing 
Ordovician shallow-water deposits strung out down the west coast of the 
Great Northern Peninsula were major sources of raw material in the Early 
Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Groswater) on the Island. By the time of the Late 
Palaeo-Eskimo tradition (Dorset), Cow Head type cherts occur in small 
quantities in Early Dorset contexts in Labrador, and become more common in 
Labrador Middle Dorset sites with trace amounts being found as far north as 
Koliktalik-1 (Jordan 1986:143) and Avayalik (Nagle 1986:101). There is 
considerable colour variation in Cow Head cherts ranging through beige, 
brown, green, blue, and black. Unless otherwise qualified, therefore, the 
epithet "chert" in lithic descriptions should be understood as Cow Head chert. 

Quartz Crystal: 

A small number of pieces from both sites are made from quartz crystal. 
This occurs locally on the Point Riche peninsula in small quantities. 

Nephrite: 

To date, the only nephrite source located on the Island is at Pistolet Bay 
at the northern tip of the Great Northern Peninsula. Geologically, nephrite 
should not occur in Labrador. The colour varies from light green to an 
argillite-like jet-black. It is sometimes difficult to visually discriminate 
between light green nephrite burin-like tools and mudstones/slates which 
have been ground and bevelled in a similar fashion e.g. 7A60 A:9. Several of 
the pieces from Crow Head also showed a thin deposit of calcium carbonate 
over part of their surface. 
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Miscellaneous Lithic Sources: 

One chert scraper (7A60 R:10) has the characteristic wispy tails of grey and 
black mottling of Notre Dame Bay chert sources. The chert core and 
conjoining flake (7A60 H:10/H:4) are probably derived from the dark green 
deep-water chert beds around Piccadily on the Port au Port Peninsula. At 
the Point Riche site, one of the distinctive features of the lithic assemblage 
was the use of an opaque, fine-grained, grey stone. One example, a tip-
fluted end-blade (7A60 H:6), occurred in Crow Head Cave. To date, it has 
not been found in the extensive lithic assemblage at Phillip's Garden, nor in 
the Gargamelle assemblage. Despite its absence at both these sites, the 
stone is apparently derived from local cobbles. No Ramah chert was found 
in the excavated assemblage from Crow Head Cave. 
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APPENDIX 6 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER [7A 65] 

LIST OF LOTS 

SUB-OP DESCRIPTION PLATE 

A:l SINGLE NOTCHED CHERT END-BLADE 16:A 
A:2 BONE NEEDLE FRAG. GOUGED EYE 21:A 
A:3 SMALL BONE CONE 21:G 
A:4 QUARTZ CRYSTAL CORE FRAG. 
A:5 HUMAN BONE 
A:6 HUMAN BONE 
A:7 CHERT BIFACE POINT, DIAGONAL SNAPPED 

BASE 16:J 
A:8 CHERT BIFACE POINT, DIAGONAL SNAPPED 

BASE 16:K 
A:9 HUMAN BONE 
A: 10 CUT, GROUND & PIERCED BONE SNOW 

GOGGLE 20:A 
A: 11 WHETSTONE FRAGMENT [JOINS A:41 + A:86] 19:A 
A: 12 SMALL PIECE WORKED IVORY 
A: 13 CHERT SIDE-SCRAPER 18:A 
A: 14 BONE HARPOON HEAD TIP 
A: 15 SMALL BONE CONE 21:1 
A: 16 BONE HARPOON FORESHAFT 20:H 
A: 17 HUMAN BONE 
A: 18 CHERT STEMMED END-SCRAPER 18:G 
A: 19 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 
A:20 CHERT END-BLADE BASE 16:M 
A:21 CHERT END-BLADE, DIAGONAL BASE 16:F 
A:22 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (MEDIAL SECTION) 17:H 
A:23 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 
A:24 SPLIT STONE COBBLE (HAMMERSTONE?) 
A:25 SMALL IVORY CONE 
A:26 QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICRO-BLADE 

(MEDIAL SECTION) 17:K 
A:27 HUMAN BONE 
A:28 HUMAN BONE 
A:29 QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICRO-BLADE 

(PROX. SECTION) 17:J 
A:30 BONE BLT SUPPORT PIECE 21 :M 
A:31 CHERT END-BLADE ON TRANSVERSE FLAKE 16:B 
A:32 EYED BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 

(JOINS A:62 & A: 108) 21:C 
A:33 EYED BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 21:D 
A:34 BONE BLT SUPPORT PIECE 21:L 
A:35 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 18:F 
A:36 CHERT FLAKE 
A:37 SMALL BONE CONE 
A:38 SMALL THIN BONE SHAFT FRAG. 
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A:39 EYED BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 21:B 
A:40 EYED BONE NEEDLE, BEVELLED DISTAL END 
A:41 WHETSTONE FRAGMENT (JOINS A: 11 & A:86) 19:A 
A:42 BONE HARPOON FORESHAFT FRAG. 20:1 
A:43 BONE HARPOON FORESHAFT FRAG. 20:G 
A:44 CHERT NOTCHED END-BLADE 16:D 
A:45 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A:46 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE BLT FRAG. 
A:47 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (PROX. SECTION) 
A:48 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A:49 QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICRO-BLADE CORE 
A:50 QUARTZ CRYSTAL CONCAVE SCRAPER 18:D 
A:51 CHERT PREFORM TIP 18:C 
A:52 GROUND BONE FRAG. 
A:53 UTILIZED CHERT FLAKE 
A:54 CHERT CORE FRAG. 
A:55 BONE SINGLE LINEHOLE HARPOON HEAD 20:F 
A:56 CHERT END- & SIDE-SCRAPER 18:E 
A:57 CARVED IVORY PIECE (NEEDLE-CASE PLUG?) 21:F 
A:58 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (PROX. SECTION) 17:F 
A:59 CHERT FLAKE 
A:60 CHERT TIP-FLUTED END-BLADE 16:E 
A:61 NOT USED 
A:62 BONE NEEDLE POINT (JOINS A:32 & A: 108) 21:C 
A:63 BONE BLT SUPPORT PIECE 21:K 
A:64 CHERT CORE FRAG. 
A:65 BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 
A:66 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (DISTAL SECTION) 
A:67 CHERT ASSYMETRIC BIFACE 18:B 
A:68 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A:69 PIERCED AND INCISED BONE AMULET 20:D;20:C 
A:70 HUMAN BONE 
A:71 HUMAN BONE 
A:71 1 BEAVER INCISOR FRAG. 
A:72 SCI. SAMPLE 1 [SOIL 
A: 73 SCI. SAMPLE 2 SOIL 
A:74 SCI. SAMPLE 3 SOIL 
A:75 1 BEAVER INCISOR FRAG. (JOINS A:91) 
A:76 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (PROX. SECTION) 
A:77 NOTCHED & TIP-FLUTED END-BLADE 17:A 
A:78 STEMMED CHERT SCRAPER 18:H 
A: 79 CHERT BLADE [PROX. SECTION] 17:1 
A:80 CHERT CORE FRAG. 
A:81 CHERT END-BLADE (DISTAL SECTION) 
A:82 CHERT NOTCHED BIFACE 17:C 
A:83 CHERT END-BLADE 16:N 
A:84 SMALL CARVED IVORY PIECE 
A:85 CHERT END-BLADE (DISTAL SECTION) 
A:86 WHETSTONE FRAGMENT (JOINS A: 11 + A:41) 19:A 
A:87 SMALL BONE CONE 21:H 
A:88 CHERT FLAKE 
A:89 CHERT BIFACE FRAG. 
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A:90 STEMMED CHERT KNIFE 17:E 
A:91 HUMAN BONE 
A:92 MINIATURE BONE HARPOON HEAD 20:J 
A:93 UNIDENTIFIABLE WORKED BONE PIECE 
A:94 DOUBLE NOTCHED RAMAH CHERT 

END-BLADE 17:D 
A:95 CHERT END-BLADE 16:1 
A:96 CHERT END-BLADE 16:G 
A: 97 CHERT FLAKE 
AJ98 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A:99 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A: 100 TIP-FLUTED CHERT END-BLADE 16:C 
A: 101 CHERT END-BLADE 16:L 
A: 102 CHERT END-BLADE 16:H 
A: 103 CHERT FLAKE 
A: 104 1 BEAVER INCISOR FRAG. 
A: 105 BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 
A: 106 GROUND GREEN NEPHRITE FRAG. 
A: 107 HALF OF BIFURCATED CLAW 
A: 108 EYED BONE NEEDLE FRAG. 

(JOINS A:32 & A:62) 21:C 
A: 109 EYED BONE NEEDLE FRAG. POINTED 

BUTT END 21 :E 
A: 110 BONE CARIBOU HOOF PENDANT 20:E 
A:111 CUT/GROUND BIRD BONE TUBE 

(NEEDLECASE?) 21: J 
A: 112 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (DISTAL SECTION) 17: G 
A: 113 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (DISTAL SECTION) 
A: 114 CHERT MICRO-BLADE (MEDIAL SECTION) 
A: 115 NOTCHED CHERT MICRO-BLADE 

(MEDIAL SECTION) 
A: 116 CHERT BIFACE EDGE 17:B 
A: 117 RETOUCHED CHERT FLAKE 
A: 118 INCISED & PIERCED BONE AMULET 20:C;22:B 
A: 119 CARVED IVORY POLAR BEAR HEAD 20:B;22:A 
A: 120 HUMAN BONE 
A: 121 HUMAN BONE 
A: 122 CHERT FLAKE 
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APPENDIX 7 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER [ 7A 65 ] 

LIST OF HUMAN BONE LOTS 

SUB-OP DESCRIPTION 

A:5 HUMAN BONE 
A:6 HUMAN BONE 
A:9 HUMAN BONE 
A: 17 HUMAN BONE 
A:27 HUMAN BONE 
A:28 HUMAN BONE 
A:70 HUMAN BONE 
A:71 HUMAN BONE 
A:91 HUMAN BONE 
A: 120 HUMAN BONE 
A: 121 HUMAN BONE 
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APPENDIX 8 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER [7A 65] 

LIST OF SCIENTIFIC SAMPLES 

SUB-OP DESCRIPTION 
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A:72 SCI. SAMPLE 1 [SOIL 
A:73 SCI. SAMPLE 2 SOIL 
A:74 SCI. SAMPLE 3 [SOIL 



APPENDIX 9 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER [7A 65] 
PETROLOGY OF LITHIC ARTEFACTS 

General Comments: 

See Appendix 5 for general comments and other specific details on lithic 
types and possible sources. As with the Crow Head Cave assemblage, most 
of the lithic pieces from the Gargamelle Rockshelter are Cow Head type 
cherts. The few exceptions are noted below. 

Quartz Crystal: 

Several cores and micro-blades at Gargamelle were made from quartz crystal, 
probably obtained locally. 

Ramah Chert: 

Only one piece of Ramah chert, a double-notched end-blade (7A65 A:94), was 
recovered from Gargamelle. It is characteristically semi-translucent with a 
granular surface and black graphite flecks through the stone. 

Nephrite: 

Seven small pieces which show evidence of grinding were tentatively 
identified as green nephrite (7A65 A:45, 46, 48, 68, 98, 99, 106). However, 
it is possible that these are mudstones or slates. 

Miscellaneous Lithic Sources: 

One end-blade (7A65 A:l) is made in a grey stone with a micaceous-like 
surface sheen and small white flecks of feldspar grains; it is likely derived 
from a volcanic area on the Island. One flake (7A65 A:36) is made from a 
chalcedony-like translucent brown stone and is probably derived from a 
limestone area such as the Port au Choix and Point Riche Peninsulas. One 
utilized flake (7A65 A:23) is made from a green-red chert similar to the 
deep-water sequence cherts of the Port au Port Peninsula. Finally, the 
whetstone (7A65 A:ll/41/86) is made from slightly purple-coloured Bradore 
quartzite. The fact that this piece of very hard stone is highly polished 
both on the top and base surfaces suggests the use of some abrasive grinding 
medium such as sand. 
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APPENDIX 10 
GARGAMELLE ROCKSHELTER 

CATALOGUE OF THE 1961 HARP C LLECTION 

PLATE DESCRIPTION 

23: Chipped and ground stone artefacts. 

23a Chert, side-notched end-blade. 
23b Chert, side-notched end-blade. 
23c Chert, side-notched end-blade, assymetric. 
23d Chert, end-scraper. 
23e Chert, end-scraper. 
23f Chert, end-scraper. 
23g Chert, end-scraper, stemmed. 
23h Chert, end-scraper. 
23i Chert, end-scraper. 
23j Chert, end-scraper. 
23k Chert, end-scraper. 
231 Chert, retouched flake. 
23m Chert, prismatic blade. 
23n Chert, prismatic blade. 
23o Chert, prismatic blade. 
23p Slate, tip of bevel-edged end-scraper. 
23q Slate, fragment of bevel-edged side-scraper. 
23r Slate, fragment of bevel-edged side-scraper. 
23s Nephrite (?), side-notched, bevel-edged scraper. 
23t Nephrite (?), side-notched, bevel-edged scraper. 
23u Quartz crystal, micro-blade core. 

24: Chert & bone harpoon components. 

24a upper Chert, end-blade. 
24a middle Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 
24a lower Bone, incised harpoon foreshaft. 
24b Chert, concave based end-blade. 
24c Chert, single-notched concave based end-blade. 
24d Chert, assymetric based, tip-fluted end-blade. 
24e Chert, concave based end-blade. 
24f Chert, concave based end-blade. 
24g Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 
24h Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 
24i Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 
24j Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 
24k Bone, miniature single linehole harpoon head. 
241 Bone, pierced harpoon foreshaft. 
24m Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 
24n Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 
24o Bone, harpoon foreshaft. 
24p Bone, pierced self-pointed harpoon head. 
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25: Various bone artefacts. 

25a Bone, flint-flaker tip. 
25b Bone, flint-flaker tip. 
25c Bone, flint-flaker tip. 
25d Bone, flaking hammer. 
25e Bone, flaking hammer. 
25f Bone, splitting wedge (?) 
25g Bone, flat piece with two irregular shallow pits. 
25h Bone, longitudinally grooved, function unknown. 
25i Bone, perforator. 
25j Bone, perforator. 
25k Bone, worked piece, function unknown. 
251 Two beaver incisors. 

26: Various bone & ivory artefacts. 

26a Bone, pierced bar, box or bag handle (?) 
26b Bone, pierced bar, box or bag handle (?) 
26c Bone, spoon or needle-case, pierced stem handle. 
26d Bone, end-blade haft or foreshaft socket. 
26e Bone, burin-like tool support piece. 
26f Bone, snow goggle eye-piece. 
26g Bone, snow goggle eye-piece. 
26h Bone, foreshaft fragment (?) 
26i Bone, pierced, foreshaft fragment (?) 
26j Ivory, needle-case plugs (?) or gaming pieces (?) 
26k Bone, model walrus tusk. 
261 Bone, model walrus tusk. 

27: Miniature bone harpoon heads. 

All examples shown (a-h) are Dorset parallel-sliced types, laterally pierced 
with grooved channels on the flat underside connecting the holes. All are 
self-pointed without a blade slot. With the exception of 27e and 27g, all 
have closed sockets. These pieces are obscure in function but were possibly 
buttons or amulets. 

27a Bone, incised harpoon head. 
27b Bone, harpoon head. 
27c Bone, harpoon head. 
27d Bone, harpoon head. 
27e Bone, incised harpoon head, partial open socket. 
27f Bone, incised harpoon head. 
27g Bone, harpoon head, partial open socket. 
27h Bone, harpoon head. 
27i Bone, flat piece in shape of human figurine. 

28: Bone & ivory amulets. 

28a Bone, pierced & incised flat piece, seal amulet. 
28b Bone, pierced & incised flat piece, seal amulet. 
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28c Bone, pierced & incised flat piece, bear amulet. 
28d Bone, pierced & incised flat piece, bear amulet. 
28e Bone, pierced & incised flat piece, bear amulet. 
28f Ivory, pierced & incised flat piece, bear amulet. 
28g Ivory, in round, bear amulet. 
28h Ivory, in round, bear amulet. 
28i Ivory, in round, bear amulet. 
28j Ivory, in round & pierced bear amulet. 
28k Ivory, in round, bear amulet. 
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APPENDIX 11 
THE "BACK ARM" SITE, PORT AU CHOIX 

CATALOGUE OF THE 1904 COLLECTION (PL. 29) 

1: Bone, needle with gouged eye (Note A below). 

2: Bone, pierced & incised stylized seal(?) amulet. 

3: Bone, pierced & incised stylized seal(?) amulet. 

4: Bone, pierced & incised stylized seal(?) amulet (broken). 

5: Bone, pierced & incised stylized bear(?) amulet. 

6: Bone, pierced & incised stylized seal(?) amulet. 

7: Bone, pierced & incised stylized seal(?) amulet. 

8: Bone, pierced & incised stylized bear(?) amulet. 

9: Ivory, pierced & grooved bear head(?) amulet. 

10: Ivory, pierced & grooved bear head(?) amulet. 

11: Ivory, pierced & grooved "swimming bear" amulet. 

12: Ivory, pierced & grooved "swimming bear" amulet. 

13: Ivory, pierced & grooved "swimming bear" amulet. 

14: Ivory, pierced & grooved "swimming bear" amulet. 

15: Ivory, bear head amulet. 

16: Ivory, bear head(?) amulet. 

17: Ivory, bear head amulet. 

18: Ivory, unidentified, amulet (?). 

19: Ivory, unidentified, amulet (?). 

20: Ivory, unidentified, amulet (?). 

21: Bone(?), burin support piece. 

22: Ivory, small stylized seal amulet (?). 

23: Bone, barbed fishing spear (Beothuk?). 
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24: Bone, barbed fishing spear (Beothuk?). 

25: Bone, barbed, socketed, single linehole, self-pointed harpoon. 

26: Bone, barbed, socketed, single linehole, self-pointed fishing spear. 

27: Bone, barbed, single linehole, self-pointed fishing spear with pointed 
base. 

28: Bone, barbed, socketed, single linehole, self-pointed fishing spear. 

28a: Bone, barbed, socketed, single linehole, self-pointed harpoon. 

29: Bone, harpoon head. 

29a: Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 

30: Bone, double linehole harpoon head. 

31: Bone, single linehole harpoon head. 

32: Bone, transverse linehole harpoon head (Beothuk?). 

33: Bone, two burin support pieces(?). 

34: Bone, burin support piece. 

35: Bone, burin support piece. 

36: Bone, burin support piece. 

37: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (upside down). 

38: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (upside down). 

39: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (upside down). 

40: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (upside down). 

41: Bone, harpoon foreshaft (upside down). 

42: Bone, unidentified. 

43: Bone, unidentified. 

43a: Bone, unidentified. 

44: Whalebone, wedge (chisel-like end). 

45: Whalebone, wedge(?). 

46: Seal canine pierced for suspension. 
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Not shown but mentioned by Howley (1915:328ff.) 

3 canines, probably seal 
5 beaver incisors (3 lower, 2 upper) 
25 black or drab-coloured chert flakes 
2 yellowish jasper flakes 
several black & green nephrite burin-like tools 
2 black & greenish chert "broken spear heads" 
7 black & bluish green chert concave based arrow heads 
3 oblong pieces of thin slate, ground smooth on both sides & round on the 
edges 
small animal or bird bones 

Notes: 

A: Howley describes the eye of artefact 1 as "drilled" but also as "oblong" 
(1915:329); further on, he makes it clear that his use of the word 
"drilled" means merely "pierced" either by gouging or by the use of a 
bow-drill. 

B: Howley provides some measurements of artefacts in his written description 
(1915:328-330) but it is frequently difficult to relate these to specific 
forms shown in his pi. XXIV. In addition, either his measurements are 
only very approximate or the scale of pi. XXIV is internally inconsistent. 
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47: Bone/ivory, amulet(?), pierced both ends. 

48: Bone/ivory, bear head amulet with line groove & suspension holes. 

49: Bone(?), harpoon foreshaft. 

50: Ivory, two small, well-formed discs. 

51: Bone/ivory, unidentified. 

52: Bone/ivory, unidentified. 

53: Bone/ivory, unidentified. 
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